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This research delves into the underlying causal system influencing the 
emergence of psychopathology, with a focus on psychosis. Utilizing a 
dynamic network approach, the study shines light on the pivotal role of
affective dysregulation as a mediator in the complex interplay 
between the onset of psychosis and its various determinants.

Key Insights:

• The central importance of emotional responses as a linking mecha-
nism between the root causes of psychsis and the need for medical
intervention.

• The efficacy of the Experience Sampling Method (ESM) as a valuable
asset for individualized clinical care and treatment planning in the re-
alm of psychotic disorders.

• The potential for breaking the cycle and preventing psychopathology
through comprehensive, multi-layered strategies, including interventi-
ons focused on emotional regulation.
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 

ith the specified aim of concentrating the research focus on common themes within psychiatry, an 

e pert review identified  research uestions worthy of prioritising  Among them was the more precise 

identification and delineation of the role of symptoms in psychiatry and the development of 

computational assays for symptom guided reassembly of psychiatric nosology ,  

urthermore, multicausality of various conditions is now a largely accepted fact within the field, 

highlighting the comple ity of this issue  Despite this, the current standard of practice still conforms to 

the conception of mental disorders as categories based on statistical differentiation between symptoms 

that cluster together, ignoring the lin  between them and to the possible causes  These associations and 

comple ities are, however, becoming better understood and modeli ed through the research of authors 

such as inogradov et al  proposing an associationist model of the symptom dimensions of paranoia, or 

such as Odgers et al , showing that acute phase transitions can be modelled as part of a dynamic system , 

 urthermore, ris  factors are not specific to psychiatric categories  hildhood trauma T  has been 

lin ed in replicated findings to both affective and psychotic disorders  The same is true of genetic 

polymorphisms, which increasingly challenges the previously accepted raepelinian dichotomy between 

affective and psychotic disorders

More importantly, traditionally treatments are based on trial and error and are not able to bring full 

recovery in most instances  Between  and  of patients do not recover after a first episode of 

psychosis ,  to ,  of patients with schi ophrenia do not achieve recovery  and  do not 

e perience remission from a first episode of ma or depressive disorder  In other words, if the classical 

model of conceptualising mental disorders had been valid, treatment would arguably have been more 

successful   

A fully described representation of psychopathology was recently proposed, consisting of a comple , 

mutually reinforced networ  of causal mechanisms that include genes, environment, and symptoms 

themselves  In the last decade, many research studies have been conducted to elucidate this model, 

focusing on how symptoms impact on one another and on themselves in dynamic networ s, or circuits, 

challenging e isting methodologies and their limitations  ew, if any, studies to date tested empirically 

the integration of biological, environmental, and symptom components in non clinical cohorts, 

representative of the general population  ith this dissertation, we intend to empirically test various 

models of integration of these elements in the etiopathogenesis of mental disorders, with a later 

emphasis on psychotic emergence  
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In this chapter, we first unpac  the relationship between symptoms and etiological factors, as currently 

understood  Ne t, we e hibit the role of affective dysregulation in affective and psychotic disorders 

etiopathogenesis, and lastly, we present how etiological factors, and the networ  model can be 

integrated to understand the emergence of psychopathology  

1 1 Symptoms are related both mutually and with etiological factors  

Symptoms impact on one another in a causal fashion  The symptoms of mental disorders might 

intuitively be seen as related in some way  Negative views about oneself and the world cannot be 

considered separately from the depressive mood  The same applies to lac  of appetite and weight 

reduction  Patients see  medical attention because they e perience certain symptoms  Even treatment, 

whether it be pharmacotherapy or psychotherapy, is symptom focused  However, the use of symptoms 

in classification systems is currently not that straightforward  Symptoms are presented as individual 

items or criteria, which has simplified the diagnostic process in daily psychiatric practice to establishing 

a certain number of criteria that meet the threshold for a condition, at which point a diagnosis is given as 

set out in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders DSM , or the International 

lassification of Diseases I D  The condition is then treated accordingly ,  By contrast, the 

cognitive and behavioural psychotherapy model uses the complaints that motivated a person to see  

help as a starting point  The complaints are e plored, and phenomenological lin s drawn between the 

complaints and what reinforces them  These are usually other symptoms or conte t factors or even 

familial or biographical anamnesis  A final conceptuali ation is drawn from that wor  and specific 

interventions are implemented that will change the components of the constellation to influence the 

entire system and ultimately treat the original complaint   

Additionally, symptoms overflow category borders as observed in clinical practice and repeatedly 

documented in the comorbidity literature ,  The ne t step was then aimed at proving the validity of 

this intuitive lin  between symptoms and, more importantly, unravelling its true nature  Previous 

authors have therefore investigated the nature of the connection between symptoms both on a 

theoretical, methodological, and empirical level, and from different perspectives, throughout the 

spectrum of mental disorders   

1 1 1 Modelling at the theoretical level 

The uestion arises, how is this relationship modelled at the theoretical level  Based on the most 

prominent body of literature, we could distinguish between two main models that stand in contrast to 

one another and consider the connection between symptoms with or without etiological factors  The first 

is the latent variable model  According to this model, while symptoms are considered observable 

variables, there are unobserved factors, otherwise called latent variables, that predict symptoms and 
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e plain their clustering  In the personality research literature, a factor model can be fitted to 

personality data  actor scores would be based on summations of sub scores, that is e traversion given 

to the weighted sum score of the items corresponding to it  This factor score would be considered as an 

estimate of the e traversion level  Li ewise, depressive mood, anhedonia, insomnia, lac  of appetite, 

hopelessness, trouble concentrating, loss of energy, and motor retardation are observable through 

e ternal evaluation or introspection  The diagnostic category depressive episode  would be a latent 

common cause that creates the association between the observed variables  But a disorder cannot be a 

cause, as it is merely a theoretical construct  In empirical studies following this theory, symptoms 

described above would be included as sum scores ,  onsistent with this theory, observable 

variables are also assumed to be independent  hich is not possible in the reality of the e perience of 

symptoms, for e ample a depressive mood cannot be independent from negative thoughts  

The second theoretical model is the net or  a roa , that considers all variables as observable and 

acts as mutually predictive on each other  The latter is more phenomenologically compatible with the 

e perience of the individual, whereas the former can be viewed as non ecologically valid  On the 

other hand, while symptoms or mental states, as discussed in the ne t section  can be argued to act as 

building bloc s of any conceptualisation, it is important to denote their non e clusivity  Biological, 

social, and environmental factors should also be included in the networ  model see corresponding 

section    

Parallel to the two models cited above, other approaches have been followed, namely the 

endophenotype approach that has been e pounded to help lin  mental disorders to their genetic roots  

According to its underlying logic, disease specific phenotypes should be the downstream manifestation 

of a narrower genotype than the entire disease related genotype  Or other theories postulated such as 

connectionist inspired ones ,  In a suggested connectionist inspired networ  of depression, input 

nodes reflected aetiological variables, an intermediate layer represented symptomatic and 

pathophysiological outcomes, and the output node represented the onset of depression or of 

comorbidity  According to this model, the onset of depression rely solely on the interactions between 

the various endpoints  

1 1 2 Symptoms versus mental states 

ollowing the latent variable model, the variables studied are mostly sum scores of uestionnaires that 

otherwise dull the role of individual symptoms  Psychopathology networ s, on the other hand, chose in 

some nown previous wor s to implement items of the DSM or I D, for the sa e of standardisation of 

analysis and comparability of eventual future studies  Alternatively, researchers have settled on 

momentary mental states MMS , especially when tac ling the area of e perience sampling method 

ESM  based networ s  Those would be displayed as nodes in a networ  graphical representation of the 
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data igure  in hapter  They constitute feelings, cognitions, and behaviours of daily life on a finer

grained time scale and are argued to be the building bloc s of symptoms, that is symptoms of depressed 

mood is the summation of feeling down i e  MMS , that persists over time and is therefore less reactive 

to positive events, that otherwise in the case of a healthy state  would ma e the person switch to feeling 

oyful i e  MMS  This means, that not only the MMS are building bloc s of symptoms , but the latter 

also have a clinical and pathological denotation  Therefore, a convincing case can be made for the use of 

MMS in the field of mechanistic research or in the research concerning comple  dynamical systems , 

and even more accurately if the research is based on a non clinical population or one with sub threshold 

of psychopathology   

In the networ  literature, the terms symptoms  and MMS  are fre uently employed interchangeably  

To maintain consistency and clarity throughout this chapter, we will henceforth utili e the term 

symptom,  with the understanding that MMS  is implicitly subsumed when the conte t pertains to 

temporal networ s literature   

1 1 3 Modelling at the methodological level: Network analysis

As the networ  research has been stepping from the theoretical bac ground towards a data driven 

investigation of the causal system within and or between mental diseases, multiple statistical methods 

have been utilised  Initially networ  studies were based on cross sectional data  hen inferred from 

cross sectional observational data, we can distinguish between four ma or types of networ s, depending 

on the type of the estimation method producing the relationship between the variables in other terms, 

the edges between the nodes ,  Edges representing ero order associations estimated using e g , 

Pearson correlation method  are called association networ s  hen these associations are conditionally 

independent e g , partial correlations  they are called pairwise Mar ov random field networ s 

PMR N  or concentration networ s see below , when the associations are estimated using the 

Bayesian method, they are referred to as directed acyclic graphs DA   Lastly, when they are derived 

from the application of a specific algorithm on regression R  factors they are called relative importance 

networ s  

Association networ s are commonly computed as ero order correlations between pairs of items  In

this type of symptom networ , edges represent statistical correlations between reported items, that

represent the nodes  The networ  is typically weighted and undirected i e , no arrows at the tips of

edges, and with edges graphically representing the corresponding correlation value e g , in the form of

varying edge thic ness  As a result, clusters of symptoms may form and appear as several distinct

networ s, meaning that the correlations between symptoms belonging to the same cluster appear to be

stronger than the correlations between symptoms belonging to different clusters  This type of networ

analysis is primarily used in e plorative studies as a hypothesis generating tool  The value for inferring
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causality is wea  as the relationship between symptoms may have many e planations  A symptom may 

cause another symptom, for e ample fatigue may result from depression related insomnia  Alternatively, 

a third symptom might lin  the other two, or a third variable is responsible for both symptoms  or that 

reason, both methodologies described below came to complete and give more indication about causality 

to the association between the variables of interest  

In concentration networ s we distinguish depending on the nature of the variables or nodes between

a The aussian raphical Model M , also called partial correlation networ , that is suitable for

continuous variables e g , intensity of a given symptom on a point Li ert scale  It is based on the

e traction of partial correlation coefficients from the data, which is a correlation between two given

symptoms after controlling on all the other symptoms, and which will give the thic ness or strength of

each undirected edge or arrow  It is supposed to bring us closer to causality by eliminating the pairwise

connections in the networ s that are solely due to a third node  Ms can be estimated using the graph

pac age  b  Ising models more suitable for binary variables presence absence of symptoms  using the

Ising it pac age , ,  c  or data that include both ordinal and binary variables presence vs absence

of an e posure, and symptoms uotation on a scale , networ s can be estimated with the use of Mi ed

raphical Models M M  that are designed for mi ed data  The lac  of directed edges, and therefore

the lac  of indications regarding causality direction, is one of the fundamental limitations of

concentration networ s  This is what the following two networ  types, Bayesian networ s and relative

importance networ s, try to overcome

Bayesian networ s are graphical depictions of the probabilistic relationships edges  between

variables of interest nodes , estimated using the Bayesian method  In the produced directed acyclic

graph DA , every edge terminates with an arrow, denoting that one node probably predicts the ne t

node  They are useful for e tracting causal nowledge from psychological data  This method can be

used to predict the emergence of a disorder or the conse uences of an intervention

Networ s of relative importance are based on the proportion of variance e g , R  one item e plains

in another item after controlling for all other items  The relative importance of networ s can be

estimated using the relaimpo pac age 

hile above mentioned networ  methodologies are promising, temporal under sampling is li ely to 

occur with traditional assessments that ta e place once in cross sectional procedures , or over periods 

of years, months, or wee s in cohort studies  Additionally, time precedency is an important factor in 

causality  In that sense parallel efforts in the networ  literature were directed to finer grained time 

series based networ s  Mutual interaction of symptoms have been studied using novel, longitudinal, 

within person trac ing methodology , that capture the moment to moment dynamics of symptoms 
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impacting on each other in the flow of daily life ,  The ESM incites individuals to document their 

affective states e g , feeling cheerful, fearful, energetic, down or rela ed , anomalous e periences e g , 

feeling suspicious, hearing voices, losing control , and conte t e g , minor stressful events, activity, 

company  after incentives i e , beeps or signals emitted via a watch or some device  occurring at 

unpredictable moments throughout the day  Participants  responses to items in the uestionnaire are 

ad ectives ualifying the mental state in the moment of the beep, referred to as MMS  The intensive 

repeated measurements over time permit the within person analysis of temporal associations, provides 

more elements for causality, and reveals dynamic mechanisms that are neglected in cross sectional, 

between sub ect designs ,  

In the ESM literature, symptoms  or more broadly, mental states  were revealed to interact in 

dynamic relationships  or e ample, insomnia may lead to a depressed mood the day after , a 

depressed mood may predict paranoia, and hallucinatory e periences may give rise to delusional 

ideation the ne t moment ,  These associations can typically be represented in a networ  of MMS 

impacting on one another, where the momentarily assessed mental states are represented by a node and 

associations between MMS are typically represented by a directed edge denoted by an arrow ,  

Associations are typically estimated using vector autoregression AR , which is basically the use of a 

repression model on variables that are assessed over time to predict a change in their state  In a standard 

AR model, used in the conte t of an ESM based temporal networ  of MMS, a current MMS at time 

point t is regressed on its lagged values, at time t   autoregressive effect  and the lagged values of 

each of the other emotions cross lagged effects   

Despite this advancement in the psychopathology networ  analysis, one of the limitations of the 

temporal networ  method is that the ma ority of standard models used to infer networ  models 

estimated using AR, assume stationarity  This means that the mean and variance of each variable 

values at all time points must remain constant over time  A violation of this assumption may present 

false estimations of the regression coefficients  However, data suggest that most time series in 

psychology are non stationary, and thus AR regression utilising non stationary time series may 

provide spurious results  If we ta e affect dynamic research as an e ample, assuming stationarity is 

rather difficult to meet, a changing variance over time can be an inherent feature of emotional dynamic 

regarding a healthy state but especially in mental disorders see the section on affective dysregulation  

Therefore, one possible solution to the problem of spurious findings related to stationarity is to test for 

it and then ad ust it in the analysis by incorporating a random slope of time  

1 1  Network analysis: Centrality measures 

Once the networ  has been estimated from the data using one of the methods described above, other 

measures derived from the graph theory allow us to calculate centrality measures  entrality analyses 
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allow for the identification of nodes that are more central  than others in the networ  iven their 

centrality, they are able, when triggered, to create a domino effect  and activate the remainder of the 

other nodes to which they are connected  Three well nown centrality indices are usually calculated  

node strength, closeness centrality and betweenness centrality ,  The node tren t  or tren t  is the 

sum of the absolute value of the weighted connections both inward and outward  of specific nodes, 

thus inde ing the e tent to which this node is connected in the networ  lo ene  entralit  refers to 

the inverse total of the shortest distances or shortest paths  connecting a specific node to all others, with 

these distances calculated as the sum of the inverse partial correlation or regression  coefficients  This 

metric assesses the potential influence of a particular node on all other nodes by considering all 

outgoing connections greater closeness indicates more impact   et eenne  entralit  on the other 

hand, represents the fre uency with which a node appears on the shortest paths between any two other 

nodes  A node with elevated betweenness centrality is situated on numerous shortest paths  

onse uently, a node with elevated betweenness centrality signifies a substantial number of 

connections between nodes relying on that specific node, which enhances its ability to control 

interactions within the networ  or a comprehensive analysis of these centrality measures, we 

encourage you to consult hapter ,   

The newly introduced measure of predictability in the networ  perspective  can provide information 

about how much of the variance of a given node can be e plained by its connections  or e ample, if a 

depressed mood has strong connections with guilt or loneliness and with insomnia, it does not give us a 

clear idea about the role each connection plays, or how much of the variance is e plained by all the 

connections   

1 1  Empirical studies of symptoms interactions 

Table  shows a selection of search results using the eywords symptoms , association , relationship , 

networ  and psychiatric , using PubMed and different Boolean combinations, in studies that included 

participants from  to  years old, but e cluding studies on dementia  A total of ,  research papers 

were identified and filtered down to include only studies e ploring a predictive association or a 

conditional dependency between individual symptoms  Using these criteria,  studies were identified, 

compared, and listed in table  

e differentiate between two main types of research, namely studies using the networ  approach and 

those who do not  In identifying research articles that use the networ  approach, we follow the lead of a 

recent theoretical review that posits as such any study that considers the phenomena under investigation 

as consisting of components interacting with each other and giving rise to emergent properties , such as 

the ESM study that found that negative symptoms result in the interaction between momentary emotions 

through over regulation  This characteristic of comple  systems, whose whole is more than the sum of 
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its parts, is called the emergence  This is to be distinguished from using e plicitly the networ  

methodology, that resort to the concepts of statistical and graphical models as detailed in the previous 

section  Thus, in table , the studies following the networ  approach do not necessarily use networ  

methods but some of them use comple  dynamical system methodologies instead   

Among studies identified focusing on affective and an iety disorders while not using the networ  

approach , a research estimated the association between two factors of ruminations, brooding and 

reflection, with negative affectivity in relation with each of the two categories, depression and an iety 

table  Pearson correlation showed that all the four components load significant associations with 

each other  Negative affect NA  association with depression was dependent on both rumination factors  

Noteworthy was the finding that although an iety correlates with ruminations and with NA separately, 

this does depend on the latter but not through ruminations  These results are suggestive of a 

mechanistic role of an important cognitive symptom in depression  However, this study used sum scores 

as outcomes and thus eeps many mechanistic uestions open, for e ample if NA are involved 

differentially in relation with ruminations, or with what symptom of depression rumination is correlated 

to, nowing that rumination and NA belong to depression itself  Another research study e amined 

rumination and worry using them both as outcomes in relation to the presence of a DSM diagnosis of 

depression or an iety disorders and found ruminations and worry to be transdiagnostic  In sum, 

although both studies showed a lin  between affective and cognitive domains, using the latent variable 

approach prevented shading the light on fine grained mechanisms   

Adding to this, in a meta analysis of  longitudinal studies about the lin  between an iety and 

depression, all categories of an iety disorders predicted all types of later depression and vice versa with 

the same strength, yet social an iety disorder and specific phobia were more predicted by depression 

than vice versa  The authors posit that the effect of depression on the later development of an an iety 

disorder may be due to behavioural inhibition and social re ection e perienced by individuals with 

depression, that are nown predictors of social phobia  e can add to these hypotheses, the possibility 

that a learned dysfunctional emotional regulation during the depressive episode would allow for a 

vulnerability to an iety disorders  et investigating this aspect would need studies to use adapted tools 

for studying emotion regulation see corresponding section below  

In the same category of studies using the latent variable approach, a longitudinal investigation of the 

relationship between sleep disturbances and later depressive symptoms in a representative sample of the 

U  general population, cross sectional correlation was significant but not the longitudinal one, 

bidirectionally, while controlling for all other factors  hile one could interpret these results in favour 

of the e clusion of insomnia as an important ris  factor for the development of a depressive episode, 

one could argue against it, in a closer temporal scope, considering the strong cross sectional correlation 
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between the two  Indeed, insomnia might increase the ris  for other individual depressive symptoms 

through the mediation of other symptoms li e ruminations  This could have been obscured in the cited 

study using sum scores of depression scales  Ta en together, studies not using the networ  approach 

support the presence of predictive associations between symptoms but remain limited in providing 

direct indications about mechanisms that involve these associations for the emergence or maintenance 

of a mental disorder   

In contrast to the studies mentioned above, the networ  approach allowed findings giving specific 

indications about mechanisms of comorbidity between affective and an iety disorders  A cross sectional 

networ  research e amined the symptom structure of depression and symptoms of general an iety 

disorder AD  regardless of meeting the cut off for a diagnosis category and found irritability and 

depressed mood to bridge an iety to depressive symptoms  Bridging symptoms being determined 

statistically by calculating the absolute node s strength using the edges that lin  each node to clusters of 

nodes other than its own i e , inter community edges but not intra community edges, or what Blan en 

et al   refer to as communicating symptoms  In the same vein, in a psychiatric sample of  

individuals, depressed mood, worry, feeling nervous and guilt were found to bridge AD and 

depressive symptoms  This was in line with findings from a networ  analysis of the association 

between depression with an ious distress, and mi ed depression demonstrating agitation or inner 

tension and state of nervous e citement bridging an iety, depression, and mi ed depression  

Regarding research on suicide, entrapment, emotional pain, and ruminations were proposed to maintain 

other symptoms of the suicidal crisis  Similarly, psychomotor agitation or retardation and 

valuelessness were suggested to have a direct regulation role on suicidal thoughts  

ollectively viewed, studies from the networ  perspective are more prone to generate mechanistic 

hypotheses about maintaining factors of affective disorders and about the mechanism of comorbidity, 

for e ample the above mentioned irritability and its corollary inner tension were found in two networ  

studies to be a probable cause of comorbidity between affective and an ious disorders  urthermore, 

lending credence to the networ  method s superiority, a research compared the prediction power of 

multilevel regression model to discrete Bayesian networ s revealing the superiority of the latter in 

predicting dementia from a disturbed olfactory identification   

In studies of psychosis, symptoms that are considered intrinsically psychotic hallucinations, delusions, 

disorganised thoughts, negative symptoms  were studied in their mutual interaction  Negative symptoms 

were found to be in great prevalence in the general population , yet they e hibit an increased 

ris  for later schi ophrenia and, to a lesser e tent to non psychotic disorders, only when associated with 

psychotic e periences OR  I   Sub ect to the fact that they might share common ris  

factors li e cannabis use, that was overrepresented in that population, and that can cause negative 
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symptoms, for e ample flattening of affect and amotivational syndrome  In another wor , thought 

processes and depersonali ation were analysed in relation to absorption and hallucinations  The 

metacognitive item uncontrollability and danger  was lin ed to hallucinations only in acute phases and 

both the absorption and depersonalisation were positively correlated with the metacognitive 

components  However, no mediation role of any of the variables was e amined letting the uestion 

open about the mechanism that would have been more unravelled using the networ  methodology  

Not only symptoms interact with each other, but symptomatic constructs have been shown to have an 

inner structure, that might also have mutual influences between its parts  This was recently investigated 

concerning paranoia assessed in a representative sample of the U  general population  Interestingly, the 

factor structure of paranoia was supported using both the latent variable and the networ  analysis

approach in a similar way 

Alongside psychotic symptoms, so called ancillary symptoms, are e periences that are not inherent to 

psychosis, that is depression, an iety, worry, low self esteem, dissociation, insomnia, and nightmares, 

yet highly prevalent in the population with psychosis  Traditionally considered as simple 

epiphenomenon, recent research has been analysing their role in psychosis with closer attention  

indings from an ESM study for unravelling the relations between psychosis symptoms and affective 

states indicate an increased regulatory tendency of emotions dynamic return time to baseline after 

deflection  associated with the severity of negative symptoms  In this study, ESM allowed to capture 

affect variability in real life with an accuracy that is less possible with cross sectional methodology, 

which only captures a snapshot of individuals  e periences at a single point in time, and provide 

inappropriate summary indices for capturing dynamic processes, by using variance and standard 

deviation  A standard deviation is not sensitive to time since it does not account for instantaneous 

changes in impact  The table below describes the difference in research uestion formulations between 

both types of study  

E 1 1 S MM IES OF NE O  N  NON NE O  S IES C OSS E 
PS C OP O OG  SPEC M 

isorders Studies not using the network model Studies using the network model 

Ma or 

depression 

Negative affectivity, depression, and 

an iety  Does rumination mediate the 

lin s   

The relationship between worry, 

rumination, and comorbidity  Evidence 

for repetitive negative thin ing as a 

transdiagnostic construct  

Networ  structure of depression and an iety 

symptoms  

Networ  analysis of depression and an iety 

symptom relationships in a psychiatric 

sample  
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An iety and depression as bidirectional 

ris  factors for one another  A meta

analysis of longitudinal studies   

Sleep disturbances and depressive 

symptoms  an investigation of their 

longitudinal association in a 

representative sample of the U  

general population  

The relationship between cognitive 

distortion, depressive symptoms, and 

social adaptation  A survey in apan  

The relationship between depression with 

an ious distress DSM  specifier and mi ed 

depression  a networ  analysis   

Suicide crisis syndrome  

E ploring the emotional dynamics of sub 

clinically depressed individuals with and 

without anhedonia  An e perience sampling 

study   

Networ  analysis of depressive symptoms in 

Hong ong residents during the O ID  

pandemic  

Psychotic 

disorders 

The association between negative 

symptoms, psychotic e periences, and 

later schi ophrenia  a population based 

longitudinal study  

Relationship of metacognition, 

absorption, and depersonali ation in 

patients with auditory hallucinations  

Linear and non linear associations of 

symptom dimensions and cognitive 

function in first onset psychosis  

Untangling the comple  relationships 

between symptoms of schi ophrenia 

and emotion dynamics in daily life  

indings from an e perience sampling 

pilot study  

Anhedonia and positive, negative, and 

general psychopathology in patients 

with schi ophrenia   

An iety symptoms in first episode 

psychosis  

Appraisals, psychotic symptoms and 

affect in daily life  

Movement disorders and 

psychopathology under predominantly 

atypical antipsychotic treatment in 

A symptom networ  structure of the 

psychosis spectrum  

Social cognition, neurocognition, 

psychopathology, social s ills, functional 

capacity, and functional outcomes   

A networ  of psychopathological, cognitive, 

and motor symptoms in schi ophrenia 

spectrum disorders  

Disentangling the symptoms of 

schi ophrenia  Networ  analysis in acute 

phase patients and in patients with 

predominant negative symptoms  

The networ  structure of paranoia in the 

general population   

A networ  analysis of post traumatic stress 

and psychosis symptoms  
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adolescent patients with 

schi ophrenia  

Attenuated positive psychotic 

symptoms and social an iety  Along a 

psychotic continuum or different 

constructs  

The association between social phobia, 

social an iety cognitions and paranoid 

symptoms  

Relationship between positive and 

negative symptoms of schi ophrenia 

and schi otypal symptoms in 

nonpsychotic relatives  

Somatic 

Symptoms 

How self reported hot flashes may 

relate to affect, cognitive performance, 

and sleep  

Relationship of intensity and special 

characteristics of migraine to 

depressive and an ious features  

Somatic symptom disorder  

Mapping networ  connectivity among 

symptoms of depression and pain in uhan 

residents during the late stage of the 

O ID  pandemic  

Dementia Non cognitive psychopathological 

symptoms associated with incident mild 

cognitive impairment and dementia, 

Al heimer s type  

A networ  approach on the relation between 

apathy and depression symptoms with 

dementia and functional disability  

an dementia be predicted using olfactory 

identification test in the elderly  A Bayesian 

networ  analysis  

Bipolar 

disorder 

BD  

Relationship between dysfunctional 

beliefs, self esteem, e treme appraisals, 

and symptoms of mania and depression 

over time in bipolar disorder  

Adolescents at high ris  for BD  

Networ  structure of manic symptoms  

Symptom networ s in acute depression 

across bipolar and ma or depressive 

disorders  A networ  analysis on a large, 

international, observational study  

An iety 

disorders 

Association between obsession, 

compulsion, depression and insight in 

obsessive compulsive disorder  a meta

analysis  

Networ  models of post traumatic stress 

disorder PTSD  A meta analysis  
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The relationship between PTSD and 

depressive symptoms among children 

after a natural disaster  A year 

longitudinal study  

Intolerance of uncertainty, worry, and 

rumination in ma or depressive disorder 

and generali ed an iety disorder  

Symptom structure of PTSD and co morbid 

depressive symptoms  a networ  analysis of 

combat veteran patients  

Severe PTSD, somatic symptoms, and 

dissociation in the aftermath of trauma   

Acute and chronic posttraumatic stress 

symptoms in the emergence of posttraumatic 

stress disorder  A networ  analysis  

Dysfunctional posttraumatic cognitions, 

posttraumatic stress and depression in 

children and adolescents e posed to trauma  

a networ  analysis   

Symptom networ  connectivity in 

adolescents with comorbid ma or depressive 

disorder and social phobia  

attention

deficit  

hyperactivity 

disorder 

ADHD  

A psycho genetic study of associations 

between the symptoms of binge eating 

disorder and those of attention deficit 

hyperactivity  disorder  

Networ  structure of physical, cognitive, and 

emotional symptoms at preseason baseline in 

student athletes with ADHD  

Substance 

abuse and 

dependence, 

and other 

addictions 

Longitudinal associations between 

alcohol problems and depressive 

symptoms  early adolescence through 

early adulthood  

Anhedonia and substance related 

symptoms in deto ified substance

dependent sub ects  a correlation 

study  

Symptom networ s in patients with 

substance use disorders  

Networ  analysis of substance abuse and 

dependence symptoms  

A networ  analysis of internet gaming 

disorder symptoms  

Networ  analyses of internet gaming 

disorder symptoms and their lin s with 

different types of motivation  

Eating 

Disorders 

The relationship between ale ithymia 

and intolerance of uncertainty in 

anore ia nervosa  

Networ  analysis of specific 

psychopathology and psychiatric symptoms 

in patients with eating disorders  

Autism Networ  of rumination and depression 

symptoms  
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Autistic symptoms and social functioning in 

psychosis  A networ  approach  

1 1 6 ink between etiological factors and symptoms 

The networ  approach to study the nature of psychopathology has been e tended to e amine biological 

mechanisms underlying the interplay between genes, environment, and symptoms, assisting in 

the search for novel treatments , ,  It has been hypothesised that genes and the environment may 

act as ris  factors for developing mental disorders by ma ing the structure of a MMS networ  

ris y  or e ample, the environment may affect the strength of the networ  connections so that a 

central symptom initiates a cascade of changes in other symptoms, eventually giving rise to a 

full blown mental disorder ,

If psychopathology is a comple  system of interrelated components including symptoms, the 

uestion arises how to modelise, and therefore better understand, the effect of etiological factors on 

symptoms in this comple  system  Studies following the networ  approach have used etiological 

factors as nodes  An e ample of that is the use of the networ  analysis for estimating the lin  between 

inflammatory mar ers and depressive symptoms, where only sleep problems  and energy levels  were 

significantly associated with RP levels after ad usting for confounding factors  Regarding the 

influence of genes and the environment many attempts were driven by data, while using the 

networ  model, for unravelling the path between the clinical and the etiological domain  In this 

direction, a study estimated a M networ  based on cross sectional data of T and a negative 

lifestyle in first episode psychosis, but have not led to conclusive results  Another networ  study 

using M M, that is based on partial correlations and cross sectional data, suggested a mediative, 

yet only indirect role, of cognitive biases and depressive symptoms in the association between 

traumatic life events and psychotic e periences  indings from another networ  analysis showed 

symptoms of general psychopathology in the shortest path between T and psychosis, with an iety 

symptoms as a primary connective component  The findings also pointed to several other 

connective pathways, for e ample through poor impulse control and retardation

On the genetic part, polygenic ris  score of schi ophrenia PRS  has been the most closely lin ed 

to positive psychotic symptoms, particularly the symptoms, namely ideas of conspiracy and 

paranoia  urthermore, a node specific predictive betweenness test, which investigated items that 

are more often located on the path between two other items, one of which is always the PRS, 

showed paranoia and hopelessness as intermediate factors

Other authors argue that it is more suitable to conceptualise etiological factors as e ternal field  factors, 

a notion borrowed from physics  In physics, an e ternal field refers to a physical uantity, such as a 

force or potential, that acts on a system from outside of the system itself  This concept was suggested to 

be used in the study of networ s, as e ternal fields can impinge on the networ  and affect its behaviour 
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or structure  or e ample, in the study of electric circuits, an e ternal field might be a voltage or current 

applied to the networ  from an e ternal source  In the study of social networ s, e ternal fields might 

include e ternal events or influences that affect the relationships or interactions within the social 

networ  By identifying and studying these e ternal fields, researchers can gain a better understanding 

of the factors that shape a networ  and its behaviour  As application in psychopathology research, one 

could argue to modelise them as predictor variables, e ternal to the networ  itself ,  In our wor  we 

attempt to use a similar logic, by applying the networ  model on time series data with great ecological 

validity i e , ESM  and attempting to lin  them to genes and the environment, but not using them 

outside of the networ  or as nodes, but rather by using them as stratification conditions, since they are 

more constant and therefore much less variable than affective mental states AMS   

1 2 ole of affective dysregulation 

1 2 1 ffective dynamics definition 

The word affect  is derived from the Latin a e t  and denotes the receptive uality of being influenced 
or affected by something  In clinical psychiatry affect  is defined as a pattern of observable 
behaviours that is the e pression of a sub ectively e perienced feeling state emotion p   But 
restricting affect  to what can be seen in this manner e cludes the ma ority of what ualifies as affect  in 
contemporary affective research

In this dissertation, we adopt the current definition used in constructivist theory of affective states, led 
by Russell and Barett, also described as core affect and characterised by valence and arousal   
Affect dynamics refers to the temporal fluctuations of affective states  Its study involves the 
e amination of the patterns, regularities, and principles governing these temporal fluctuations, 
physiological arousal, and behaviour, as well as the underlying processes and conse uences of these 
fluctuations ,  

This definition is supported by Trull , who assert  that 
affective dynamics should be measured using time intensive methods such as ESM  

1 2 2 ffective dynamics study methods

Affective fluctuations have increasingly garnered research interest in the last few decades, particularly 

in relation to their role in the development and or detection of mental disorders  Accurate assessment 

of emotional dynamics is therefore necessary for studying and understanding these processes  Hence, 

researchers should accurately record the time of affective fluctuations, which is best allowed by the use 

technology such as e diaries and cell phones  The assessments can be event contingent, random, or 

both  It is also important for assessments to be matched to the emotional processes being studied  
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Since it is not always clear what processes are at wor , researchers should sample affect as often as 

possible without overburdening individuals  The ESM is the most used methodology for achieving 

this goal, as it allows individuals to report their mental states e g , feeling cheerful, fearful, energetic, 

down or rela , anomalous e perience e g , indicating subthreshold psychosis li e feeling suspicious, 

loss of control , and conte t e g , minor stressful events, activity, company , at various unpredictable 

moments over an e tended period  This approach is considered ecologically valid because it reflects 

the natural fluctuations of affective states in real world settings  By prompting individuals to report on 

their e perience s multiple times a day for several days, the ESM provides a rich and detailed picture of 

emotional dynamics  

urthermore, the within sub ect designs with repeated measurements over time allows for getting better 

along with issues of causality and reveal dynamic processes of mutually impacting affective states that 

are obscured in cross sectional, between sub ect designs  However, even with a proper sampling 

methodology, there is no guarantee of an accurate representation of emotional dynamics  Therefore, 

researchers must also use appropriate analytical approaches that consider the dynamic nature of 

affective processes  

1 2 3 ffective dysregulation 

Affective dysregulation,  

affective instability or mood instability, is nown in clinical conte t as a 

characteristic of borderline personality disorder, but it is not e clusively specific to this disorder  It is 

defined as a predisposition to rapid and mar ed mood changes and e treme sensitivity to events that 

would produce less intense responses in other individuals  

Some studies have highlighted the role of affective 

dysregulation in the interaction of an iety, depression, and low self esteem, which may result in 

maladaptive appraisal patterns of events  

ffective dysregulation has been hypothesised as an early, unspecific 

phenotype of emerging psychopathology  More particularly, significant interest among 

researchers and clinicians has been directed toward the close relationship between affective 

dysregulation and psychosis in recent years  In fact, epidemiological studies on 

psychopathology have consistently found that the earliest e pression of psychosis 

typically arises within a transdiagnostic mi  of symptoms, particularly related 

to depression , and that affective dysregulation is strongly associated with the prevalence 

and incidence of subthreshold e pression of psychotic phenomena in the general 

population ,  This relationship is evident even before the onset of the first psychotic 
episode , 

Around  of broadly defined psychotic disorders are also affective in 

nature  This suggests that affective processes may play a crucial role in the causation of 

psychosis, as predicted by networ  models of psychosis , in which genetic and 

environmental factors have been included as variables , ,  Moreover, mood and
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disorders co occur fre uently with psychosis, both within individuals and families, and share 

substantial genetic and pharmacological similarities  Around  of people with a ma or depression 

ma or depressive episode according to DSM I  criteria  have psychotic symptoms  and in patients 

with bipolar disorder the rate may be as high as   As such, the study of non psychotic common 

mental disorders with a degree of psychosis admi ture and their early treatment has become 

increasingly important to prevent worse outcomes  In this dissertation, we will e plore how affective 

dysregulation might mediate between genetic predispositions, environmental e posure, and 

psychopathology  

1 3 Networks as an integrative tool  
As stated in the previous sections, and proven in countless recent findings , , the networ  model of 

symptoms, and their building bloc s or MMS, connecting in causal relationships with each other, yields 

more mechanistically relevant conclusions, in ma or illness across the spectrum of psychopathology  

urthermore, the networ  analysis ta es a neutral stance on the uestion of whether latent variables are 

the underlying common causes of syndromes, and it also permits the e istence of causal interactions 

between symptoms in order to account for symptom clusters , ,   More recently, some authors have 

suggested the inclusion of non symptoms in the networ , corroborated by recent findings such as the 

highly suggested mediator effect of attention features such as increased attentiveness in the lin  

between social avoidance and fear in a networ  study ,  The same authors suggested the need to 

choose nodes with within person variance on an individual scale, contrasting cognitive factors such as 

self beliefs and information processing bias for threat related material, or biological factors, to gender 

that vary at a between person scale, or to neurotransmitter receptor density that vary at the level of the 

brain region    

On the other hand, ta ing into account the suggested mediator role of affective dysregulation in the 

etiopathogeneses of a wide range of psychiatric disorders, a number of ESM studies used intensive time 

series data,  to investigate the effect of genetic and environmental factors on NA and positive affect 

PA , two constructs created by aggregating responses on items about AMS e g , cheerful, enthusiastic, 

satisfied and energetic for PA  It has been reported that  of the association between PA and NA 

is attributable to genetic factors ,  This ma es it plausible to hypothesi e that not only the sum 

scores, but also the connections between the individual items may be influenced by genetic factors  In 

addition, given the fact that psychopathology is comorbid and transdiagnostic, and that genetic liability 

to psychopathology is shared, to a large degree, between the different mental disorders, the impact of 

genes on networ  models may be studied productively using a measure of genetic vulnerability to 

general psychopathology  AMS, in the ESM paradigm, have also been associated with childhood 

adversity  A recent study investigating the persistence of momentary e perience of psychosis from 

one moment to the ne t in the ESM paradigm, showed that momentary persistence was familial and 

moderated by T  Until the beginning of wor s in this dissertation see ne t section , no study has 
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integrated genetic and environmental factors as stratification variables in the networ  approach of 

individual AMS  

1  Networks in the Context of Complex Systems

Networ s can also be viewed within the conte t of comple  dynamical systems, offering 

novel framewor s to better comprehend mechanisms of mental disorders ,  omple  systems are 

defined by the presence of a multitude of interacting subunits within a system, which demonstrate 

elaborate collective behaviour and give rise to emergent properties that cannot be solely 

reduced to their constituent elements  These emergent properties can be universal or multiply 

reali able, with various configurations or factors capable of producing identical outcomes, also 

nown in the conte t of psychopathology as e uifinality   ey features of comple  systems also 

include sensitivity to initial conditions, meaning that minimal differences in the system s initial 

state can lead to significant outcomes over time, ma ing their evolution challenging to predict , 

and self organi ation through feedbac  between micro and macro levels of organi ation, robustness, 

and path dependence  ertain comple  systems also display criticality, where minor inputs result 

in significant state changes when reaching a critical point  A high degree of connectivity or 

correlations between components of a system provides an indication about its criticality  And a 

comple  system is called dynamic if it evolves over time  Mental health disorders share these 

characteristics, ustifying their e amination through the lens of comple  dynamical systems concepts 

and methods   

Networ s have been used across various disciplines in comple ity science to capture the 

interactions between systems subunits ,  In mental health research, previous time intensive 

networ  analysis on real ESM data has shown strong connectivity between depression symptoms 

before a relapse as a possible indicator of a phase transition and therefore of criticality ,  

However, this finding still re uires replication  In addition, recent advances in mental health 

research have yielded promising results through the application of comple ity models utili ing 

differential e uations mainly on simulated data, with a particular emphasis on the rate of change of 

mental disorders viewed as comple  dynamical systems e g  panic disorders during psychotherapy  

  hile we will not employ these techni ues typically used for comple  dynamical systems in 

the present thesis, we still are going to use the comple ity framewor  and terminology to better 

understand our findings  Our focus will be on employing advanced, yet conventional, statistical 

methods to maintain the comparability of our results  By e amining mental health disorders through 

diverse approaches such as networ s, we aim to e plore the multiple layers within the causal system 

of psychopathology, while ensuring our methods remain harmonious with e isting research yet retain 

a sense of originality
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1  Studies in this dissertation 

The primary ob ective of this dissertation is to e plore possible mechanisms and processes that underlie 

the emergence of psychopathology  Our aim is to elucidate the connections between mental states or 

symptoms and etiological factors, including genetic and environmental influences, with an emphasis on 

their contribution to the development of psychopathology, specifically focusing on the onset of 

psychosis  onse uently, four papers have been published, which will be presented in the subse uent 

chapters  In the paragraphs to follow, we will briefly delve into the rationale behind each paper

Since a previous networ  analysis replicated clusters of paranoia established in the same data set using 

latent variable techni ues , the hypothesis that other variables, such as genetic and environmental 

factors, must have an influence on symptoms to have them organi ed in clusters arose  As an attempt to 

test empirically the combination of those factors with the networ  of interaction between mental states 

and given the big body of empirical research stating affect dysregulation as a core mediating factor for 

the emergence of psychosis, we then undertoo  the tas  of investigating the lin  between raw e posure 

factors genes and environment  and the mediating factor affect dynamic  In hapters  and , we aim 

to investigate the e tent to which both genetic and environmental factors contribute to the connections 

between moment to moment mental states impacting on each other in a networ , using time intensive 

intra individual data  or that sa e, we studied the differences in networ  connectivity and structure 

between categories of T and genetic liability to psychopathology, focusing on si  affective mental 

states  cheerful , insecure , rela ed , an ious , irritated  and down  or the sa e of scientific validity, 

we replicated the same methodology in a larger gender mi ed general population twin sample hapter 

 

In hapter , we e amine the uestion of psychopathology emergence, but this time by setting the 

choice on specific psychotic symptoms in their association with affective dysregulation embodied in 

the cluster of nonpsychotic disorders, and in relation to etiological ris  factors including genes and 

environment  This was conducted using the longitudinal ha ard ris  analysis of data from a 

representative cohort study with  years follow up  

In hapter , we present the networ  model applied on one year follow up ESM data of a single patient 

to study lagged associations between symptoms in relation to illness severity and pharmacological 

treatment   

hapter  provides a general discussion of the mechanisms involved in the development of 

psychopathology  Here, we e pand on several themes addressed in this dissertation and e plore the rise 

of fresh approaches for study and treatment of psychiatric diseases, as foreseen in future directions for 

psychopathology research  
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Abstract 

ackground: 

The study of networ s of affective mental states that play a role in psychopathology may help model 

the influence of genetic and environmental ris s  The aim of the present paper was to e amine 

networ s of affective mental states AMS  cheerful , insecure , rela ed , an ious , 

irritated  and down  over time, stratified by genetic liability for psychopathology and e posure to

environment risk, using momentary assessment technology.

Methods: 

Momentary AMS, collected using the e perience sampling method ESM  as well as childhood 

trauma and genetic liability based on the level of shared genes and psychopathology in the co twin  

were collected in a population based sample of female female twin pairs and sisters  

individuals  Networ s were generated using multilevel time lagged regression analysis, and regression 

coefficients were compared across three strata of childhood trauma severity and three strata of genetic 

liability using permutation testing  Regression coefficients were presented as networ  connections

esults: 

isual inspection of networ  graphs revealed some suggestive changes in the networ s with more 

e posure to either childhood trauma or genetic liability i e  stronger reinforcing loops between the 

three negative AMS an ious, insecure, and down both under higher early environmental, and under 

higher genetic liability e posure, stronger negative association between AMS of different valences  i e  

between an ious  at t  and rela ed  at t, rela ed  at t  and down  at t, under intermediate genetic 

liability e posure when compared to both networ s under low and high genetic liability  et, statistical

evaluation of differences across exposure strata was inconclusive.

Conclusions: 

Although suggestive of a difference in the emotional dynamic, there was no conclusive evidence that 

genetic and environmental factors may impact ESM networ  models of individual AMS  
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Introduction 

Traditionally, mental disorders are conceived as categories based on statistical differentiation between 

symptoms that cluster together, ignoring the underlying causes  inogradov and colleagues  proposed 

an associationist model of the symptom dimension of paranoia and suggested that the origins of 

psychopathology may lie in a networ  of mental states giving rise to acute phase transitions  Odgers and 

colleagues showed that these transitions can be modelled as part of a dynamic system  symptoms can be 

described as amplifying  when they become more intense with time, damped  when intensity 

decreases until going bac  to the normal state or stable  when intensity does not change  In a recent 

essay by endler and colleagues, mechanisms of psychiatric symptoms were discussed, suggesting they 

may be productively viewed as a comple , mutually reinforcing networ  of causal mechanisms  

including genes, environment, and symptoms themselves  

The networ  theory of mental disorders has gained traction as a novel conceptuali ation of 

psychopathology, where symptoms  not latent classes underlying symptoms  are studied as active 

elements interacting with each other in a symptom networ  As an e ample, in a clinically relevant 

hypothetical scenario, if an individual suffers from sleep loss, this will lead to fatigue, which in turn 

may give rise to an iety that may ultimately produce a feedbac  loop between an iety and sleep loss, 

constantly activating all these symptom nodes in the networ  to develop into a mental ill state, such as 

an iety disorder  The networ  approach to psychopathology has become one of the most trending 

data driven research fields, producing impactful research output using cross sectional symptom data, 

and recently has moved forward including associations over time  

In addition, networ s can be generated using AMS in healthy sub ects rather than symptoms of a mental 

illness  In the networ  research, these momentary assessed AMS were also called emotions 

interchangeably  or e ample, the AMS down is part of the same continuum as the symptom depressed, 

but severity is far less  Therefore, besides symptom networ s, AMS networ s are of interest to get 

insight in the interplay between emotions over time  More importantly, the strength of those networ s 

may differ depending on the presence of ris  factors, as is the case with ris  factors and 

psychopathology in patient populations  

The e perience sampling method ESM  prompts individuals to record their AMS e g , feeling 

cheerful, fearful, energetic, down, or rela ed , anomalous e periences e g , feeling suspicious, hearing 

voices, losing control , and conte t e g , minor stressful events, activity, company  after prompts i e , 

beeps or signals emitted via a watch or some device  occurring at unpredictable moments throughout 

the day  Participants  responses to items in the uestionnaire are ad ectives ualifying the state of 

mind or symptoms in the moment of the beep, referred to as momentary mental states  The within

sub ect design with repeated measurements over time allows for the analysis of temporal associations, 

and has the potential to reveal dynamic mechanisms of mutually impacting mental states that are 

neglected in cross sectional, between sub ect designs ,  
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Numerous studies using this methodology have demonstrated that AMS interact in dynamic 

relationships  or e ample, insomnia may lead to changes in both positive affect PA  and negative 

affect NA  the ne t day  and psychotic symptoms as assessed with ESM is associated with clinical 

severity in patients with psychotic disorder ,  These interactions result in a networ  of AMS 

impacting on each other, where the momentarily assessed mental state is represented by a node and the 

predictive association over time, between an AMS at the previous time point t  time la  and an AMS 

at the current time point t  are represented by a directed arrow  The arrow or edge is also weighted, with 

the B coefficient e pressing the effect si e of the predictive associations  or e ample, an arrow from 

rela ed  to cheerful  weighted at  would mean that rela ed  at t  predicts cheerful  at t with a B 

coefficient of  , ,  

The networ  approach to study the nature of psychopathology may be e tended to e amine biological 

mechanisms underlying the interplay between symptoms, assisting in the search for novel treatments , 

,  It has been hypothesi ed that genes and environment may act as ris  factors for the development of 

mental disorders by ma ing the structure of an AMS networ  ris y  a similar mechanism can be 

hypothesi ed for genetic liability ,  or e ample, genes and environments may affect the strength of 

the connections edges  so that a central symptom initiates a cascade of changes in other symptoms, 

eventually giving rise to a full blown mental disorder , , ,  Using intensive time series data, many 

ESM studies have investigated the effect of genetic and environmental factors on two constructs created 

by aggregating responses on AMS items  NA and PA e g , cheerful, enthusiastic, satisfied, and 

energetic for PA  A previous study that used structural e uation modelling to assess the e tent to 

which genetic and environmental factors contribute to the variability in daily life of those two constructs, 
showed that  of the association between PA and NA is attributable to genetic factors , 

 Thus, it 

can be hypothesi ed that not only the sum scores, but also the connections between the individual items 

may be influenced by genetic factors  In addition, given the fact that psychopathology is comorbid and 

transdiagnostic, and that genetic liability to psychopathology is shared, to a large degree, between the 

different mental disorders, the impact of genes on networ  models may be studied productively using a 

measure of genetic vulnerability to general psychopathology 

Ne t to genetic factors, various environmental factors have been associated with psychopathology  

One of the most studied is childhood trauma ,  It is hypothesi ed that similar to genetic liability, 

childhood trauma can play a role in networ s of AMS in the general population  However, to our 

nowledge, no previous study using time intensive intra individual data has investigated the e tent to 

which both genetic and environmental factors contribute to the connections between moment to moment 

mental states impacting on each other in a networ  The present study aimed to investigate the 

differences in networ  connectivity and structure between categories of childhood trauma and genetic 
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liability to psychopathology, focussing on si  AMS  cheerful , insecure , rela ed , an ious , 

irritated and down

Methods 

PPaarrttiicciippaannttss 

The study sample was derived from the East landers Prospective Twin Study register  The E PTS is 

a population based register, prospectively recording all multiple births in landers, Belgium, since  

The initial sample consisted of  female siblings twin pairs and  sisters   The study was

approved by the ethics committee of Maastricht University Medical entre and all participants provided

written informed consent  The current analyses are not overlapping with previous wor  in this sample

MMeeaassuurreemmeennttss  

EE ppeerriieennccee  SSaammpplliinngg  MMeetthhoodd  EESSMM   

Participants received a wristwatch and a set of self assessment boo lets, one for each day  The 

wristwatch was programmed to emit a beep at random moments in each of ten minute time bloc s 

between  am and  pm on five consecutive days  The semi random beep design prevents 

participants from anticipatory behaviours  The procedure has a high self reported adherence as shown in 

a previous study  After each beep, participants were as ed to complete the self assessment boo let 

within  minutes  The items collected by ESM consist of around  variables inde ing thoughts, 

current conte t activity, social conte t, location , appraisals of the current situation, and affect  The 

time at which participants indicated they completed the report was compared to the time of the beep, in 

order to verify whether the participants had completed the form within  minutes participants were not 

able to chec  beep times retrospectively  All reports completed more than  min after the signal were 

e cluded from the analysis as earlier wor  has shown that outside this interval, reports are less reliable 

and, therefore, less valid   Participants with less than  valid reports out of , i e ,  were 

e cluded  AMS at each beep were rated by participants on point Li ert scales ranging from  not at 

all  to   very  Before starting the main analyses, a subsample of  AMS was selected from all 

available AMS, using two criteria  representativeness with respect to valence and arousal  

variability within sub ects  

irst, all AMS were labelled as positive or negative valence  according to a factor analysis of all AMS 

performed previously, ta ing into account the multilevel nature of the current sample  Accordingly, 

the items content , cheerful , and rela ed  were described as positive AMS, while the items guilty , 

lonely , down , and insecure  were inde ed as negative AMS  In contrast, the item irritated  loaded 

strongly on both valences  This first distinction allowed us to further select variables from the entire 

affective spectrum  
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Second, since in general population studies, many NA items have floor effects, so that the normality 

assumption is violated in analyses, to eep models analysable and interpretable, items with strongest 

floor effects were avoided  ariability was chec ed, for each of the AMS items described above, by 

including the current and lagged AMS in an autoregressive model  Subse uently, the proportion of 

participants with hori ontal slopes was calculated per AMS item  A hori ontal slope points to floor 

effects, demonstrating a restriction of range, which can result in a type II error   

inally, we selected AMS with a ma imum within person time lagged variability, and that represent 

each uadrant of the four affective domains defined by valence based on the factor analysis described 

above  and arousal  This choice ensured calculation of associations with genetic and environmental 

variables across the entire spectrum of affective states  This resulted in the selection of the following 

AMS  cheerful  positive valence, high arousal , rela ed  positive valence, low arousal , irritated  

loading in both the negative and the PA dimensions, high arousal , down  negative valence, low 

arousal , insecure  and an ious  negative valence, high arousal  

hhiillddhhoooodd  TTrraauummaa 

hildhood trauma was assessed using the hildhood Trauma uestionnaire short form T S , 
which is a  item version of the hildhood Trauma uestionnaire including items on physical, se ual, 
and emotional abuse, and physical and emotional neglect, scored on a  Li ert scale e g  I was 
maltreated , I was beaten often , I was abused , There was not enough food  and I was neglected  , 

 The T S  is widely used and validated in various languages, including Dutch ,  At the re uest

of the lemish Twin Register, the four most e plicit items concerning se ual and physical abuse were 

omitted  If necessary, items were reversed before generating the sum score  The continuous variable 

childhood trauma  reflected the mean score of the  T items  To visualise the effect of childhood 

trauma on the networ , the childhood trauma variable was recoded into  categories of severity  Tertials 

were used as cut off points because the T  sum score has no official cut off points and these cut off 

points warrant enough sub ects per category  

SSyymmppttoomm  hheecc lliisstt  RR 

The Symptom hec list R S L R , a reliable and valid self report instrument for screening a 

range of symptoms occurring in the past wee , was used to inde  the overall severity of 

psychopathology  The S L R consists of nine subscales Somati ation, Obsessive compulsive, 

Interpersonal sensitivity, Depression, An iety, Hostility, Phobic an iety, Paranoid Ideation and 

Psychoticism , covering the entire range of psychopathology  The S L R was assessed twice within 

an interval of  months  irst, scores were averaged per participant  Subse uently, S L R was 

dichotomised using the th percentile cut off point in order to define genetic liability of the co twin 

see below  
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eenneettiicc  lliiaabbiilliittyy  ttoo  ppssyycchhooppaatthhoollooggyy  

enetic liability to psychopathology was determined based on the S L , value i e , low  or high  

psychopathology  in the co twin and ygosity status, consistent with previous wor  , , ,  This 

procedure resulted in three classes of genetic liability  participants with co twins having a low level of 

psychopathology the reference category  participants with a di ygotic D  co twin with a high level 

of psychopathology intermediate level of genetic liability for psychopathology  and participants having 

a mono ygotic M  co twin with a high level of psychopathology highest level of genetic liability for 

psychopathology  

SSttaattiissttiiccaall  aannaallyyssiiss  

All analyses were performed using Stata version   To ta e into consideration the hierarchical 

structure of the data, multilevel mi ed effects  linear regression models were fitted using the 

TMI ED procedure in Stata, considering that level one units multiple observations per individual  

clustered into level two units level of individual twins , that were nested within level three units twin 

pairs  

AAssssoocciiaattiioonnss  bbeettwweeeenn  tt   AAMMSS  aanndd  ccuurrrreenntt  AAMMSS 

Time lagged variables were used as predictors in the multilevel models  heerful at time t was 

predicted by i  cheerful , ii  rela ed , iii  irritated , iv  insecure , v  an ious  and vi  down  at 

t  lag  All lagged variables were person mean centred to disentangle within  sub ect from between 

sub ect effects  The same analysis was performed for each of the other AMS at time point t

dependent variable  in si  separate models  Thus, the si  AMS variables at t were predicted by all the 

si  AMS variables at t  All lagged AMS variables were entered simultaneously in the model, as to 

assess their independent effects  One e ample of a regression model is

heerfuli   B ei   B   lag cheerfuli   B   lag insecurei   B   lag rela edi   B   lag 

an iousi   B   lag irritatedi   B   lag downi   B u i   timei

here time is the beep number over days , the subscript i stands for the assessment level,  for 

individuals,  for twin pairs and u i  for the random slope of time see below  

As seen above, the B coefficients B B  are obtained using linear regression analysis  Because the 

data includes multiple assessments per person and includes twins, we used a regression analysis that can 

give valid results despite the multilevel structure  The obtained regression coefficients can be interpreted 

the same way as in regular linear regression analysis  In terms of networ  analysis, those B coefficients 

are then used as weights for the time lagged associations between an AMS at a current time point and 

the AMS at the ne t time point  The higher the value of the regression coefficient or weights in term of 

networ  language  the higher the chance the two AMS are associated over time and the value of it gives 

the uantification of the association   
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As the time between lagged and current moment has to be contiguous, and all beep moments were in 

the wa ing period of the day,t  AMS variables e cluded the last beep moment of a day as a lag of the 

first beep moment the ne t day  Analyses were performed across  strata of childhood trauma as well as 

across  strata of genetic vulnerability   

RRaannddoomm  ssllooppee  ooff  ttiimmee 

A time variable i e , beep number, counting from  to  was included in all regression models since a 

lagged coefficient can be interpreted as an autocorrelation coefficient only if, conditional on all other 

fi ed effects in the model, no systematic trend is present in the data  Because any trend that may be 

present could differ across participants, a random slope for time was added to the models at the 

individual level, representing the standard procedure for analysis in networ  research  

PPeerrmmuuttaattiioonn  tteessttiinngg 

Mi ed effects models should ideally include random slopes for all time varying predictor variables and 

use fully unstructured covariance matrices for the random effects   This procedure allows for standard 

errors and thus p values to be correctly estimated  However, this approach is not feasible in the present 

conte t, due to the large number of predictor variables and hence the large number of parameters that 

would need to be estimated attempts to fit such models result in convergence problems  Therefore, a 

single random slope for time was included in the model see above , and to obtain valid p values, 

permutation tests e amined the statistical significance of observed B coefficients   

Permutation testing is developed to obtain the distribution of regression coefficients under the null 

hypothesis  Subse uently, the observed regression coefficient obtained from the real analysis is placed 

on this normal distribution, to obtain a valid p value  or this, data in which there is no association the 

null hypothesis assumption  were analysed  E g , for the first set of permutations, whose aim is to test 

the significance of each association between two AMS, i e , each observable regression coefficient see 

below , the dependent variable was removed from the data and shuffled in a random order and merged 

to the original data, while eeping the multilevel structure  The regression coefficients are calculated 

repeatedly for  times using that data to draw a normal, under the null hypothesis, distribution  The 

percentage of permuted regression coefficients that is to the more e treme end of this distribution than 

the observed regression coefficient gives the p value sided  The p value is considered significant at 

the threshold of  after Simes correction  for between groups comparison  see below  

Two different types of permutation tests were performed  The first type was used to obtain valid p

values for each regression coefficient edge weight  The second type was performed to compare 

regression coefficients across different strata of genetic vulnerability and childhood trauma  

or the first set of permutations, the value of the outcome variable e g , cheerful  at t  was removed 

from each record of the original data file and reassigned to the same participant in random order in a 
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copy of the original data set  Because assessments were shuffled within participants, the level of 

clustering within the data described above was unchanged  Refitting the model based on the permuted 

data then provides estimates of the model coefficients under the null hypothesis of no association  By 

repeating this process, a  time, a distribution of the regression coefficients under the null hypothesis 

was generated  Then, the observed coefficients were compared with the respective regression coefficient 

under the null hypothesis distribution to obtain p values i e , the proportion of times that the coefficient 

in the permuted data was as large as or larger than the observed coefficient  multiplied by two to obtain 

a two sided p value  iven        tests for statistical significance, Simes correction for multiple 

testing was applied  raphs derived from the analyses are shown both before and after Simes 

correction for multiple testing  hile main results are the Simes corrected slopes, presentation of the 

figures with uncorrected slopes prevents conclusions being directly drawn on differences that are merely 

the result of differences in power related to sample si e in subgroups during the calculation of the Simes 

correction  

In the second set of permutations, the values of the childhood trauma variable were randomly assigned 

to the participants in another copy of the original data set  Again, regression coefficients in the original 

data were compared with regression coefficients under the null hypothesis of no difference in regression 

coefficients between the childhood trauma strata  ith this procedure, all regression coefficients of the 

 connections edges  in the networ  were tested for differences between the childhood trauma strata, 

regardless of the level of significance obtained with the first type of permutation testing  This same 

procedure was repeated for the different strata of genetic liability  Again, Simes correction for multiple 

testing was applied   

TThhee  ccoonnssttrruuccttiioonn  ooff  AAMMSS  nneettwwoorr ss   

The regression coefficients B B  obtained from the e uation in section  were represented in a 

graph to e press the bidirectional time lagged associations between each set of two AMS   

A complete set of analyses in one stratum yielded  unstandardi ed regression coefficients B  These 

coefficients were represented in a graph using the following procedure  

A by  matri  with the regression coefficients B  was constructed  The connection thus denotes the 

e tent to which the AMS variable e g , cheerful  at time point t  predicts another AMS variable e g , 

rela ed  → eer l rela ed  at time point t, while controlling for all other variables  The elements on the 

diagonal are the autoregressive effects self loops, e g , eer l eer l  This procedure was applied in the 

 strata of childhood trauma and the  strata of genetic liability, separately in total  graphs  

isuali ation of networ s was obtained using R graph pac age   
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e ment o  t e net or  tr t re  entralit  indi e  

Besides uantitative assessment of the connections in the networ , another important set of parameters 

for assessing the influence of genetic and environmental factors on the characteristics of the networ  are 

the node centrality indices  entrality analyses allow for the identification of AMS that are more 

central  than others in the networ  iven their centrality, they are able, when triggered, to create a 

domino effect  and activate the other AMS  Three well nown centrality indices were calculated, 

allowing for a descriptive comparison across the three genetic liability and the three trauma strata  node 

strength, closeness centrality and betweenness centrality ,  The node tren t  or tren t  is the sum 

of the absolute value of the weighted connections both inward and outward  of a specific AMS, thus 

inde ing the e tent to which this AMS is connected in the networ  Self loops e g  regression weight 

between e g  down at t  and down at t  are counted twice as to fulfil the definition of the Strength 

ta ing into account the fact that self loops are good indicators of emotions inertia, previously described 

as an indicator of increased vulnerability and decreased psychological fle ibility ,  lo ene  

entralit  is defined as the inverse sum of the shortest distances to all other nodes, where the shortest 

distances are the sum of the inverse of the regression coefficients  It measures the potential impact of a 

specific node on each of the included AMS higher closeness means more impact   et eenne  

entralit  of a node is the number of shortest paths between any two other nodes that pass through that 

particular node  A node with high betweenness centrality lies on many shortest paths  Thus, a node with 

a high betweenness centrality means that there is a high number of connections between AMS that 

depend on that specific AMS, thus increasing its capacity to regulate interactions in the networ  More 

detailed information on these centrality indices can be found elsewhere ,  All indices, e cept node 

strength, were computed using graph in R ,  Node strength centrality was calculated using the 

function graph strength in the igraph pac age in R  

esults 

Sample haracteristics 

Of the initial study population of  individuals,  completed the ESM procedure and returned the 

uestionnaires  Twenty five participants were e cluded because of too few valid assessments, leaving a 

sample of  individuals  mono ygotic twins,  di ygotic twins and  sisters  the  sisters 

were e cluded from the genetic liability analysis n  Participants were aged between  and  

years mean age  years  SD  The larger part of the sample  had a college or university 

degree,  had completed secondary education, and  had completed primary education only  The 

ma ority was in a relationship , and most of the participants were employed   

The average childhood trauma score was  SD , and the average S L R score was  SD 

 Mean levels of AMS were as follows  heerful   insecure  SD  rela ed  

SD  an ious  SD  irritated  SD  down  SD  Table  presents 
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E 2 1  Descriptives stratified by childhood trauma and genetic liability  

Low T Medium T High T 
N sub ect level     
Mean age             
Range    
Mean Trauma Score             
n assessment level     

heerful mean              
Insecure mean              
Rela ed mean              
An ious mean              
Irritated mean              
Down mean              

Low liability High liability in D  High liability in M  
N sub ect level     
Mean age  SD    SD    SD   
Range    
Mean Scl  total  
score in the co twin  SD    SD    SD   

n assessment level     
heerful mean   SD   SD    SD   

Insecure mean   SD    SD    SD   
Rela ed mean   SD    SD    SD   
An ious mean   SD   SD    SD   
Irritated mean   SD    SD    SD   
Down mean   SD    SD    SD   

SD, Standard ���������;�DZ, Dizygotic �����;�MZ, Monozygotic �����;�Scl-90, Symptoms

Environmental effects in the affective regulation networ   

igure  depicts the dynamic networ  structure corrected for multiple testing between the si  AMS in 

each of the three childhood trauma e posure groups  hen applying Simes correction for multiple 

testing, alpha was  hereas the corrected alpha for comparing p values between groups was 

 Table  or the complete networ  structure see Supplementary igure  

hen visually inspecting the figures, the edges between insecure and an ious seem stronger in the strata 

under higher childhood trauma e posure with significant reinforcing loops between the three negative 

AMS  an ious, insecure, and down  However, differences in edges strength between the levels of 

trauma were not statistically significant Table  

igure  displays centrality indices in the three networ s of childhood trauma e posure  In terms of 

node strength igure a , a similar pattern for all AMS was apparent  In all childhood trauma strata, 

closeness centrality as well as node strength was stronger for down igure b  Although there were 

differences in both centrality indices between the strata a profile mar edly dominated by the three 

negative AMS an ious, down, insecure  in the high childhood trauma networ  neither dose response 

pattern nor any consistent pattern in the other centrality measures was present  Regarding the 
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(B) (C)

Irr: Irritated
Ch:Cheerful
Rlx: Relaxed
Dwn: Down
Ins: Insecure
Anx: Anxious

(A)
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FIG E 2 1 Networks of momentary affective mental states MS  in sub ects with low , Medium  and high exposure to childhood 
trauma C   
In this figure, the arrows represent associations over time, i e , the B coefficient e pressing the effect si e of the predictive associations  or e ample, in 
the low childhood trauma networ , there is an arrow from rela ed  to eer l,  meaning that rela ed  at t  predicts eer l  at t with a B 
coefficient of  reen arrows represent positive associations, and red arrows represent negative associations  The linewidth represents the strength of 
the association and is determined by the regression weights  the wider the line, the stronger the association and vice versa  Only significant associations 
after Simes correction for multiple testing are displayed alpha is  
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FIG E 2 2 Centrality measures for the childhood trauma exposure networks   
Three node centrality measures  Node Strength A , loseness B , and Betweenness , of low, medium, 
and high levels of childhood trauma e posure  
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E 2 2 Comparison between regression coefficients in the three childhood trauma strata 
values presented were obtained from permutation tests of between group differences, Simes 

corrected alpha   
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enetic effects on the affective regulation networ  

igure  Simes corrected  and Supplementary igure  complete networ  show the networ s 

stratified by genetic liability  isual inspection of the complete networ s across the three strata of 

genetic liability indicates that, the loops between an ious , insecure  and down  were stronger in 

the subgroup under higher genetic e posure when comparing it to the one under a low e posure  

Additionally, the networ  in the intermediate liability subgroup was most different with stronger 

negative association between AMS of different valences, i e , between an ious  at t  and rela ed  at 

t, between rela ed  at t  and irritated  at t, and between rela ed  at t  and down  at t  By 

statistically testing for significance and after Simes correction of the alpha alpha , only the 

connection between rela ed  at t  and down  at t remained significant, and none of the differences 

between the strata were statistically significant alpha , Table  

igure  shows the centrality indices for the three genetic liability subgroups  eeling down  

displayed a high node strength in all three strata and strength with a ma imum in the high liability 

group igure a  The positive mental state rela ed  appeared to play a central position in the 

intermediate liability group, only  hen visually chec ing betweenness, this same pattern was visible  

loseness centrality was also high for down  in all three strata igures b and c  
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FIG E 2 3 Networks of momentary affective mental states MS  in participants with low , 
intermediate , and high genetic liability for psychopathology C   
In this figure, the arrows represent associations over time, i e , the B coefficient e pressing the effect 
si e of the predictive associations  or e ample, in the low genetic liability networ , there is an arrow 
from rela ed  to cheerful,  meaning that rela ed  at t  predicts cheerful  at t with a B 
coefficient of  reen arrows represent positive associations, and red arrows represent negative 
associations  The line width represents the strength of the association and is determined by the 
regression weights  the wider the line, the stronger the association and vice versa  Only significant 
associations after Simes correction for multiple testing are displayed alpha is  
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FIG E 2  Centrality measures for the networks across levels of genetic liability for psychopathology  
Three node centrality measures  Strength A , Betweenness B , and loseness , of low, intermediate, 
and high genetic liability for psychopathology networ s  
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E 2 3 Comparison between regression coefficients in the three genetic liability strata p
values presented were obtained from permutation tests of between group differences, Simes corrected 
alpha   
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p  

iscussion 

e investigated the effect of genetic and environmental factors at the level of momentarily assessed 

AMS in daily life, from a dynamic networ  perspective  An initial ob ective of the study was to study 

differences in networ s between strata of childhood trauma and genetic liability, when the networ s 

included si  AMS  cheerful , insecure , rela ed , an ious , irritated  and down  Across different 

levels of trauma or with increasing genetic liability, we e pected increased strength of the dynamical 

associations between AMS as was reported previously  However, this previous study assessed strata 

of symptom severity as opposed to the present study that assessed strata of genetic liability and 

childhood trauma  In the present study, differences in strength were globally inconsistent and non

significant  

isual inspection of the networ s stratified by childhood trauma showed small differences in the 

direction of more reinforcement between negative AMS  The differences between the intermediate 

genetic liability networ  i e , high psychopathology in di ygotic co twin  and the networ  in the 

other two genetic strata seemed larger in the graphs including all slopes as well as in the graphs 

including 
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Simes corrected slopes, only  In addition, the small number of sub ects in some of the genetic liability 

strata may have contributed to the observation that some findings did not survive Simes correction  or 

a more global overview of complete networ s, we refer to Supplementary igures  and   Networ  

representations of momentary psychopathology in the ESM paradigm statistically may have low 

sensitivity in identifying and uantifying effects of childhood trauma or genetics, especially since many 

previous studies demonstrated specific molecular genetic significant associations with emotion dynamic 

parameters  Among them was the recent positive finding suggesting the lin  of the serotonin transporter 

gene polymorphism HTTLPR  to emotional inertia of negative emotions applying the ESM 

methodology in collecting data  et, this study used sum scores of emotions, i e , NA, and PA, in 

which the possible intrinsic dynamic between individual negative or positive AMS e posed in the 

present paper would have been collapsed, and therefore blinded, to give emotional inertia overtime  

Both approaches, using individual AMS and sum scores, might be complementary in future studies  

Alternatively, however, it is possible that the combined impact of interacting environmental and genetic 

factors on emotion dynamics, as captured by ESM, may highly yield person specific patterns of 

variation, ma ing it more difficult to identify patterns that are valid at the level of the group and 

between groups  Another, related, reason for the lac  of significant findings may be that ESM ratings of 

e g , insecure  and rela ed  may have low reliability  Sum scores of related ESM items may be more 

reliable than individual items  inally, the fact that directionally visible differences remained 

statistically inconclusive across levels of genetic and childhood trauma e posure may be inherent to the 

low power of permutations tests in the conte t of the ESM networ  analysis

Strengths and limitations 

An important strength of the current study is that it used a large number of observations due to the 

nature of ESM methodology  This allowed us to compare three groups across both environmental and 

genetic e posures  ross sectional networ  analysis can be seen as an improved factor analysis or 

principal component analysis, visualising connections between mental states assessed once over periods 

of wee s or months, with standard instruments  The present paper as well as other recent wor   

generated networ s including a time component using ESM data, enabling studying changes in 

symptom levels over time rather than analysing a summarised measure over a longer period  Despite 

using a limited set of AMS, networ s including a time component again showed the importance of 

clustering of symptoms  Additionally, it showed that networ s are dynamic  clustering of symptoms 

changes from moment to moment  

It could be argued that childhood trauma can be a conse uence of genetic liability because it can be a 

result of parents with more psychopathology having more problems with child upbringing gene

environment correlation   However, a cross tabulation between childhood trauma and genetic liability 

in the present data showed only a mild correlation in the lowest trauma tertial proportion of high 

genetic liability  was lower than in the other trauma tertials ,  Despite this association 
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most part of the trauma variable can be attributed to other factors than genetic liability and the study of 

both variables in two different sets of analyses is warranted  

This is the first study using the networ  methodology in answering an etiological research uestion 

involving genetic liability and early environment  As data were initially collected in the general 

population, some limitations are inherent  hile the advantage of a representative sample is that it best 

captures the natural spectrum of psychopathology, a limitation is that NA items were rare and, 

therefore, not normally distributed  However, because items with high levels of variation were selected 

to avoid floor effects and because permutation tests free of distributional assumptions  were performed, 

it did not lead to invalid methods of analysis  A second limitation was the impossibility to include 

random effects for the slope of all predictor variables in the model  Therefore, standard methods for 

testing the model coefficients would have led to invalid p values  However, we have shown that by 

applying advanced statistical techni ues, permutation tests, valid and interpretable results can be 

obtained  Such an approach may prove useful for other computational networ  problems  even though 

statistical power may be negatively affected  Third, considering that our participants were female with a 

high mean educational level, the results of this study may not be representative for men and those with 

lower educational level  

onclusion and future wor  

The present analyses soughed to provide a micro level perspective to what could be the phenotypic 

translation of the genetic and environmental liability to psychopathology  Although suggestive, this first 

study using the networ  methodology to study differences between genetic liability and environmental 

strata did not show any evidence to support the hypothesis that genes and early adversity have an impact 

on emotional dynamics in daily life as measured by the present networ  analysis  In future wor , the 

present e ploration of the effect of genes and environment on the affective regulation networ  should be 

replicated using the sum scores positive and NA before e panding it to molecular genetic measures of 

ris  such as polygenic ris  scores or to the interaction between childhood trauma and genetic liability  

or this, both general population studies as well as case control studies should be designed to complete 

our understanding of the mechanisms underpinning mental disorders  urthermore, further testing of the 

basic networ  of AMS as an intermediate phenotype may also be of value as networ s can be seen as 

ecologically valid phenotypes, complementary to categorical diagnostic phenotypes in genetic studies  

List of abbreviations 

AMS Affective Mental State  E PTS East landers Prospective Twin Study  ESM E perience 

Sampling Method  NA Negative Affect  PA Positive Affect  S L R Symptom hec list R  SD 

Standard Deviation  M  Mono ygotic  D  Di ygotic 
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Supplementary Materials: 

Supplementary Figure 2 1  Networ s of momentary affective mental states AMS  in sub ects with 
low A , medium B , and high levels of childhood trauma   
In this figure, the arrows represent associations over time, i e , the B coefficient e pressing the effect 
si e of the predictive associations  or e ample, in the low childhood trauma networ  A , there is an 
arrow from rela ed  to cheerful , meaning that rela ed  at t  predicts cheerful  at t with a B 
coefficient of  reen arrows represent positive associations, and red arrows represent negative 
associations  The fading of the lines represents the strength of the association and are determined by the 
regression weights  the more solid the line, the stronger the association and vice versa  
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Supplementary Figure 2 2  Networ s of momentary affective mental states AMS  in participants 
with low A , intermediate B  and high genetic liability for psychopathology   
In this figure, the arrows represent associations over time, i e , the B coefficient e pressing the effect 
si e of the predictive associations  or e ample, in the low genetic liability networ , there is an arrow 
from rela ed  to cheerful , meaning that rela ed  at t  predicts cheerful  at t with a B coefficient of 

 reen arrows represent positive associations, and red arrows represent negative associations  The 
fading of the lines represents the strength of the association and are determined by the regression 
weights  the more solid the line, the stronger the association and vice versa  
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Abstract 

ackground  The networ  analysis of intensive time series data collected using the E perience 

Sampling Method ESM  may provide vital information in gaining insight into the lin  between 

emotion regulation and vulnerability to psychopathology  The aim of this study was to apply the 

networ  approach to investigate whether genetic liability L  to psychopathology and childhood 

trauma T  are associated with the networ  structure of the emotions cheerful , insecure , rela ed , 

an ious , irritated , and down collected using the ESM method   

Methods: Using data from a population based sample of twin pairs and siblings  individuals , we 

e amined whether momentary emotion networ  structures differed across strata of T and L  L was 

determined empirically using the level of psychopathology in mono ygotic and di ygotic co twins  

Networ  models were generated using multilevel time lagged regression analysis and were compared 

across three strata low, medium, and high  of T and L, respectively  Permutations were utili ed to 

calculate p values and compare regressions coefficients, density, and centrality indices  Regression 

coefficients were presented as connections, while variables represented the nodes in the networ

esults: In comparison to the low L stratum, the high L stratum had significantly denser overall 

p  and negative affect networ s p  The medium L stratum also showed a 

directionally similar in between high and low L strata  but statistically inconclusive association with 

networ  density  In contrast to L, the results of the T analysis were less conclusive, with increased 

positive affect density p  and overall connectivity p  in the high T stratum compared 

to the medium T stratum but not the low T stratum  The individual node comparisons across strata 

of L and T yielded only very few significant results, after ad usting for multiple testing  

Conclusions: The present findings demonstrate that the networ  approach may have some value in 

understanding the relation between established ris  factors for mental disorders particularly L  and 

the dynamic interplay between emotions  The present finding replicates partially the original study, in 

respect to insecure  centrality and to a certain e tent to negative emotions density, suggesting the 

interest on e ploring genetic bac ground of negative emotion dynamic in future wor  

eywords  Emotional dynamic, networ , time series, genetic, psychopathology, childhood trauma 
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Introduction 

There is a growing interest in understanding the role of daily life emotion dynamics underlying 

psychopathology  Emotions are considered promising candidates for the study of mechanisms 

underlying the early e pression of subthreshold mental phenomena  rom a comple  dynamic system 

theory perspective, alterations in personal emotion dynamics may serve as an early warning sign for a 

tipping point signalling a transition from a subthreshold state to  a clinical state a in to an electrical 

signal in epilepsy that is monitored to detect the tipping point before a convulsion ,    In 

this regard, the networ  approach provides a useful analytical strategy to gaining insight into 

modelling interactive emotion dynamics, and identifying highly connected emotions that are critical in 

predicting transition to a more severe state  In the last few years, the networ  approach to 

psychopathology has brought a novel perspective to conceptualising mental disorders  Networ  studies 

investigate the networ  of symptoms mutually impacting each other in a variety of mental disorders 

such as depression and psychotic disorder  However, one of the primary challenges for the networ  

investigation is that most studies rely on static observations signs and symptoms  collected from 

samples with static states mental disorders  to master a highly fluid phenomenon   

ith a design to prevent recall bias by capturing emotions in real time, the e perience sampling method 

ESM , using a rigorous structured diary method for intensive collection of emotions e g , sadness, 

cheerfulness  at random moments during the day, during a certain period days or wee s , provides the 

essential platform for gathering data for emotion dynamics research   

Recently, the field has advanced to networ  analysis of ESM data  Emotions have been found to 

interact with each other in the networ , in which momentarily assessed emotions are represented by a 

node and the predictive regressive association of that emotion at moment t  on the same or another 

emotion at the subse uent moment t, is represented by an edge ,  Previous studies demonstrated that 

an increase in connectivity between affective states was associated with an increased ris  for mental 

disorders  Utilising this approach, the persistence of an emotion over time inertia was found to be 

associated with both current and future depressive episodes  By analysing the auto regressive 

coefficient of the emotion, inertia can be studied applying the time series networ  approach , ,  
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 as a function of vulnerability, findings in general were inconclusive  Now we have a second large 

twin sample available in which we have the possibility to replicate the findings of this previous study 

on the impact of vulnerability on emotion dynamics  The present study therefore investigated in a 

general population mi ed gender twin sample whether genetic liability to psychopathology 

and childhood trauma hereafter referred to as L  and T , respectively  are associated with 

the networ  structure of individual emotions  cheerful , insecure , rela ed , an ious , 

irritated , and down collected using the ESM method    

Methods 

Participants 

The study sample was derived from the East landers Prospective Twin Study register, a population

based prospective register, recording all multiple births in landers, Belgium, since  ygosity 

was determined through se uential analysis based on se , fetal membranes, umbilical cord blood 

groups, placental al aline phosphatase, and DNA fingerprints  Individuals who were registered in the 

E PTS and who fulfilled the inclusion criteria were invited to participate in the Twinss an pro ect, a 

longitudinal study collecting data on adolescents and young adults between the ages of  and  years, 

including twins, their siblings, and parents  The Twinss an pro ect, which started enrollment in April 

, is a general population based, ongoing longitudinal study ,  Participants were included if they 

understood the study procedure and were able to provide valid, reliable, and complete data  All 

participants gave written informed consent  or participants below the age of , parent s  also signed 

an informed consent  Participants were e cluded if they had a pervasive mental disorder as indicated by 

caregivers  The local ethics committee ommissie Medische Ethie  van de Universitaire ie enhui en 

U Leuven, Nr  B  approved the study  or the present study, only twins and siblings who 

completed the ESM protocol were analysed n   

Measurements 

Experience Sampling Method ESM  

Participants received an electronic medical Personal Digital Assistant, especially developed for this 

purpose  It is called the PsyMate  The PsyMate is programmed to emit a signal beep  at ten 

unpredictable moments in each of the minute time bloc s between  and , on si  

consecutive days  After each beep, participants are as ed to stop their activity and to enter their current 

thoughts, conte t activity, persons present, and location , appraisals of current situation and mood in 

the PsyMate  The semi random beep design prevents participants from anticipatory behaviours  The 

procedure has a high self reported adherence as shown in a previous study  The PsyMate records the 

time at which participants completed the assessment  Reports need to be completed within  minutes of 

the beep, otherwise the data for this time point won t be recorded, as previous wor  has shown that 

outside this interval, reports are less reliable and, therefore, less valid  Participants with fewer than  
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reports will be e cluded from the analysis  The items collected by ESM consist of around  variables 

inde ing thoughts, current conte t activity, social conte t, location , appraisals of the current situation, 

and Emotions  Emotion items at each beep were rated by participants on point Li ert scales ranging 

from  not at all  to   very  As in the original study, only  affective states variables were chosen 

for analysis, given their ma imum within person time lagged variability and therefore minimal floor 

effect, and given their covering of the whole emotional and core affect spectrum  This resulted in the 

selection of the following emotional items  cheerful  positive valence, high arousal , rela ed  

positive valence, low arousal , irritated  loading in both the negative NA  and the positive affect 

PA  dimensions, high arousal , down  negative valence, low arousal , insecure  and an ious  

negative valence, high arousal  enetic and environmental influences on the effective regulation 

networ  A prospective e perience sampling analysis  Manuscript submitted for publication  

Childhood rauma  

The variable T was assessed using the shortened  item version of the item hildhood Trauma 

uestionnaire ,  The T S  is widely used and validated in various languages including Dutch 

Bernstein , Thombs  The continuous variable T  reflected the total score of the  items 

on the uestionnaire  To visualise the effect of T on the networ , the T variable was recoded into  

categories inde ing increasing levels of T total score and, therefore, severity of trauma tertile 

groups  The regression coefficients, for the predictive association between the lag and the current 

affective states, were calculated for each of the three T strata before being represented graphically as a 

networ  and compared see below  

SC 0  

The Symptom hec list R S L R , a reliable and valid self report instrument for screening a 

range of symptoms occurring in the past wee , was used to inde  the overall severity of 

psychopathology  The S L R consists of nine subscales Somati ation, Obsessive compulsive, 

Interpersonal sensitivity, Depression, An iety, Hostility, Phobic an iety, Paranoid Ideation and 

Psychoticism , covering the entire range of psychopathology  The S L R was assessed twice within 

an interval of  months  irst, scores were averaged per participant  Then, consistent with previous 

analyses , a dichotomous measure of S L R was used in the analyses, based on the arbitrary cut

off point of th percentile  The resulting two level variable S L severity  reflected the levels of 

severity of psychopathology  

Genetic liability to psychopathology 

enetic liability to psychopathology was determined on the basis of the S L , value i e , low  or 

high  psychopathology  in the co twin and ygosity status, consistent with previous wor   This 

procedure resulted in three categories of genetic liability  participants with co twins having a low level 
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of psychopathology the reference category at lowest genetic liability  participants with a di ygotic 

D  co twin with a high level of psychopathology intermediate level of genetic liability for 

psychopathology  and participants having a mono ygotic M  co twin with a high level of 

psychopathology highest level of genetic liability for psychopathology  

Statistical analysis 

All analyses were performed using Stata version  Stata orp, ollege Station, T , USA  To ta e 

into account the hierarchical structure of the data, multilevel mi ed effects  linear regression models 

were fitted using the TMI ED procedure in Stata, considering that level one units multiple 

observations per individual  clustered into level two units level of individual twins , that were nested 

within level three units twin pairs  

AAssssoocciiaattiioonnss  bbeettwweeeenn  tt   aaffffeeccttiivvee  ssttaatteess  aanndd  ccuurrrreenntt  aaffffeeccttiivvee  ssttaatteess 

Time lagged variables were used as predictors in the multilevel models  heerful at time t was 

predicted by i  cheerful , ii  rela ed , iii  irritated , iv  insecure , v  an ious  and vi  down  at 

t  lag  All lagged variables were person mean centred to disentangle within sub ect from between

sub ect effects  The same analysis was performed for each of the other affective states at time point t 

dependent variable  in si  separate models  Thus, the si  affective states variables at t were predicted 

by all the si  affective states variables at t  All lagged affective states variables were entered 

simultaneously in the model, so as to assess their independent effects  One e ample of a regression 

model is

heerfuli   B ei   B   lag cheerfuli   B   lag insecurei   B   lag rela edi   B   lag 

an iousi   B   lag irritatedi   B   lag downi   B u i   timei

where time is the beep number over days , the subscript i stands for the assessment level,  for 

individuals,  for twin pairs and u i  for the random slope of time see below

As the time between lagged and current moment must be contiguous, and all beep moments were in the 

wa e period of the day, the first beep of the day was e cluded in all analyses  inally, person mean 

centring of the lags was performed as it is now standard analysis in the field of networ  analyses  

Analyses were performed across  strata of T as well as across  strata of genetic vulnerability

RRaannddoomm  ssllooppee  ooff  ttiimmee  

A time variable i e , beep number, counting from  to  was included in all regression models since a 

lagged coefficient can be interpreted as an autocorrelation coefficient only if, conditional on all other 

fi ed effects in the model, no systematic trend is present in the data  Because any trend that may be 

present could differ across participants, a random slope for time was added to the models at the 

individual level, representing the standard procedure for analysis in networ  research  
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he construction of affective states networks  

A complete set of analyses in one stratum yielded  unstandardi ed regression coefficients B  These 

coefficients were represented in a graph using the following procedure  

A by  matri  with the regression coefficients B  was constructed  The connection thus denotes the 

e tent to which the affective states variable e g , cheerful  at time point t  predicts another affective 

states variable e g , rela ed  → eer l rela ed  at time point t, while controlling for all other variables  

The elements on the diagonal are the autoregressive effects self loops, e g , eer l eer l   

This procedure was applied across the  strata of T and the  strata of L, separately in total  

graphs  isualisation of networ s was obtained using R graph pac age   Moreover, a value higher 

than the ma imum absolute value of the whole set of regression coefficients, in the  strata of T and 

then in the  strata of L, was assigned to the argument ma imum  in graph to scale the connections 

widths to allow for a visual comparison across each set of  networ s  

AAsssseessssmmeenntt  ooff  tthhee  nneettwwoorr   ssttrruuccttuurree   DDeennssiittyy  aanndd  nnooddee  eennttrraalliittyy  

In addition to the individual connections in the networ , overall measures can contribute to insight in 

the differences between networ s  Density elsewhere called overall connectivity  is the average of the 

absolute values of all regression coefficients in each of the networ s  ollowing previous literature that 

e amined the vulnerability underlying emotional density specifically at the level of the personality 

neuroticism , using time series networ s, two parameters were calculated  NA density is the average of 

regression coefficient absolute values, that have both the outcome and the predictor as a negative 

emotion an ious , irritated , insecure , down  PA density is the average of regression coefficient 

absolute values, that have both the outcome and the predictor as a positive emotion cheerful , 

rela ed  

entrality analyses allow for the identification of affective states that are more central  than others in 

the networ  iven their centrality, they are able, when triggered, to create a domino effect  and 

activate the remainder of  the affective states  Two well nown centrality indices were calculated per 

networ , allowing for a descriptive comparison across the three genetic liability and the three trauma 

strata  inward strength and outward strength centrality ,   In strength of a certain node is the sum of 

all edges towards it that node is the outcome variable  The out strength of a particular node is the sum 

of all edges going from it that node is the independent variable  The first will inform on which affect is 

the more regulated in the daily emotional e perience and the second on which is the more influencing 

among the si  emotions in the daily life e perience  Self loops e g  regression weight between e g  

down at t  and down at t  are counted both in the inward and in the outward strength, ta ing into 

account the fact that self loops are good indicators of emotion inertia, previously described as an 

indicator of increased vulnerability and decreased psychological fle ibility ,   
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All density and centrality parameters were calculated using Stata  Stata orp, ollege Station, T , 

USA  Permutation testing was used to calculate values for comparing them across strata see below  

Permutation testing 

Mi ed effects models should ideally include random slopes for all time varying predictor variables and 

use fully unstructured covariance matrices for the random effects  This procedure allows for standard 

errors and thus p values to be correctly estimated  However, this approach is not feasible in the present 

conte t, due to the large number parameters needed given that the covariance is unstructured attempts 

to fit such models result in convergence problems  Therefore, a single random slope for time was 

included in the model see above  and in order to obtain valid p values, the statistical significance of 

regression coefficients was e amined using permutation tests   

Two different types of permutation tests were performed  The first type was used to obtain valid p

values for each regression coefficient edge  The second type was performed to compare regression 

coefficients across different strata of L and T  

or the first set of permutations, the value of the outcome variable e g , cheerful  at t  was removed 

from each record of the original data file and reassigned to the same participant in random order in a 

copy of the original data set  Because assessments were shuffled within participants, the level of 

clustering within the data described above was unchanged  Refitting the model based on the permuted 

data then provides estimates of the model coefficients under the null hypothesis of no association  By 

repeating this process more than  times, a distribution of the regression coefficients under the null 

hypothesis was generated  Then, the actually observed coefficients were compared with the respective 

null hypothesis distributions to obtain p values i e , the proportion of times that the coefficient in the 

permuted data was as large as or larger than the observed coefficient  multiplied by two to obtain a two

sided p value  iven        tests for statistical significance, Simes correction for multiple testing 

was applied  raphs derived from the analyses are shown both before and after Simes correction for 

multiple testing alpha  hile main results are the Simes corrected slopes, presentation of the 

figures with all the slopes prevents conclusions being directly drawn on differences that are merely the 

result of differences in power related to sample si e in subgroups during the calculation of the  values  

In the second set of permutations, the values of the T variable were randomly assigned to the 

participants in another copy of the original data set  Again, regression coefficients in the original data 

were compared with regression coefficients under the null hypothesis of no difference in regression 

coefficients between the T strata  ith this procedure, all regression coefficients of the  connections 

edges  in the networ  were tested for differences between the T strata, regardless of the level of 

significance obtained with the first type of permutation testing  This same procedure was repeated for 

the different strata of genetic liability  Again, Simes correction for multiple testing was applied for 

individual edge differences alpha   
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The same permutation testing procedure was applied for comparing density, inward and outward 

strength parameters between the strata  Assuming independence between each inde  calculation, no 

multiple testing correction was applied  

esults 

Sample Characteristics 

L analyses included  participants  mono ygotic and  di ygotic , because participants 

without information on their ygosity status, non twin siblings and participants without information on 

psychopathology in the cotwin were e cluded  T analyses were performed with  individuals  Mean 

age of the participants was  years SD  orty percent of the total sample was male  The 

ma ority was still living with their parents  and went to school  In addition,  had a 

bachelor s degree while only  had a low level of education   

The average T S  sum score was  SD  Demographic data and mean levels of ESM items 

per subgroup of T and L are presented in table  In general, the mean level of emotions in the 

third T strata was higher than in the first and the second strata  Down  also differed between the 

second and the first strata  E cept the difference in rela ed  between the third and the first strata, there 

were no differences between the L strata  
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able 3 1  escriptives stratified by childhood trauma and genetic liability  
SD, Standard deviation  D , Di ygotic twins  M , Mono ygotic twins  Scl , Symptoms chec list  

The difference in mean with category  is statistically significantly
 The difference in mean with category  is statistically significantly

hildhood trauma 
Low Medium High 

Number of sub ects number 
of assessments  

      

 females    
 low education    

Mean age SD     SD   SD  
Range 
Mean Trauma Total Score SD        
Assessment level 
heerful mean SD overall  

between  within  
   
 

   
 

   
  

Insecure mean SD overall  
between  within  

   
 

   
 

   
  

Rela ed mean SD overall  
between  within  

   
 

   
 

   
  

An ious mean SD overall  
between  within  

   
 

   
 

 SD  
   

Irritated mean SD overall  
between  within  

   
 

   
 

   
  

Down mean SD overall  
between  within  

   
 

   
  

   
  

enetic liability 
Low liability Intermediate liability High liability 

Number of sub ects number 
of assessments  

      

 females    
 low education    

Mean age SD        
Range 
Assessment level 

heerful mean SD overall  
between

   
 

   
 

   
 

Insecure mean SD overall  
between  

   
 

   
 

   
  

Rela ed mean SD overall  
between  

   
 

   
 

   
  

An ious mean SD overall  
between  

   
 

   
 

   
  

Irritated mean SD overall  
between  

   
 

   
 

   
  

Down mean SD overall  
between  
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FIG E 3 1 Emotions networks in sub ects with low, medium, and high levels of childhood trauma   
In this figure, the arrows represent associations   over time  i e , the B coefficient e pressing the effect 
si e of the predictive associations  or e ample, in the low T networ , there is an arrow from rela ed  to 
cheerful,  meaning that rela ed  at t  predicts cheerful  at t with a B coefficient of  reen arrows 

represent positive associations, and red arrows represent negative associations  The fading of the lines 
represents the strength of the association and are determined by the regression weights  the more solid the line, 
the stronger the association and vice versa  Note that we can predict the emotion item from the previous state 
of the item itself  These arrows are the self loops in the networ  T, childhood trauma  raphs A  are for 
low, medium, and high T respectively  The raphs D  are for low, medium, and high T respectively but 
only with associations that resisted to Simes correction for multiple testing with p   
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FIG E 3 2  Emotions networks in participants with low , intermediate , and high genetic liability for 
psychopathology C  
In this figure, the arrows represent associations over time  i e , the B coefficient e pressing the effect si e of the 
predictive associations  or e ample, in the low genetic liability networ , there is an arrow from rela ed  to cheer  
ful,  meaning that rela ed  at t  predicts cheerful  at t with a B coefficient of  reen arrows represent positive 
associations, and red arrows represent negative associations  The fading of the lines represents the strength of the 
association and are determined by the regression weights  the more solid the line, the stronger the association and vice 
versa  Note that we can predict the emotion item from the previous state of the item itself  These arrows are the 
self loops in the networ  raphs A  are for low, intermediate, and high L respectively  The raphs D  are for 
low, intermediate, and high L respectively but only with associations that resisted to Simes correction for multiple 
testing with p   
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able 3 2  Emotional density across levels of childhood trauma and G , respectively 
* p<0.05

Density values P values of comparison from
Permutation tests

Low T Medium T High T Medium vs 
Low T 

High vs 
Low T 

High vs 
Medium 

T
PA 
density 

      

NA 
density 

      

Overall 
density 

      

Low en  
Liability 

Inter  en  
Liability 

High en  
liability 

Inter  vs 
Low L 

High vs 
Low L 

High vs 
Inter  

L 
PA 
density 

      

NA 
density 

      

Overall 
density 

      

able 3 3  Node strength centrality across levels of childhood trauma 
* p<0.05

entrality values P values of comparison from Permutation
tests 

Low T Medium T High T Medium vs 
Low T 

High vs Low 
T 

High vs 
Medium 

T 
Inward strength 

Irritated       
heerful       

Rela ed       
Down       

Insecure       
An ious       

Outward strength 
Irritated       
heerful       

Rela ed       
Down       

Insecure       
An ious       
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able 3  Node strength centrality indices and their relation to genetic liability to psychopathology 

entrality values P values of comparison from
Permutation tests

Low en  
Liability 

Inter  
en  

Liability 

High en  
liability 

Inter  vs Low 
L 

High vs 
Low L 

High vs 
Inter  

L 
Inward strength 

Irritated       
heerful       

Rela ed       
Down       

Insecure       
An ious       

Outward strength 
Irritated       
heerful       

Rela ed       
Down       

Insecure       
An ious       

able 3  Significant Edge ifferences across different levels of G  
,   Simes corrected alpha for differences across subgroups is  and for edge

significance is 

Differences oefficients 

Low vs 
Intermediate L 

Low vs 
High L 

Intermediate 
vs 
High L 

Low L Intermediate 
L 

High L 

Edges Diff  Diff  Diff  B  B  B  

Insecure t  
Insecure t,

     
 

   
 

Insecure t  
Rela ed t

     
  

  
  

iscussion 

Using a dynamic networ  approach, we compared the time lagged networ  structures across genetic and 

environmental ris  strata   The primary goal of the study was to identify the impact of T as an early 

environmental factor, and L as a pro y for genetic factor, on the structure of a time series networ  of 

si  emotions irritated , cheerful , rela ed , down , insecure  and an ious at the levels of 

emotional density, node strength centrality and individual connections edges  The principal findings 

were  i  compared with the low L stratum, the high L stratum had significantly denser overall and 

NA networ s, while the medium L stratum also showed a directionally similar but statistically 

insignificant association with networ  density  ii  in contrast to L, the results of the T analysis were 

essentially inconsistent with our initial hypothesis iii  after ad usting for multiple testing, the individual 

edge comparisons across strata of L and T yielded only very few significant results   
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Genetic liability: the emotion network density 

onsidering the networ  density across different levels of L, our current findings suggest an increase 

in overall and NA density as a function of the e tent of L   As far as we now, differences in density 

depending on L have not been studied before  The current study partially replicate our first previous 

study , , enetic and environmental influences on the effective regulation networ  A prospective 

e perience sampling analysis  Manuscript submitted for publication , in that we observed a difference in 

overall density and NA density between high L and medium L as opposed to between high L and 

low L in the present data  

To the degree that higher genetic loading may predict greater severity, some studies are in apparent 

agreement with the present results  irst, a denser cross sectional networ  at baseline was associated 

with persistence of clinical depression ,  Second, in analyses using ESM data, patients with 

depression, compared to healthy controls, had a higher overall density and NA density, but not a higher 

positive density  Although there was no direct estimation of density, several studies also showed that 

the more a person shifts toward severe states of psychopathology, the stronger the regression 

coefficients of mental states at t  predict mental states at t  ,  In agreement with this, higher levels of 

neuroticism have been associated with a denser emotion networ  both overall and NA but not PA  

However, a recent study investigating emotion dynamics in patients with psychosis, their first degree 

relatives, and healthy controls found no difference in the overall density of the momentary mental state 

networ  but only the number of connections  However, it should be noted that this study calculated a 

general networ  connectivity, also including nodes which were not emotional items in the ESM 

protocol, e g , being alone and being active    

onsidering the e ploratory nature of the time lagged networ  analysis of the ESM data and our 

previous findings, in which we found both higher overall density and higher NA density in high L 

stratum than in medium L stratum with no difference between low and high L strata, we err on the 

side of caution when interpreting the current findings that might be suggestive of an increase in the 

connectivity of emotions as an e tent of the degree of L  There might be several e planations for the 

inconsistency between the previous and the current study  irst, consistent with the assumption of the 

networ  theory of psychopathology and with previous wor  on affect regulation, the e pected high 

between sub ect variation might be contributing to reduction in reproducibility  Second, it is plausible 

to speculate that the differences between characteristics of the two samples may have contributed to 

inconsistency the previous study consisted only of female participants with a mean age of  years  

ender and age differences in terms of symptom profile, vulnerability factors, and epidemiologic 

features in mental disorders are well identified  To the best of our nowledge, there e ists no networ  

analysis of ESM data investigating the influence of age and only one study e amining a gender effect in 

a sample of patients with ma or depressive disorder MDD  and healthy controls, which showed that 
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women with MDD had a denser NA  networ  than men with MDD, while the gender effect was not 

observed in healthy controls  In fact, these data or lac  thereof indicate that there is a pressuring 

need to investigate the impact of basic demographic parameters e g , age and gender  on emotion 

networ s before progressing to networ  analysis of mental disorder constructs in the conte t of 

vulnerability   

hildhood Trauma  the emotion networ  density  

Regarding T, findings were inconsistent, suggesting increased positive density and overall density in 

the high T stratum compared to the medium T stratum but not the low T stratum, while NA density 

did not differ across T strata  In contrast to the current findings, our previous study showed that NA 

density in the high T was significantly higher than the medium but not the low T, with no significant 

differences in positive and overall emotion density measures across T strata   

entrality characteristics of the networ  

Similarly, the individual edge comparisons across strata of L and T yielded only very few 

significant and relatively inconsistent findings after ad usting for multiple testing with Simes correction 

to avoid spurious conclusions  In the previous female female twin sample study, statistical comparisons 

between edges were also inconclusive  Regarding centrality comparisons, only the analysis of insecure  

node across T strata yielded a consistent pattern in terms of outward strength with this pattern 

replicating the original study  eeling insecure  also studied under the term uncertainty  has been 

found to be a powerful stressor in previous studies  In previous e periments with replicated results, 

informing the participants of a low probable electrical choc loaded more an iety both at the emotional 

and physiological level heart rate and s in conductance  than when the probability of  percent 

coming electrical choc was announced ,   Replicated finding of insecure differences across L 

groups, might provide some support to the genetic support to the lin  between insecure and NA  e 

could then hypothesi e that ris y genes might influence more precisely a brain circuit acting on NA 

emotional regulation and more specifically emotional reactivity to insecurity  

Strengths and limitations 

The present study replicated the methodology of a recent paper  enetic and environmental influences 

on the effective regulation networ  A prospective e perience sampling analysis  Manuscript submitted 

for publication  similar to a series of studies applying networ  analysis to the intensive time series data 

obtained using ESM to gain insight into dynamic changes in mental states ,  Many 

observations, inherent to the nature of ESM methodology, enabled us to compare three strata of both 

environmental and genetic e posures  Two other strengths are the use of permutation analyses as a 

correction for not including all random slopes and the subse uent correction of the alpha for multiple 

testing for both the p values of the significance of the regression coefficients and the comparison of 
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those regression coefficients individually across networ s  Such an approach proved useful, but it might 

have negatively affected statistical power and led to type II error   

There were several limitations  irst, only a limited set of momentary emotional mental states was 

included to overcome convergence problems in the analyses  However, the interest of studying affective 

mental states was served by this approach  An advantage of analyses in a limited set is also that networ  

graphs are easier to interpret  Second, as data were initially collected from the general population, NA 

items were relatively rarely reported by participants compared to a clinical population, and, thus, sub ect 

to floor effects  This limitation was dealt with by choosing items with the ma imum moment to moment 

variation  Third, considering that our participants were young, mainly students, and living with their 

parents, the results of this study may not be representative of the overall population  Also, the networ  

comparability could be biased by differences in mean emotion items and within person variances  

Means however are mostly analogous across L strata and between the low and medium T e posure  

It hence seems improbable that differences in connection strengths and conse uently in networ  indices, 

between these latter groups could be attributed to differences in variances  In contrast, the means in the 

group under high T e posure are, for most of the emotional items, significantly different from the  

other subgroups  Therefore, this could have been part of the reason e plaining the lac  of replicability 

between the two studies regarding networ  density under T e posure   

inally, this study is one of few that have aimed to compare time series networ  despite the lac  of 

specific and a valid methodology balancing both type I and type II errors  urther methodological 

studies are needed and could for e ample test other advanced methods previously used on comparing 

cross sectional based networ s and replicate them in ESM based networ s on different samples  

onclusion and future wor  

The present results represent a partial replication of previous wor  The micro level approach to what 

could be the phenotypic translation of the genetic liability to psychopathology was demonstrated in both 

samples, providing a potential lin  with NA density  The fact that genes impact on the e tent to which 

NA infect each other is important as it helps to e pose the comple  ways by which genes are affecting 

mental health  These findings have relevance to future research into the genetics of psychiatry  irst, it 

may help to e plain current problems with replications across studies and, second, it may shine light on 

the need for novel designs that can ta e into account the comple ity of genetic influence in the 

development of psychopathology   
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T hildhood Trauma  L genetic liability  E PTS East landers Prospective Twin Study  ESM 

E perience Sampling Method  NA Negative Affect  PA Positive Affect  S L R Symptom 

hec list R  SD Standard Deviation  M  Mono ygotic  D  Di ygotic 
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Supplementary Materials 

Preamble: The results presented below are from supplementary analysis done upon the original 
networ  study twins sample   

able S1  Emotional density across levels of childhood trauma and genetic liability to 
psychopathology, respectively 

Density values P values of comparison from
Permutation tests 

Low T Medium T High T Medium vs 
Low T 

High vs 
Low T 

High vs 
Medium T 

PA density       
NA density       
Overall 
density 

      

Low en  
Liability 

Inter  en  
Liability 

High en  
liability 

Inter  vs 
Low L 

High vs 
Low L 

High vs 
Inter  L 

PA density       
NA density       
Overall 
density 

      

* p<0.05

able S2  Node strength centrality across levels of childhood trauma 
entrality values P values of comparison from Permutation

tests 
Low T Medium T High T Medium vs 

Low T 
High vs Low 

T 
High vs 
Medium 

T 
Inward strength 

Irritated    ,    
heerful       

Rela ed       
Down       

Insecure       
An ious       

Outward strength 
Irritated       
heerful       

Rela ed       
Down       

Insecure       
An ious       
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able S3  Node strength centrality indices and their relation to genetic liability to
psychopathology 

entrality values P values of comparison from
Permutation tests

Low en  
Liability 

Inter  
en  

Liability 

High en  
liability 

Inter  vs Low 
L 

High vs 
Low L 

High vs 
Inter  

L 
Inward strength 

Irritated       
heerful       

Rela ed       
Down    ,    

Insecure     ,   
An ious       

Outward 
strength 

Irritated    ,  ,   
heerful       

Rela ed       
Down       

Insecure       
An ious       

p 0 0

eference: 

1. 
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What makes the psychosis  
‘Clinical High Risk’ state risky:  

Psychosis itself or the copresence of a 
non-psychotic disorder?

Chapter 4



  

Although attenuated psychotic symptoms in the psychosis clinical high ris  state HR P  almost 

always occur in the conte t of a non psychotic disorder NPD , NPD is considered an undesired 

comorbidity  epiphenomenon rather than an integral part of HR P itself  Here, we e amine to what 

degree the ris  in HR P is inde ed by NPD rather than attenuated psychosis er e  

 

e e amined the incidence of early psychotic e periences PE  with and without NPD mood 

disorders, an iety disorders, alcohol drug use disorders , in a prospective general population cohort 

n ,  at ris  of incident PE at baseline  our interview waves were conducted between 

 NEMESIS  The incidence of PE, alone PE only  or with NPD PE NPD  was 

calculated, as were differential associations with schi ophrenia polygenic ris  score PRS S , 

environmental, demographical, clinical, and cognitive factors  

 

The incidence of PE NPD  was lower than the incidence of PE only , representing 

around a third of the total yearly incidence of PE  Incident PE NPD was, in comparison with PE

only, differentially characteri ed by poor functioning, environmental ris s, PRS S , positive family 

history, prescription of antipsychotic medication and mental  health service use   

The ris  in clinical high ris  states is mediated not by attenuated psychosis er e but specifically 

the combination of attenuated psychosis and NPD  HR P APS research should be reconceptualised 

from a focus on attenuated psychotic symptoms with e clusion of non psychotic DSM disorders, as 

the pure  representation of a supposedly homotypic psychosis ris  state, towards a focus on poor

outcome NPDs, characterised by a degree of psychosis admi ture, on the pathway to psychotic 

disorder outcomes  

eywords: Psychosis, Ris , Epidemiology, Prevention 
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Introduction 

There is considerable interest in the psychosis linical High Ris  state HR P  as a paradigm to 

identify the ris  factors, mechanisms and early intervention potential associated with the onset of 

psychotic disorder  HR P is defined mainly by the presence of attenuated psychotic symptoms 

which, accordingly, represent the central part of the definition of Attenuated Psychosis Syndrome 

APS  in the appendi  of  DSM    Although some have proposed that the HR P APS construct 

may be valid , , others point to epistemic, conceptual and methodological limitations surrounding 

different aspects of HR P research  ,  larification of these issues is urgently re uired given 

increasingly large scale research pro ects based on the HR P paradigm  

One ma or validity issue is related to non psychotic comorbidity  in HR P research  Non psychotic 

comorbidity  does not form part of the HR P APS construct  Rather, it is treated as an e clusion 

factor in the criteria for APS and HR P through formulations li e atten ated oti  m tom  

are not e lained better b  anot er  di order   Nevertheless, the samples collected in the 

conte t of HR P research invariably show that the vast ma ority of individuals have a diagnosis of 

non psychotic disorder  A recent systematic review including  studies showed that  presented 

with comorbid depressive disorders, with bipolar disorder, with an iety disorders and  

with substance use disorders sum of percentages is greater than  due to comorbidity

This situation represents an unacceptable conundrum  according to definitions, HR P APS can only 

include attenuated psychotic symptoms that are not better e plained  by another DSM disorder  yet 

the vast ma ority of individuals meeting HR P APS criteria present with another DSM disorder  The 

li ely e planation for this apparent parado  is misspecification of the HR P APS construct itself  

Thus, the co presence of non psychotic disorder in HR P APS samples may not be an unwelcome  

epiphenomenon but rather represent an integral part of the HR P APS construct itself  Non

psychotic disorder may be what mediates the ris  in the concept of HR P and represent the 

mechanism for the relatively poor outcome over time associated with the HR P APS state, whether 

or not transition  too  place  hile this e planation initially may not seem straightforward, it is 

from the perspective of population based sampling   Research shows that individuals with mental 

health difficulties typically e perience multiple diagnoses over the life course, often beginning with 

NPD , whereas the artificially pure  HR P samples advance a competing, but incorrect, notion that 

psychosis is somehow inherently homotypic and therefore inconsistent with transdiagnostic 
symptoms ,   However, population based research shows that a prior diagnosis of mood disorder, 

  eating disorder and substance use disorder  or basically any diagnosis outside the 
schi ophrenia spectrum increases the ris  of a later diagnosis of schi ophrenia  fold  or fold 

 Indeed, recent prospective wor  showed that much more of the clinical psychosis incidence is 
attributable to prior mood and drugs use disorders than to psychosis clinical high ris  states 
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One of the wea nesses of HR P sampling frames is that they are based on non epidemiological 

opportunity sampling of selected help see ing individuals with a non psychotic disorder, yielding 

sample specific results that are neither representative  nor generali able  Indeed, transitions  in 

these individuals largely arise as a function of ris  enrichment strategies embedded in specific 

sampling procedures , limiting their use as a model of the onset of psychosis in the general 

population  Population based cohort studies, however, can address the dynamics of attenuated 

psychotic symptoms and the role of NPD over time in representative samples  These studies have 

shown that co presence of NPD, present in around  of individuals with attenuated psychotic 

symptoms , , is a crucial distinguishing factor in relation to aetiological load, clinical relevance and 

outcome  Also, attenuated psychotic symptoms in isolation are either not , , negatively  or 

wea ly ,  associated with polygenic ris  for schi ophrenia PRS S , but tend to show 

progressively stronger association with PRS S  in combination with more environmental e posure, 

more affective comorbidity and more clinical relevance , ,  PE may be associated with sub ective 

 or ob ective cognitive alterations  there is evidence, however, that the association with 

cognitive alterations is dependent on the degree of comorbid non psychotic psychopathology  

Indeed, recent follow bac  studies from representative incidence samples of psychotic disorder have 

shown that the origins of psychotic disorder can be traced to non oti  di order , the severest of 

which develop a degree of psychosis admi ture over time  Indeed, studies using prospective 

approaches show that nonpsychotic syndromes are fre uently observed not ust alongside psychotic 

e periences symptoms, but even before them ,    

Here, we investigated the clinical significance of the co presence of non psychotic disorder NPD  in 

first onset psychotic e periences PE  To this end we calculated, for the first time, the incidence rate 

of PE, alone PE only  and as a function of co presence of NPD PE NPD  mood disorders, an iety 

disorders and alcohol drug use disorders  in a ris  set of people without PE at baseline  e also 

analysed the differential impact of relevant clinical, etiological, cognitive, and demographic factors on 

the incidence of PE alone and PE NPD   

e hypothesi ed that a minority of people with incident PE would have co presence of NPD, and that 

clinical, demographic, etiological and cognitive factors, nown to be associated with psychotic 

disorder, would display stronger and or ualitatively different associations with the incident PE NPD 

phenotype in comparison with the PE only phenotype   

Method 

am le 

The four waves of the Netherlands Mental Health Survey and Incidence Study  NEMESIS  were 

used n ,  at baseline or T  NEMESIS  was conducted over the period  to study the 
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prevalence, incidence, course, and conse uences of mental disorders in a representative sample of the 

Dutch general population for description see supplemental material   

Sample Ris  set 

Individuals, with confirmed psychosis at baseline and therefore not at ris  anymore of developing 

incident psychosis, were not included in the ris  set  Thus, individuals with a diagnosis of any 

psychotic disorder according to the DSM I  n  were e cluded from analysis  Also, those who 

had PE present in the year before T  were e cluded n , leaving ,  participants at T  

considered at ris  of developing incident PE  Individuals, who had PE in the past, more than one year 

before baseline and not in the year before baseline, were considered at ris  of developing new incident 

PE and included in the ris  set  The ,  individuals thus included in the ris  set yielded ,  

observations over T T  Of the ,  individuals at T , ,  remained at T  after a mean follow up 

of  years  ,  remained at T , after a mean follow up of  years  and ,  remained at T , 

after a mean follow up of  years  

A planned sensitivity analysis was carried out with a more restricted ris  set, e cluding all 

participants with any PE at baseline n ,  at baseline, total sample n ,  

iven the age range of the sample  years at baseline , another sensitivity analysis was 

conducted in order to e amine if results would be similar when restricted to the sample aged  at 

baseline n , , the age range during which most psychosis onset ta es place  

As the definition of non psychotic diagnoses NPD  included drug abuse and dependence, a further 

sensitivity analysis of the association with cannabis use was conducted e cluding individuals with 

drug abuse or dependence from the definition of NPD  

inally, for the measures split at the th percentile social functioning, digit span, childhood trauma, 

PRS , which may be considered arbitrary, we included sensitivity analyses with continuous scores  

e ment o  non oti  di order  

The following IDI, version , non psychotic diagnoses NPD  were assessed, as described in the 

supplemental material  ma or depression, dysthymia, bipolar disorder, panic disorder, agoraphobia, 

social phobia, specific phobia, AD, alcohol abuse and dependence, drug abuse and dependence  The 

analyses thus focused on people who developed incident PE over the period of observation, either 

alone PE only  or in the co presence of NPD PE NPD  

e ment o   

In NEMESIS , a psychosis add on instrument based on the  section of previous IDI versions was 

included  This add on instrument consists of  psychotic symptoms corresponding to the symptoms 
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assessed in a previous population survey in the Netherlands, NEMESIS, the precursor of NEMESIS  
,  Detailed descriptions of the specific PE items can be found in previous wor  using NEMESIS  

and NEMESIS   and are described in the supplemental material   PE was dichotomi ed consistent 

with previous wor  in NEMESIS and NEMESIS  , ,  Presence of delusions was defined as 

having at least one delusion endorsed and presence of hallucinations was similarly defined 

supplemental material  

o re variable  

e e amined  e posures associated with psychotic disorder  Dichotomous measures of e posure 

were created at the th percentile unless a previous publication had used another cut off in which 

case this was used for reasons of consistency see below  

or ing memory performance 

The digit span tas , subtest of the echsler Adult Intelligence Scale AIS III  , was performed by 

participants at T  and T  The digit span tas  was split into two sections, a forward si  items  and 

bac ward si  items  tas  condition  The sum score at T  and T  was computed, and the average of 

these two values was considered as a person level indicator of cognitive ability for all waves  In the 

analysis, a dichotomi ed variable was used, with cut off at the th percentile, the highest value 

indicating poorer performance  

umping to conclusion bias T  bias  

The presence or absence of a T  bias was assessed at T , utili ing the beads tas  supplemental 

material , and used as a person level, time invariant dichotomous variable in the analyses   

hildhood adversity 

hildhood adversity was assessed at T  using a uestionnaire based on the NEMESIS trauma 

uestionnaire , and used as a dichotomous variable in the analyses supplemental material   

annabis use 

annabis use was assessed with the section substance use disorders of the IDI at each interview 

wave and used as a dichotomous variable in the analyses supplemental material   

Urbanicity 

The degree of e posure to the urban environment until the age of  years, was assessed at T  and 

used as a dichotomous variable in the analyses supplemental material    
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amily history 

amily history was assessed as a person level characteristic in two stages, as described previously  

and detailed in the supplemental material   

Hearing impairment 

Hearing impairment was assessed during the face to face interview at all interview waves, by as ing 

whether participants had e perienced deafness or serious hearing impairment in the past  months  

Ratings were yes  or no   

Social functioning 

The evaluation of social functioning covered the past  wee s, and was assessed at each interview 

wave, applying a item, point subscale of the Medical Outcomes Study Short form Health Survey 

MOS S , , with a ronbach s alpha of  Impaired social functioning includes issues in 

one s normal social activities as a result of somatic or emotional troubles  It was used as a binary 

variable in the analysis, dichotomi ed around the th percentile   

Service use for mental problems 

Use of any form of care or specific mental health dare, as well as use of antipsychotic medication, was 

assessed at each interview wave supplemental material  

Perceived status gap 

The er eived tat  a  is a dichotomous variable indicating the difference between the sub ective 

desired and actual social status supplemental material   

Adult stressful life events 

Based on the Brugha Life events section  , participants were as ed at each interview whether they 

e perienced one of  life events within the last  months  E amples of items are serious sic ness, 

death of family member or close friend, and serious financial problems  A dichotomous e posure was 

created around at least one life event in the last year  

Polygenic ris  score for schi ophrenia 

The PRS S  were created from best estimate genotypes at si  different thresholds , , , 

, , , as described in the supplemental material  or our primary analyses, we used 

the threshold of  , as this threshold e plained most variation in liability in the Psychiatric 

enomics onsortium analysis  and was shown to perform well for the current phenotype of S  

mental health  urther details on the genotyping procedure and polygenic ris  scores calculation, as 
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described previously , , are provided in the supplement  onsistent with previous analyses, 

statistical analyses with PRS S  were ad usted for three principal components   

Material for DNA analysis of sufficient uality, and hence for polygenic ris  scores calculation, was 

available for ,  individuals  at T  supplementary material  E cluding individuals who at 

interview has been assessed as member of an ethnic minority supplemental material , given lac  of 

generali ability of polygenic ris  scores to this group, and individuals diagnosed with a psychotic 

disorder, left ,  for PRS calculation, of whom ,  remained in the ris  set for incidence analysis 

as defined below  These ,  with polygenic ris  scores yielded ,  observations over the four 

interview waves  alues for important and time varying clinical, environmental, cognitive, and 

demographic variables were very similar in a comparison between the ,  observations in the 

subsample with polygenic ris  scores data available and the ,  observations in the ris  set with 

missing polygenic ris  scores data supplemental Table  

Demographic factors 

Demographic variables included were se  male, female , age in years and dichotomous ethnic 

minority status Moroccan, Tur ish, Surinamese, Antillean, Indonesian or another non estern ethnic 

group  Age was analysed as a dichotomous variable, defining a younger age group encompassing the 

range most at ris  of onset of psychotic disorder  to  years,  at baseline  versus the older 

group  

nal i  

PE only and PE NPD groups 

Two outcomes were defined to test the hypotheses regarding PE in relation to the conte t of NPD  

The first was defined as PE without NPD, the second as PE in the co presence of NPD  or each 

group we established i  the incidence and ii  associations with cognitive, clinical, demographic, and 

etiological variables, e pressed as ha ard ratio s HR  and their  confidence intervals I  from 

co  proportional ha ards regression  

Analysis of incidence and predictors of incidence 

The STSET command was used to obtain the format of survival data in Stata, guiding treatment of 

time varying and fi ed independent variables in the analyses  Incidence was calculated using failures 

in single failure per sub ect data i e , one single event was defined as failure, with a single record per 

sub ect , divided by the number of person years   Incidence was calculated using the Stata STSUM 

routine  o  regression was done using the Stata ST O  routine  The proportional ha ards 

assumption was tested with the Stata ESTAT PHTEST routine, which detected no violations   

esults 

am le ara teri ti   
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Mean age of the ,  participants in the ris  set at T  was  years S D , range ,  

were female  More than a third  had a higher professional education or university degree,  

had completed up to higher secondary education,  up to lower secondary education and  had 

completed primary education only   were married or cohabiting   lived alone   were in 

paid employment   pertained to an ethnic minority group  

n iden e o  onl  and  ombination  

The incidence of PE only was  Table  The incidence of NPD and PE combined was 

, or around  of the total PE incidence   Table  

onl  and  a o iation  it  lini al  demo ra i  o nitive and etiolo i al a tor  The 

distribution of clinical, demographic, cognitive and etiological factors tended to be different across 

the PE only and PE NPD groups, in comparison with the remainder of the sample, for most variables 

Table  Supplemental Table  displays the pattern of time varying and time constant e posures 

for the PE only and PE NPD incidence analysis  Supplemental Table  details the person years, 

failures, and incidence rates of PE only and PE NPD as a function of the various binary 

demographic, clinical, etiological, and cognitive ris  factors  Ha ard ratios are presented in Table  

and the pattern of results is summari ed in igure   

The pattern of results, as displayed in Table  and igure , was that most ha ard ratio effect si es 

were much higher for PE NPD as compared to PE only  Perceived status gap, low social functioning, 

care use, antipsychotic use, childhood adversity, life events, PRS , urbanicity and family history 

discriminated between PE only and PE NPD, as evidenced by non overlapping confidence intervals 

of the ha ard ratios  In addition, suggestive differences large and significant ha ard ratio in PE NPD  

small and non significant ha ard ratio in PE only  were apparent for cannabis use and ethnic minority 

status  The suggestive differential association with cannabis use remained after e cluding individuals 

with drug abuse dependence from the definition of NPD PE only  HR ,  I   PE

NPD  HR ,  I   

The sensitivity analysis with the more restricted ris  set, e cluding all participants with psychotic 

e periences at baseline revealed results that were very similar to the results in Table , 

uantitatively and ualitatively supplemental Table  The other sensitivity analysis restricted to 

individuals aged  at baseline n ,  similarly revealed a very similar pattern of results 

supplemental igure  inally, for the measures split at the th percentile social functioning, digit 

span, childhood trauma, PRS  results for the continuous e posures yielded similar significant 

discrimination between PE only and PE NPD for social functioning, childhood trauma and PRS, and 

similar lac  of significant discrimination between PE only and PE NPD for digit span supplemental 

Table   
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able 1  Incidence of psychotic e periences PE , either alone or co present with Non Psychotic 

Disorders NPD  

Incident 

experience 
Participants 

ime at risk 

years   

Number of incident 

cases 
Incidence  

PE only     

PE  NPD     

 oti  e erien e   non oti  di order  

e total n mber o  er on ear  derived rom t e m o  er on  and t e len t  o  t eir individ al

ollo  in ear
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im airment   dea ne  or erio  earin  im airment in t e a t  mont  rbani it   i e t  

level  o  level rbani it  la i i ation be ore a e  ear  amil  i tor  amil  i tor  mental 

di order   i o renia ol eni  ri  ore t  er entile t o    bead  ta  de i ion 
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iscussion 
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e found that of the total incidence of PE around , appro imately  involved a combined 

phenotype of PE NPD  ompared to PE only, the combined phenotype  was differentially 

characteri ed by perceived status gap, low social functioning, care use, antipsychotic use, childhood 

adversity, life events, family history, urbanicity and PRS S , with additional suggestive differences 

for cannabis use and ethnic minority status  a pattern of results that is close to findings reported for 

psychotic disorder  e suggest that differential associations between PE only and PE NPD with 

various ris  factors confirms that PE NPD is integral to transitions to psychosis, in line with recent 

prospective wor  showing that much more of the clinical psychosis incidence is attributable to prior 

mood and drugs use disorders than to psychosis clinical high ris  states  Other arguments are, first, 

clinical face validity, given that the finding of differential associations with poor functioning, use of 

mental health care and psychotropic medications represents actual clinical status differentiation, 

which is a necessary re uirement for later poor outcome  Second, differential associations with greater 

aetiological loading childhood adversity, cannabis use, PRS S  are associated with poorer outcome 

of psychotic states  Third, prospective studies have shown greater ris  of transition and other 

poorer outcomes of psychosis ris  states for many of the factors differentiating between PE only and 

PE NPD in this study including childhood adversity and cannabis use , non psychotic 

comorbidity , , ,  and social functioning  
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able 3 Differential associations of incident Psychotic E periences PE , alone PE only  and in the 

conte t of Non Psychotic Disorder PE NPD , with demographic, clinical, etiological, and cognitive 

factors 
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The results indicate that  of the incidence of PE, namely the part not arising in combination with 

NPD is less li ely to be of clinical relevance  Although the incidence of PE only was not clinically 

neutral  as evidenced by some degree of association with most of the  factors under e amination, 

these associations were significantly  wea er as compared to PE NPD and there was no association 

with health care use  These results concur with the previously documented suggestion that clinically 

relevant psychosis is an indicator of severity in the constellation with non psychotic psychopathology 

and should not be considered in isolation , ,  

7KH�UROH�RI�356�DQG�FRJQLWLYH�DOWHUDWLRQV�

PRS S  was not associated with PE only in terms of either direction or significance of association, 

whereas the PE NPD phenotype was significantly and more strongly associated  It could be argued 

that this represents a chance finding imputable to imposing an arbitrary cut off on the continuous 

PRS S  However, a sensitivity analysis with the continuous PRS S  uartile group score revealed 

similar results with additional evidence for dose response association, supporting underlying causality 

supplemental Table   A plausible e planation for the differential associations with PRS S  may 

have to do with the nature of PRS S  hile generally interpreted as polygenic ris  for a mental 

disorder, it can also be interpreted as polygenic ris  for poor outcome of a manifestation of 

transdiagnostic psychopathology, which is conceptually different  PE are transient in  of cases 

whereas schi ophrenia is transient in less than  of cases  The differences in association with 

PRS S  thus may represent absence of association with relatively good outcome for the phenotype 

PE only and a positive association with poor outcome for the phenotype PE NPD  A recent study has 

reported a conceptually similar association between PRS S  and illness course in a clinical sample  

ognitive alterations, including the T  tas  did not discriminate between PE only and PE NPD 

outcomes , in agreement with previous wor   The results are compatible with the suggestion that 

cognitive alterations may not represent the core  of the psychosis syndrome , , but instead become 

associated with the current poor outcome definition of psychotic disorders because they moderate, 

together with PRS S , the outcome of early non psychotic states  In the presence of high PRS S , 

together with higher levels of environmental e posure, cognitive alterations may channel early states 

of non psychotic psychopathology towards a poor outcome psychosis phenotype, whereas cognitive 

alterations in combination with low PRS S  may divert early psychopathology towards the more 

benign PE only phenotype

Implications for CHR-P/APS 

These findings suggest a significant, genetically rooted discriminative function between the PE only 

phenotype with relatively benign outcome and the poorer outcome PE NPD phenotype  In the same 

direction, our evidence supports further investigation, in prospective HR P settings, of the 

hypothesis that non psychotic psychopathology represents a necessary factor in the ontogenesis of 
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psychotic disorders, such that the pathway from psychosis ris  to clinical psychosis outcome re uires 

a non psychotic intermediary state, interacting with multiple conditions including cognitive alteration, 

high PRS S  and environmental e posure  Indeed, a recent follow bac  study of a representative 

incidence sample confirmed this supposition  Therefore, HR P APS research should be 

reconceptualised from a focus on attenuated psychotic symptoms with e clusion of DSM disorders 

providing a better e planation  of the psychotic state, towards a focus on poor outcome non

psychotic disorders, characterised by a degree of psychosis admi ture, on the pathway to psychotic 

disorder outcomes , ,  

0HWKRGRORJLFDO�LVVXHV�

The results should be interpreted in the conte t of a number of limitations  irst, although the sample 

was si eable, many participants were past the period of greatest ris  for psychosis, reducing power  

However, contrary to what is often thought, mean age of onset of psychotic disorder in the general 

population, not selected for age cut off or poor outcome related specific diagnostic criteria, is around 

 years for men and  years for women, replicated across different studies of treated incidence over 

e tended periods in geographically defined areas ,  The relatively high incidence of psychosis 

outcomes in the current study confirms the age related incidence pattern of psychosis   Second, 

although most important time varying measures were dynamically captured over time, others were 

not  Thus, the measures of cognition were only assessed twice and modelled as a person level 

average, not permitting dynamic modelling of incidence states of cognitive alterations, similar to the 

incidence states of NPD and PE   Third, PRS S  was available for less than  of the sample, 

however this is unli ely to have biased the results given similar distributions of dependent and 

independent variables as a function of PRS S  availability  inally, some of the comparisons between 

the states of PE only and PE NPD suffered from low power  or e ample, there were substantial 

effect si e differences in the association with cannabis use and PRS S , however the statistical 

resolution of these differences was limited  Similarly, even though the sample was relatively large and 

the follow up e tensive, the incidence of the outcome of interest, PE NPD, was not high, occurring 

in  participants in the ris  set of whom  counted as incident  As a result, confidence intervals 

sometimes were wide, particularly for rarer e posures   
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Supplementary material 
Methods

NEMESIS  Sample 

The baseline data of NEMESIS  were collected from  to , follow up continued until  The 

study was approved by the Medical Ethics Review ommittee for Institutions on Mental Health are and 

written informed consent was collected from participants at each wave  To ensure representativeness of the 

sample in terms of age between the ages of  and  at baseline , region, and population density, a 

multistage random sampling procedure was applied  Dutch illiteracy was an e clusion criterion  Non

clinician, trained interviewers applied the omposite International Diagnostic Interview IDI  version 
 ,  and additional uestionnaires during home visits  Details of NEMESIS  are provided elsewhere , 

The first wave T  enrolled ,  participants response rate  average interview duration  

minutes , who were followed up in  visits within  years  successive response rates at year  T , year 

T , and year  T  were  n  ,  e cluding those who deceased  interview duration  

minutes ,  n  ,  interview duration   minutes , and  n  ,  interview duration

 minutes , respectively  Occurrence at baseline reflects lifetime occurrence  occurrence at T  to T

reflect appro imately year interval T T , T T , and T T  occurrence  Attrition between T  and T

was not significantly associated with any of the individual disorders at T  after controlling for

sociodemographic characteristics 

Assessment of non psychotic disorders 

The following IDI, version , diagnoses were assessed  ma or depression, dysthymia, bipolar disorder, 

panic disorder, agoraphobia, social phobia, specific phobia, AD, alcohol abuse and dependence, drug 

abuse and dependence   Non psychotic diagnoses were made according to the fourth version of the 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental disorders DSM I  at T , T , T  and T , using the 

omposite International Diagnostic Interview IDI  version    alidity ,  and test retest reliability 

were determined, demonstrating good validity in providing diagnoses for almost all non psychotic 

disorders and good to e cellent appa coefficients for most diagnostic sections  

or this study, the incidence of any NPD, thus defined between inta e and each follow up was assessed  

As individuals with psychotic e periences at T  were e cluded from the ris  set see below , only people 

with NPD who for the first time ever developed psychotic e periences over the period of observation were 

studied  Participants with a diagnosis of schi ophrenia, as assessed through IDI interview and clinical 

follow up interview detailed below, were e cluded  
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As IDI methodology to assess psychotic e periences in versions of IDI  and IDI  was not included 

in IDI , a psychosis add on instrument was constructed, based on the section of psychotic 

symptoms in IDI versions  and  This part of the interview consisted of  psychotic e periences, each 

rated yes,  no,  don t now,  or refuse,  over the lifetime period  At baseline, lifetime prevalence of 

PE was assessed and T T  interviews focused on interval occurrence  

The  e periences corresponded to the symptoms assessed in previous population surveys in the 

Netherlands ,  detailed descriptions of the specific PE items can be found in previous wor  using 

NEMESIS  and NEMESIS   henever a psychotic e perience was endorsed, the sub ect was as ed 

to state, on a  rarely  to  almost always  scale, how often this e perience occurred re uency , how 

much it bothered them Distress , and to what e tent the e perience had an influence on their daily 

professional and social activities Impact  The sum scores for fre uency and impact of psychotic 

e periences, as well as distress by psychotic e periences were calculated as the mean of the sum scores of 

these items across the  psychotic e periences  Psychotic e periences were considered secondary if all 

endorsed psychotic items were caused by use of drugs alcohol or physical illness  Because clinical 

relevance of psychotic e periences may be difficult to diagnose by lay interviewers , and because the 

interviewers made no clinical udgment about participants  answers, the reported e periences may be 

considered an e tension of self report  

A clinician performed follow up telephone interview when participants reported a psychotic symptom to 

assess whether this symptom was a true PE using uestions from the Structured linical Interview for 

DSM I  At baseline, a total of ,  participants  endorsed at least one self reported PE  Of 

these,  participated in clinical re interview , of whom   reported at least one 

clinician validated PE   At T ,  out of a total ,   participants reported that at least one self

reported PE had occurred since the previous interview  Of these,   participants were available 

for clinical re interview, of whom   reported at least one clinician validated PE  At T ,  out 

of the total ,   participants reported at least one self reported PE since the previous interview  

Of these,   participants were available for clinical re interview, of whom   reported 

at least one clinically validate PE   At T ,  out of the total ,   participants reported at least 

one self reported PE since the previous interview  Of these,   participants were available for 

clinical re interview, of which   reported at least one clinically validate PE   PE were 

dichotomi ed consistent with previous wor  in NEMESIS and NEMESIS   Presence of delusions 

was defined as having at least one delusion endorsed and presence of hallucinations was similarly defined   
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iven similarities between i  IDI self reported and clinician validated PE, ii  IDI ratings of primary 

and secondary psychotic e periences, and iii  PE with and without distress, in terms of associations, 

predictive value and outcome , , IDI self reported PE,  i e  any rating of yes  for any of the  PE, 

were used in the analyses, thus increasing statistical power  

or ing memory performance 

The digit span tas , subtest of the echsler Adult Intelligence Scale AIS III , was performed by 

participants at T  and T  The digit span tas  was split into two sections, a forward si  items  and 

bac ward si  items  tas  condition  The sum score at T  and T  was computed, and the average of these 

two values was considered as a person level indicator of cognitive ability for all waves  In the analysis, a 

dichotomi ed variable was used, with cut off at the th percentile, the highest value indicating poorer 

performance  

umping to conclusion bias 

The umping to conclusions  bias T  bias  is a well established finding in schi ophrenia and is 

manifest, when performing the beads tas , as a tendency to decide on the color of the ar after seeing only 

one or two beads  The presence or absence of a T  bias was assessed at T , utili ing the beads tas  

This is an e perimental  tas  aimed  to measure individuals  reasoning style in ambiguous situations  

Participants were shown two ars containing red  and blue coloured beads in opposite ratios  Similar to 

previous research, we used the more difficult version of the beads tas  with a colour ratio of  beads, 

to increase sensitivity to detect T  bias in a general population sample  ollowing previous wor , T  

bias was defined as ma ing a decision based on two or less bead  T  is typically considered more as a 

trait than a state , , therefore and in line with previous wor  , the number of beads drawn at T  was 

considered constant trough the four waves and used as a person level, time invariant variable to T , T  

and T  

amily history 

amily history was assessed as a person level characteristic in two stages, as described previously  

irst, for participants who screened positive for the following IDI psychiatric diagnoses, presence of the 

disorder in direct relatives was assessed at each interview wave   alcohol drug abuse dependence, 

depression dysthymia, mania, and an iety disorders panic disorder, social phobia, agoraphobia, 

generali ed an iety disorder  More than  of the sample thus screened family history positive at any 

of the waves  Second, at T , self reported parental history of severe an iety or phobias , severe 

depression  and delusions or hallucinations  were assessed in the entire sample  around  thus 
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screened positive  Using these two sources of information, the proportion of the sample in which family 

history could be assessed hereafter  family history  was , as described previously  

hildhood adversity 

hildhood adversity was assessed at T  using a uestionnaire based on the NEMESIS trauma 

uestionnaire  henever a sub ect reported having e perienced one of five types of childhood adversity 

before the age of  years emotional neglect not listened to, ignored, or unsupported , physical abuse 

ic ed, hit, bitten, or hurt with ob ect or hot water , psychological abuse yelled at, insulted, un ustly 

punished treated, threatened, belittled, or blac mailed , peer victimi ation bullying , and one time or 

more se ual abuse any unwanted se ual e perience , they were as ed to state how often it had occurred  

The item se ual abuse  was rated on a scale of  once  to  very often , while all other items namely, 

emotional neglect, physical abuse, psychological abuse, and peer victimi ation or bullying  were rated 

and on a scale of  sometimes  to  very often   onsistent with previous research, the childhood 

adversity score was dichotomi ed at the th percentile   

annabis use 

annabis use was assessed with the section substance use disorders of the IDI at each interview wave  If 

sub ects reported cannabis use, they were rated on fre uency of use in the period of most fre uent use on 

a scale of  never  to  every day  onsistent with previous wor  , , a binary variable absent   

and present   was constructed by using the cut off value of once per wee  or more in the period 

most fre uent use  

Urbanicity 

The degree of e posure to the urban environment until the age of  years, assessed at T , was defined at 

five levels based on the Dutch classification of residence topography or population density   

countryside distances to facilities is larger ,  village   inhabitants ,  small city   

 inhabitants ,  medium city    inhabitants ,  large city   inhabitants  

onsistent with previous wor , the cut off of at least     inhabitants was used to define the binary 

variable of urban area    

Hearing impairment 

Hearing impairment was assessed during the face to face interview at all interview waves, by 

as ing whether participants had e perienced deafness or serious hearing impairment in the past  

months  Ratings were yes  or no   
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Social functioning 

The evaluation of social functioning covered the past  wee s, and was assessed at each interview wave, 

applying a item, point subscale of the Medical Outcomes Study Short form Health Survey MOS 

S , , with a ronbach s alpha of  Impaired social functioning includes issues in one s normal  

social activities as a result of somatic or emotional troubles  It was used as a binary variable in the  

analysis, dichotomi ed around the th percentile

Service use for mental problems 

As described elsewhere , any care received indicates at least one contact with informal care alternative 

care providers, pastoral care, persons in one s close social networ , self help groups, telephone help lines, 

online care , general medical care general practitioners, company doctors, social wor , home care or 

district nurses, physiotherapists or haptonomists, medical specialists or other professionals wor ing within 

this care sector  or mental health care psychiatrists, psychologists, psychotherapists, addiction care  

Service use was measured based on the service use section of NEMESIS  at each interview wave  A 

variable of receiving any mental health care was defined separately  

Perceived status gap 

The er eived tat  a  was assessed at T , T  and T  using two uestions  irst, the MacArthur Scale 

of Sub ective Social Status  was used to rate sub ective social status  In an easy pictorial format, it 

presents a social ladder  with  levels and as s individuals to place an  on the rung on which they 

feel they stand  The second uestion was about a similar ladder, but this time with regard to the de ired 

level of social status  The difference between the sub ective desired and actual social status was used as 

independent variable in the analyses  The mean value of T T  was used to replace missing values at T  

In the analyses, it was dichotomi ed around the perception of being more than one level below desired 

social status  

Adulthood stressful life events 

Based on the Brugha Life events section , participants were as ed at each interview whether they 

e perienced one of  life events within the last  months  E amples of items are serious sic ness, death 

of family member or close friend, and serious financial problems  A dichotomous e posure was created 

around at least one life event in the last year   
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A  Target enotype Data Processing

enotyping procedures and uality control steps before imputation  

NEMESIS  samples were genotyped on an IPM N chip Institute of Psychological Medicine and 

linical Neurology, ardiff University , which was custom made for EU EI ,  genotyped 

variants for ,  participants  uality control  was done using PLIN  v   as follows   There 

were ,  samples matching with phenotypes  Single nucleotide polymorphisms SNPs  and samples 

with call rates below  and , respectively, were removed  A strict SNP  only for subse uent 

sample  steps was conducted  This involved a minor allele fre uency MA  threshold   and a 

Hardy einberg e uilibrium H E  value  , followed by lin age dise uilibrium LD  based SNP 

pruning R    This resulted in  SNPs to assess se  errors n , hetero ygosity  SD the 

standard deviation SD , n  , and relatedness by pairwise identity by descent IBD  values   n  

 enetic outliers n  were identified by principal component analysis P A, see below  In 

total, ,  individuals passed these  steps  After removing failing samples n  , a regular SNP 

 was performed SNP call rate , H E p e , MA   as the IPM N chip contains 

many rare variants, half the SNPs would have been removed if we had applied MA   therefore, we 

loosened MA  threshold to  sample si e of ,  Ne t, strand ambiguous SNPs and 

duplicate SNPs were removed, resulting in a total of ,  genotyped variants  

Imputation on Michigan server  

The ed dataset was chun ed by chromosome, and then converted into  files  The Michigan 

server was used for imputation with the following settings  reference panel as HR  R   phasing as 

Eagle v  population as European  model as   imputation  The imputation resulted in , ,  

single nucleotide polymorphisms SNPs  The general imputation uality is shown in supplementary 

figure   
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Supplementary Figure 1   Correlation of SNPs M F from NEMESIS 2 dataset with the reference  

M F  

uality control after imputation  

Poor uality SNPs were e cluded  multi allelic SNPs, SNPs with a minor allele fre uency MA  

or IN O , and strand ambiguous AT  SNPs  The  dosage files were converted into PLIN  

format dosage files  inally, , ,  SNPs and ,  individuals remained  or hard call best guess  

genotypes, an additional SNP  IN O  and H E  was performed, resulting in , ,  

SNPs   

Principle components analyses P A  

The principal components P s  analyses within NEMESIS  samples, and NEMESIS  samples along 

with Hapmap  populations were conducted by EI ENSTRAT  A strict selection for SNPs with 

overlap with Hapmap  SNPs was conducted   MA  and H E   Removal of  long LD 

regions supplementary table   LD pruning with an R  of  which resulted in ,  best uality 

genotyped SNPs used to calculate genetic P s  P s were firstly calculated with HapMap  population to 

e clude European ethnic outliers  e ceeding  times the standard deviation of Utah residents with 

Northern and estern European ancestry from the EPH collection EU  and Toscani in Italia TSI  

populations for the first  P s supplementary figure 4.2)
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The first  P s e plained   of the total  In total,  individuals were e cluded from this 

dataset  Secondly, another P A was conducted using the same SNPs n ,  but calculated only in 

NEMESIS  The first  P s e plained  of the total  Another  individuals were considered as 

ethnic outliers by the first  P s e ceeding  times the standard deviation in the NEMESIS  sample  In 

the end, ,  individuals remained  ompared with the self report ethnic information,  of our 

ethnic ed samples are self reported as Dutch  e thin  some people may have understood the 

uestion as  where were you born , since non former colony countries have  deviations from genetic 

, while former colonies have substantial deviations  In total,  samples were identified as European 

ethnic outliers and e cluded  After post imputation uality control steps, P A was conducted using the 

same SNPs n ,  within NEMESIS  samples n ,  These P s were then used as covariates 

in analyses to correct for population stratification  

Supplementary Figure 2  First 2PCs OF NEMESIS 2 samples with apmap 3 before exclusion

of ethnic outliers  
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Supplementary able 1: he complex  regions build G Ch3  removed for PC  analysis  
hromosome Base pair start Base pair end 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

B Training schi ophrenia AS summary statistic processing and calculating polygenic ris  score for

schi ophrenia

e used recent ASs of schi ophrenia  for PRS calculations  As a uality control for PRS 

calculation, the SNPs that overlapped between the ASs summary statistics training datasets  and our 

dataset were e tracted  Then, insertions or deletions, ambiguous SNPs, SNPs with minor allele fre uency 

MA   and imputation uality R    in both training and target datasets were e cluded  To 

account for complicated LD structure of SNPs in the genome, these SNPs were clumped in two rounds 

using PLIN  b  according to previously established methods ,  round  with the default 

parameters physical distance threshold b and LD threshold R   round  with a physical 

distance threshold of , b and LD threshold R   Additionally, we e cluded all SNPs in genomic 
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regions with strong or comple  LD structures e g , the MH  region on chromosome  supplementary 

table  The odds ratios ORs  were reported in the summary statistics and were log converted to beta 

values as effect si es  Sample overlap between NEMESIS  data with schi ophrenia AS cohort 

P  and LO U  cohorts  is unli ely since all samples belong to different cohorts  e constructed 

PRS based on schi ophrenia ris  alleles weighted by their schi ophrenia increasing effect estimate using 

the Purcell et al  method , , i e  using PLIN s score function  PRS was calculated for ,  samples 

those remaining after   Informed by the P  analyses, PRS for schi ophrenia with a significance 

cut off  was used in the analyses to achieve a balance between the number of false positive and 

true positive ris  alleles  

Supplementary able 2: Comparison of fre uencies of time varying and fixed variables in analysis 

as a function of missing P S data in the risk set  

PRS data n ,  Missing PRS data n  Total n ,  

oung age group    

emale se     

Perceived status gap    

Low social functioning    

Any care    

Mental health care    

Antipsychotic use    

annabis use    

hildhood adversity    

Life events    

 Hearing impairment    

Urbanicity    

amily history    

T  bias    

Altered digit symbol    
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Supplementary able 3: Pattern of time varying and time constant exposures for PE only and 

PE NP  incidence analysis  

E posure PE only incidence analysis PE NPD incidence analysis 

onstant arying Never missing onstant arying Never missing 

oung age group       

emale se        

Perceived status gap       

Low social functioning       

Any care       

Mental health care       

Antipsychotic use       

annabis use       

hildhood adversity       

Life events       

Ethnic minority       

Hearing impairment       

Urbanicity  yrs       

amily history       

PRS        

T  bias       

Altered digit symbol       
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Supplementary able : Person year incidence rates for PE only and PE NP  as a function of 

absence 0  or presence 1  of binary risk factors 

Binary 
e posure 

PE only PE NPD 

n Observations ailures Time Incidence n Observations ailures Time Incidence 

oung 
age 
group 
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se  

           

           

Perceive
d status 
gap 
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social 
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ng 
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Hearing 
impairme
nt 

           

           

Urbanicit
y  yrs 

           

           

amily 
history 

           

           

PRS             

           

T  bias            

           

Altered 
digit 
symbol 
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Supplementary able : Sensitivity analysis of differential associations of incident Psychotic 

Experiences PE , alone PE only  and in the context of Non Psychotic isorder PE NP , 

with demographic, clinical, aetiological, and cognitive factors, with more exclusive risk set all 

individuals with PE at baseline excluded  

Binary e posure PE only PE NPD 

HR   I p HR  I p 

oung age group         

emale se          

Perceived status gap         

Low social functioning         

Any care         

Mental health care         

Antipsychotic use         

annabis use         

hildhood adversity         

Life events         

Ethnic minority         

Hearing impairment         

Urbanicity  yrs         

amily history         

PRS          

T  bias         

Altered digit symbol         

HR  ha ard ratio,  I   confidence interval 

oung age group  aged  years  Perceived status gap  difference between actual and desired social position  Low 

social functioning  S  social functioning th percentile cut off  Any care  any informal, medical or mental health care 

for mental problems or addiction  annabis use  once per wee  or more in the period most fre uent use  hildhood 

adversity  th percentile cut off continuous adversity score before age  years  Life events  at least one life event in 

the last year  Minority  Moroccan, Tur ish, Surinamese, Antillean, Indonesian or other non western ethnic group  

Hearing impairment  T  deafness or serious hearing impairment in the past  months  Urbanicity  highest  levels of 

level urbanicity classification before age  years  amily history  family history mental disorder  PRS  schi ophrenia 

polygenic ris  score th percentile cut off   T  beads tas  decision  or less beads  Altered digit symbol  cut off th 

percentile continuous score    ero cells   HR significantly greater in PE NPD group compared to PE only group, 

based on non overlapping confidence intervals   HR significant in PE NPD group but not in PE only group  
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Supplementary able 6: Sensitivity analysis of differential associations of incident Psychotic 

Experiences PE , alone PE only  and in the context of Non Psychotic isorder PE NP , 

with continuous measures of exposure instead of dichotomi ation around the xth percentile  

Binary e posure PE only PE NPD 

HR   I p HR  I p 

Low social functioning         

hildhood adversity         

PRS         

Digit symbol score         

HR  ha ard ratio,  I   confidence interval 

Low social functioning  S  social functioning  hildhood adversity  ontinuous adversity score before age  years  

PRS  Schi ophrenia polygenic ris  score  Digit symbol score  continuous score   

     HR significantly greater in PE NPD group compared to PE only group, based on non overlapping confidence 

intervals 

Sensitivity analysis in individuals aged 1 3  years at baseline  

Sensitivity analyses restricted to individuals aged  at baseline n ,  revealed a very similar 

pattern of results supplementary figure 
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Supplementary Figure 3  a ard ratio  effect si es of binary clinical, demographic, 

etiological and cognitive factors in PE only group relative to effect si es of PE NP  group set at 

100 , grey line , sample confined to those aged 1 3  years at baseline  

erceived status gap  difference between actual and desired social position  Low social functioning  S

social functioning th percentile cut off  Any care  any informal, medical or mental health care for

mental problems or addiction  annabis use  once per wee  or more in the period most fre uent use

hildhood adversity  th percentile cut off continuous adversity score before age  years  Life events

at least one life event in the last year  Minority  Moroccan, Tur ish, Surinamese, Antillean, Indonesian or

other non western ethnic group  Hearing impairment  T  deafness or serious hearing impairment in the

past  months  Urbanicity  highest levels of level urbanicity classification before age  years  amily

history  family history mental disorder  PRS  schi ophrenia polygenic ris  score th percentile cut off

T  beads tas  decision  or less beads  Altered digit symbol  cut off th percentile continuous score
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Supplementary able  Sensitivity analyses of association between PRS, modelled as continuous 
uartile group variable, and incidence of PE NPD phenotype, showing dose response relationship and 

significant linear trend  HR  ha ard ratio   I   confidence interval  p  p value    
reference category

  
      

      

      

HR linear trend     

PRS uartile groups PE NPD 

HR  I p 
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bstract 

Introduction  

Dynamic relationships between the symptoms of psychosis can be shown in individual net  wor s of 

psychopathology  In a single patient, data collected with the E perience Sampling Method ESM a 

method to construct intensive time series of e perience and conte t  can be used to study lagged 

associations between symptoms in relation to illness severity and pharmacological treatment   

Method  

The patient completed, over the course of  year, for  days per wee ,  daily assessments scheduled 

randomly between  minutes and  hours apart  ive a priori selected symptoms were analysed  

hearing voices , down , rela ed , paranoia  and loss of control  Regression analysis was performed 

including current level of one symptom as the dependent variable and all symptoms at the previous 

assessment lag  as the independent variables  Resulting regression coefficients were printed in graphs 

representing a networ  of symptoms  Networ  graphs were generated for different levels of severity  

stable, impending relapse and full relapse  

esults  

ESM data showed that symptoms varied intensely from moment to moment  Networ  representations 

showed meaningful relations between symptoms, e g , down  and paranoia  fuelling each other, and 

paranoia  negatively impacting rela ed  During relapse, symptom levels as well as the level of 

clustering between symptoms mar edly increased, indicating ualitative changes in the networ  hile 

hearing voices  was the most prominent symptom sub ectively, the data suggested that a strategic focus 

on paranoia , as the most central symptom, had the potential to bring about changes affecting the whole 

networ   

Conclusion  

onstruction of intensive ESM time series in a single patient is feasible and informative, particularly if 

represented as a networ , showing both uantitative and ualitative changes as a function of relapse  
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1 Introduction  

The symptoms of mental illness have been represented as categories, dimensions and, more recently, 

mutually impacting states in a psychopathology networ  However, networ  models of 

psychopathology are difficult to study, as typical cross sectional assessments of symptoms are not 

suitable to assess dynamic relationships between symptoms  Therefore, networ  models will profit from 

more fine grained measures of psychopathology, represented as an intensive time series of e perience 

and conte t, collected in the flow of daily life  The assessment of symptoms as an intensive time series, 

randomly sampling e periences multiple times a day for a period, using the E perience Sampling 

Method ESM , has become available for use in mental health practice, including psychosis ,  In this 

fashion, a uni ue dataset, allowing detailed ecologically valid e amination of symptom interactions over 

time, can be collected at the level of the individual patient  ESM helps patients and professionals to gain 

insight in how symptoms impact on each other, and how treatments affect this pattern of dynamic 

interactions ,  As the number of connections between symptoms can become unmanageable, a focus on 

a priori selected ey symptoms is re uired  Studies have shown that ESM symptom connections can be 

studied in relation to illness severity and clinical needs , , and can be represented by networ  graphs  

hile ESM studies usually collect data for around  days, a more e tended period is re uired for the 

monitoring of treatment effects  

Aim  

e present ESM data, representing an intensive time series of symptoms and conte t, in a single patient 

over a relatively protracted period one year  Together with the patient, an a priori selected subset of 

symptoms was e plored  down , rela ed , paranoia , loss of control  and hearing voices  The 

following uestions were studied  i  is it possible for a patient with a psychotic disorder to use ESM as 

a feedbac  tool for a year  ii  to what degree do a priori selected symptoms co occur and co vary over 

the year  iii  does the strength of the connections between symptoms depend on the within person 

variation of illness severity  iven the focus on a single patient, no group based hypotheses can be 

tested the analyses presented are valid for a single patient  This study, however, also serves as proof of

concept with implications for all patients treated for a mental disorder   

ase Description  

Miss A has been in treatment for severe psychotic e periences for twenty years  She is rarely free of 

symptoms, but their severity varies considerably over time  ariation in symptoms impacts her well

being, particularly when she relapses into a state in which symptoms are at their most severe  

Psychopathology includes imperative hallucinations, paranoid delusions, and low mood  Despite these 

challenges, she manages uite well, living independently and with a stable social networ  She is a 

trained artist painter  and passed her e ams with distinction  In the last few years, she has ta en up her 

profession as an artist again, ma ing photographs and paintings, selling some of her wor  at e positions  
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Her case manager visits her once a wee  she has monthly appointments with the psychiatrist  In the 

late s, she was admitted to a mental hospital with a first psychotic episode, followed by a long term 

residential treatment programme  During this period, she attempted suicide several times  Ultimately, 

she became determined to reach the goal of independent living  This, and possibly a change in 

medication clo apine  contributed to her personal recovery despite continuing psychopathology  Miss 

A used several antipsychotics, mood stabilisers, antidepressants, and ben odia epines  Since the start of 

clo apine about  years ago , a gradual but slow reduction of some other psychotropic medications 

became possible  She thus too  the lead in the gradual discontinuation of ben odia epines and 

prometha ine, which was prescribed for insomnia and an iety  She gradually learned to apply coping 

strategies to better deal with her symptoms  Over the last  years, she and her psychiatrist agreed on a 

degree of self management of the clo apine dose, allowing her to increase the dosage with  or  

mg day for a certain period in case of an impending relapse or a full relapse of her psychopathology, 

characteri ed by respectively a mar ed  mg increase  or moderate  mg increase  increase in 

symptom severity  She had found that with a temporary increase in the clo apine dose, symptoms would 

soon go down to the level where they were more manageable  As soon as she felt better, she would 

reduce the medication to the maintenance dose of  mg  In the last  years, Miss A had developed 

obesity and diabetes mellitus type  related to clo apine use  During the ESM assessment period, Miss 

A was prescribed the following drugs  sulpiride  mg day, clo apine  mg day with increases of 

 or mg as re uired , citalopram  mg  day, metformin  mg day, omepra ole  mg day and 

simvastatin  mg day  According to Miss A, her mother had e perienced symptoms of psychosis too  

She does not now her biological father  Miss A was raised by her mother s sister, described as a 

callous woman, with whom she felt permanently unsafe  She describes a inderella  position in the 

family, her nieces being favoured whilst her needs were neglected  Her aunt passed away about  years 

ago  Miss A hears voices, most often her aunt, giving negative feedbac , telling her she is not good or 

urging her to commit suicide  Her self esteem is low, as is her basic trust, resulting in periods of 

paranoia and low mood  Miss A e periences daily life events as stressful with ensuing feelings of 

e haustion, doubt, loss of control and increased severity of hallucinations and paranoia  Although there 

is awareness of these vulnerabilities and recurrent se uences of events, she can neither predict nor 

control the fluctuations in intensity and severity  Miss A and her psychiatrist agreed to monitor her 

symptoms, and fluctuations thereof, over an e tended period, using ESM, given user reported evidence 

that intensive monitoring may help to gain control and achieve better ad ustment ,  

Method 

b e t  

The patient was Miss A, aged  years and diagnosed with schi ophrenia, paranoid type, according to 

DSM I  
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n ormed on ent  

The study was approved by the IRB of the Institute for Mental health are Eindhoven and De empen 

E , Eindhoven, The Netherlands  The patient received oral and written information on the planned 

use of the data she collected, and she signed an informed consent form  

The duration of the study was for as long as the patient thought the self monitoring procedure was 

helpful  

 ro ed re  

ESM is a random time sampling self assessment techni ue  The sub ect is signalled by a device ten 

times a day at random moments between  AM and  PM  Details on the choice of number of 

beeps per day and the choice of random time sampling are discussed elsewhere  After each signal a 

beep , the sub ect is as ed to answer uestions on current psychopathology li e mood, convictions, or 

hallucinations, as well as on conte t and appraisal of the present situation, using a mobile device  

Sub ects have  minutes to answers the uestion, as research has shown that larger lags impact validity  

Miss A used the device  days per wee  for around  months  uestions were in Dutch  ESM was 

usually done on the Monday, ednesday, riday, and Saturday, although sometimes other days were 

used if this was more convenient   

e ment o  o at olo  it    

ESM assesses e perience and conte t with various items rated on point Li ert scales  not at all to 

 very  Some items inde  psychotic psychopathology, for e ample, I hear voices , as validated 

previously ,  Other items reflect positive affect or negative affect  or the present analyses, the 

following psychosis related ESM items were used in the analyses  I hear voices , I feel suspicious  

and I feel I am losing control , as these were most important for the patient  In addition, two affective 

items, reflecting opposite poles, were selected  I feel down , and I feel 

rela ed   

ull relapse and impending relapse  

ull relapse  was defined as the collaborative decision to increase the clo apine dose to  mg day  

The decision to increase the dose to  mg day because of a moderate increase in symptom severity 

will hereafter be referred to as impending relapse  Medication was reduced to the maintenance dose of 

 mg day as soon as Miss A felt her symptoms were less prominent and more manageable hereafter  

stable state   

tati ti al nal i   

Statistical analyses and graphical representations were performed using Microsoft E cel , Stata  

,  and R  irst, we plotted mean daily severity levels of hearing voices , loss of control , 

paranoia  and mood down  and rela ed  to assess variation over time  Second,  we generated 

networ  graphs, stratified by level of severity stable state, impending relapse, and full relapse  Then
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we analysed five linear regression models with ‘down’, ‘loss of control’, ‘paranoia’, ‘hearing voices’,

and ‘relaxed’ as dependent variables. Independent variables, for all models, were the lag (t  of the 

same  variables  One e ample of a regression model is   

Down  B   B   lag down  B   lag loss of control  B   lag paranoia  B   lag hearing voices  

B   lag rela ed  time  e  

In this model, time is used to detrend the analyses  As opposed to most analyses, all data pertain to a 

single sub ect  Therefore, data do not have a multilevel structure and can be analysed with standard 

linear regression techni ues  

Using the graph command in R , each networ  graph included  regression coefficients obtained 

from the regression analyses above  Thus, the  regression coefficients e press the strength of the 

connections  In addition, E cel and the graph pac age were used to calculate indices of centrality, to 

compare the strengths of the networ s across the three states stable, impending relapse, full relapse  in a 

descriptive fashion  The outward strength is the sum of the connections from a specific node to all 

other nodes  The inward strength is the sum of the connections from all nodes to a specific node  Node 

strength is the sum of the inward strength and the outward strength  In weighted directed networ s, the 

inclusion of the self loop (e.g., slope between ‘down’ at t 1 and ‘down’ at t) is crucial. As the self loop 

therefore was included in both the inward and the outward strength, the self loop was included twice in 

the node strength  loseness centrality indicates how close a specific node is to the other nodes  it is 

defined as the inverse sum of the shortest distances to all other nodes from a specific node  A 

closeness central symptom is one that most li ely affects other symptoms  Betweenness centrality is a 

measure of the number of shortest paths that passes the node, and it indicates the global influence of the 

node throughout the networ  or all centrality measures, stronger values indicate stronger connections  

More detailed information on centrality indices can be found elsewhere  

esults 
ea ibilit  o  lon term  a  a treatment tool 

Miss A used the device for a year  She answered  beeps at  selected days mean  beeps per 

day, sd  , range –  that is  of all beeps on the selected days  Although uestions were 

completed at  beeps, there were some partial missing data  Ta ing these into account resulted in a 

mean of  completed data points for the different ESM variables  

m tom level and da level variation 

During the ESM year, there were  full relapses mean  days, range –  and  impending relapses 

mean  days, range –  Symptom levels were progressively greater across the impending relapse 

and full relapse states Table  enerally, Miss A rated ‘hearing voices’ higher than ‘paranoia’,
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down  and loss of control  Table  hen inspecting day level symptoms visually figure , 

hearing voices  varied considerably from ma imum to moderately severe levels  However, day level 

standard deviations of the symptoms did not differ significantly across the three states  High levels of 

down  and low levels of rela ed  co varied together, and vice versa  In addition, levels of down  and 

paranoia  appeared to similarly co vary  enerally, loss of control  was low  How  ever, during 

periods of impending relapse, levels of loss of control  increased  

able 1  Descriptives stratified by pro ies of levels of severity all range  

VWDEOH�VWDWH, 

n  

LPSHQGLQJ�UHODSVH, 

n  

IXOO�UHODSVH, 

n  

mean sd Mean Sd Mean sd 

Down      

Loss of control      

Paranoia       

Hearing voices      

Rela ed      
 n ll rela e tate  do n and lo  o  ontrol are i ni i antl  i er t an in t e table tate  il t 

rela ed mood i  i ni i antl  lo er   n t e im endin  rela e tate  earin  voi e  i  i ni i antl  

lo er t an in t e table tate  

Figure 1: ariation in hearing voices, down, paranoia, loss of control and rela ed mood range  
during a year  
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m tom et or  

In the stable state, visual inspection showed a two sided positive loop between down  and 

paranoia  ig , ig , and ig , indicating that these two symptoms mutually reinforced each 

other  In addition, a two sided negative loop between rela ed  and paranoia  was visible mutual 

reduction  

Hearing voices  was only wea ly connected with the other four symptoms  only rela ed  was 

moderately negatively connected with hearing voices  B   inally, down  had a moderately B 

  positive connection with loss of control  In the full relapse state, the strength of most 

connections increased ig , ig , ig , and Table  or e ample, the two sided negative 

loop between rela ed  and paranoia  increased  The connection between down  and paranoia  was 

wea er, but the positive connection between paranoia  and both hearing voices  and loss of control  

increased  In the full relapse state, paranoia  becomes the central node of the networ  Although 

average levels of hearing voices  were relatively high, centrality indices for hearing voices  were 

relatively low table  In general, node strength increased across the impending and full relapse state 

and paranoia  showed a more central role  In impending relapse and full relapse state, connections 

between paranoia  and all other symptoms became stronger outward degree of paranoia , inward 

degree of the other symptoms   

able 2  Centrality indices per psychopathological symptom in the networks in each of the 
three strata of severity 

Between
ness 

loseness Inward 
degree 

Outward 
degree 

Node 
strength 

Stable state 
Down      
Loss of control      
Paranoia      
Hearing oices      
Rela ed      
Impending 
relapse 
Down      
Loss of control      
Paranoia      
Hearing oices      
Rela ed      
Full elapse 
state 
Down      
Loss of control      
Paranoia      
Hearing oices      
Rela ed      
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Figure 2: Network graph of five psychopathology items in the stable state  
In this figure, the arrows represent associations over time, i e , the B coefficient e pressing the 

effect si e of the predictive associations  or e ample, there is an arrow from n  to o  o  

ontrol , meaning that n  at t  predicts o  o  ontrol  at t with a B coefficient of  

reen arrows represent positive associations, and red arrows represent negative associations  The 

si e of the nodes represents centrality of the node node strength  
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Figure 3: Network graph of five psychopathology items in the impending state  
In this figure, the arrows represent associations over time, i e , the B coefficient e pressing the effect si e of 

the predictive associations  or e ample, there is an arrow from n  to o  o  ontrol , meaning that 

n  at t  predicts o  o  ontrol  at t with a B coefficient of  reen arrows represent positive 

associations, and red arrows represent negative associations  The si e of the nodes represents centrality of the 

node node strength  
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Figure : Network graph of five psychopathology items in the full relapse state  
In this figure, the arrows represent associations over time, i e , the B coefficient e pressing the 

effect si e of the predictive associations  or e ample, there is an arrow from n  to o  o  ontrol , 

meaning that n  at t  predicts o  o  ontrol  at t with a B coefficient of  reen arrows

represent positive associations, and red arrows represent negative associations  The si e of the 

nodes represents centrality of the node node strength  

iscussion  
ESM in the clinical n   situation appears to be feasible for a relatively long period of time  ESM data 

showed that symptoms varied intensely from moment to moment and that during sub ectively defined 

relapse states, symptom levels as well as clustering of symptoms increased  inally, in the most severe 

state, connections between symptoms increased to the degree that the patterns that were present during 

the stable state were no longer apparent, indicating ualitative changes in the networ  The most severe 

symptom was not necessarily the most central in terms of networ  dynamics, as discussed below   

 in treatment  

Long term ESM assessment in a single patient was feasible and useful, yielding recognisable patterns 

of clinically relevant symptom interactions  Although only  of all potential beeps were rated, both 

patient and psychiatrist found the reported variability and clustering useful and interpretable  
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isualisation of these patterns and connections provided additional information for both patient and 

psychiatrist  The information included daily variation in symptoms and impact of conte t or treatment 

on changes in symptoms over time  Earlier studies suggested that ESM is an appealing tool for the 

evaluation of medication effects, helping to fine tune dosing , ,  The current study confirmed this 

pattern from a networ  and self management perspective  ESM is less biased by mood, attention and 

memory problems that fre uently occur in patients with psychotic symptoms, given the fact that it 

re uires rating in the moment without retrospection  Therefore, not only for Miss A but also for other 

patients, a more accurate and personalised treatment plan may be developed using prolonged ESM 

assessment including momentary variation of psychopathology  The data suggest that clinical networ  

analysis yields insights about underlying symptom symptom and symptom  conte t dynamics beyond 

the usual severity scores that are useful to both patient and clinician  In addition, clinical networ  

analysis can be used to uni uely assess the impact of pharmacological and non pharmacological 

treatment at the level of how symptoms impact on each other  linical networ  analysis thus may be 

useful when starting medication, changing medication or when tapering off medication , ,  In 

addition, empowering the patient to collect his own diagnostic and treatment evaluation data aids shared 

decision ma ing in clinical practice and enhances ownership  of the clinical process  This may result in 

reduced medication use and less unwanted side effects  Discussing ESM results with a patient offers 

clues as to why and when symptoms vary, given certain stressors and conte ts, with clues for protective 

mechanisms or coping strategies  

m tom variabilit  

During the one year follow up, the  a priori selected symptoms varied considerably  isual inspection 

of ig  showed stronger fluctuations of hearing voices , paranoia  and down  in periods of 

impending relapse and full relapse  In a previous report, increased levels of symptom severity were 

associated with the sub ective sensation of loss of control  at the group level  Miss A s choice to 

increase clo apine dosage may reflect periods of more psychopathology, in terms of severity or impact 

on daily life, resulting in a sub ective feeling of loss of control  She learned over time that a temporary 

increase in clo apine dosage helps her to regain control  

et or  anal i  

During the stable state, down  and paranoia  were most strongly interconnected  irtually all 

connections grew stronger in the impending relapse and full relapse state  This suggested that in relapse 

states, symptoms were more connected, as observed previously in other samples  entrality indices 

showed a shift towards paranoia  and to a lesser e tent hearing voices , during relapse  Betweenness 

underlined the crucial role of paranoia in the networ , whereas hearing voices  had a less important 

central role  These data suggest that while hearing voices  is the most prominent symptom sub ectively 

table  a strategic focus on paranoia  may bring about changes that affect other symptoms in the 

networ  table  However, this type of clinical reasoning will only hold if one assumes that 
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connections between symptoms reflect causal relationships, which is uncertain  hile two symptoms 

may impact on each other causally, their connections may also reflect a higher order alteration driving 

variation in both  The impending relapse state showed symptom connection strengths that were in 

between those observed in the stable and the full relapse state, validating the changes in medication 

dose that formed the basis for the definition of full relapse and impending relapse  In the impending 

relapse state, centrality indices were comparable to those in the full relapse state  Similarly, paranoia  

was the most central symptom although less prominently than in the full relapse state  The data 

additionally suggest that patients can self manage and self monitor their medication use, within certain 

boundaries  This agrees with emerging evidence in other areas in medicine  In addition, the increased 

level of clustering of symptoms during relapse suggests that greater levels of clustering of these 

symptoms are indicative of clinical need and dysfunction, as shown previously  

inar  dia no i  in relation to net or  anal i  

The notion that mental disorders are dichotomous unidimensional entities defined by a set of criteria 

may be incomplete  orrelated symptoms are distributed over a continuum of severity  not all persons 

with some degree of e pression of an e tended phenotype meeting diagnostic criteria ,  iven strong 

trans diagnostic correlations between symptoms, classification of mental symptoms into mental 

diagnoses results in a considerable overlap between psychiatric diagnoses at various levels  Networ  

analysis of e tended phenotypic e pression of symptoms may confer added validity to representations 

of mental disorder , ,  In addition, networ  analysis shows that symptoms cluster into patterns , ,  

ross sectional networ  analysis can be seen as an improved factor analysis or principal component 

analysis, visualising connections between symptoms two dimensionally  The present paper, in 

agreement with previous wor ,  generated networ s including a time component with ESM data, 

provides a solution for the problem of temporal under sampling of psychopathology in cross sectional 

networ  analysis  ESM has the advantage of building intensive time series of e periences as emerging 

in the flow of daily life, which is not the case in the model using cross sectional measures of 

psychopathology based on retrospection and interpretation  Despite studying a limited set of 

symptoms, the present analysis including the time factor shows that networ s are dynamic  the 

clustering of symptoms changes depending on e ternal factors  Networ  analysis, therefore, can 

complement the practice of categorical classification  

et odolo i al i e  

To our nowledge, this is the first study to use long term ESM data collected in a single patient with a 

psychotic disorder, showing real life fluctuations in symptoms and the impact of symptom severity  MB 

is treating psychiatrist of Miss A  MB and Miss A discussed the raw data four times during the period of 

data collection  hen interpreting the results, some limitations must be considered  irst, 

generali ability in the strict sense is limited  The graphs in the present paper are specific for this patient  
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On the other hand, the present results did show these graphs yield information that is interpretable and 

useful and as such may be considered generali able  Each patient has uni ue characteristics, and we 

believe that more attention to personal symptom variation and patterns of connectivity is helpful in 

developing a personali ed treatment plan  In addition, the present results can be replicated in other 

patients with the same diagnosis, allowing for meta analytic identification of group effects  Second, 

although Miss A used the ESM device for about a year, it was used only four days a wee  ESM data 

covered a period of  days, collected over a period of one year  Thus, hypo  thetically, the data could 

have included a ma imum of  beeps with completed data  Instead, Miss A filled in uestions at  

beeps, which, considering partial missing data, resulted in a mean of  completed data points for the 

different ESM variables  hen completing an ESM time series, it is unavoidable that the person misses 

beeps, regardless of the presence of mental illness  Missing beeps may be unavoidable, for e ample in 

the morning when the participant is asleep or in the afternoon when the participant is ta ing a nap ,  

The ESM sampling frame therefore oversamples up to  times per day to compensate  urthermore, a 

higher proportion of missing beeps in the present paper may be e pected given that the patient was 

diagnosed with psychotic disorder and used ESM for nearly a year  Previous wor  on ESM in patients 

with psychotic disorder has established that validity is preserved if at least  of beeps are completed  

Previous wor  on ESM in patients with psychotic dis  order has established that validity is preserved if 

at least  of beeps are completed  There  fore, the fact that less than  of beeps were completed 

is unli ely to affect the validity of the results  Nevertheless, the information obtained was substantial  In 

addition, the number of valid beeps per day only slightly differs across stable  range , 

impending relapse  range  and full relapse states  range    , p   This 

suggests that data are not biased because of oversampling or under sampling during periods of relapse  

Third, although regression analysis is the tool to generate networ s , results can be instable in the sense 

that multiple models with different coefficients can have similar fit  The use of Spearman partial 

correlations has been advocated to get stable results  S  Table and S  ig, S  ig and S  ig presents 

networ s of Spearman partial correlations from a sensitivity analysis using the ppcor pac age in R and 

the accompanying centrality measures  

In stable and impending relapse states, results were essentially similar  only the connection between 

down and paranoia was less strong in the Spearman networ  In the state of full relapse, the loop 

between down and rela ed was stronger  On the other hand, betweenness  was different between the 

original analysis and the sensitivity analyses see S  Table and S  ig, S  ig, and S  ig  

urthermore, the importance and clinical relevance of betweenness centrality and shortest paths in 

weighted networ s of symptoms, as presented in the current paper, is uncertain  hile in unweighted 

networ s shortest paths are easy to define, in weighted directional networ s, several paths may have 

appro imately the same weight, ma ing it difficult to identify a single shortest path  This is illustrated 

by the large differences in betweenness between the original analyses and the sensitivity analyses, while 
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connection strength and other centrality measures were similar  In addition, our regression analyses to 

obtain the strength of the connections included all symptoms at t  simultaneously so that all 

connections only represent direct paths  In other words, all paths are important, not only the shortest  

Therefore, the advantage of being located on the shortest path betweenness  is limited  inally, the  

symptoms chosen a priori for the analysis are  ey symptoms, identified ointly by Miss A and her 

psychiatrist MB  It is a reduction of reality and represents a small proportion of the symptoms 

available in ESM  Although this simplification ma es it possible to better identify the networ  

dynamics of included symptoms, results may differ depending on which symptoms are chosen for 

inclusion in the analyses   

on l ion  and re ommendation   

Prolonged use of ESM self monitoring is feasible in at least some patients diagnosed with psychotic 

disorder  raphs of data pertaining to a single individual can be scrutini ed to identify patterns that can 

be helpful in treatment  Although Miss A and her psychiatrist discussed raw data only, in the future, 

patients may benefit from more immediate on the go  graphs based on recent input  Networ  analysis 

shows that relapse in this patient coincided with a recognisable shift in symptoms  ESM, therefore, 

offers the possibility for accurate and personalised interventions in patients with mental disorder, 

including psychosis  It is another tool that can aide in understanding a patient s symptoms, how 

symptoms interact with each other and how symptoms are influenced by conte t  ESM data as collected 

by Miss A may assist in predicting relapse and other prognostic measures, facilitating the formulation of 

tailor made interventions  However, the interaction between symptoms in psychotic disorders is 

complicated, and more wor  is re uired on how ESM n   clinical networ  analysis can assist clinical 

practice  
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Supplementary Material 

able S1  Centrality indices per symptom, based on Spearman partial correlation coefficients, for 

each of the three strata of severity  

Between

ness 

loseness Inward 

degree 

Outward 

degree 

Node 

strength 

Stable state 

Down       

Loss of control       

Paranoia       

Hearing oices       

Rela ed       

Impending 

relapse 

Down       

Loss of control       

Paranoia       

Hearing oices       

Rela ed       

Full elapse state 

Down       

Loss of control       

Paranoia       

Hearing oices       

Rela ed       
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S1 Fig  Network graph of five psychopathology items, based on Spearman partial 

correlation coefficients, items stratified by severity: stable state  
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S2 Fig  Network graph of five psychopathology items, based on Spearman partial 

correlation coefficients, items stratified by severity: impending state  
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S3 Fig  Network graph of five psychopathology items, based on Spearman partial 

correlation coefficients, items stratified by severity: state of full relapse  
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Chapter 6  
General discussion 

Articulated in a mechanistic view of mental disorders, the current dissertation attempts to shed light on 

various ways to lin  mental states or symptoms to etiological factors, including genes and the 

environment  According to the networ  theory of mutual causality of mental states recognised as 

symptoms, we demonstrated, both at the e perience sampling method ESM study individual level 

N  study  and at the cohort study population level, that significant predictive lin s are present 

between momentary mental states and between momentary affective mental states AMS  urthermore, 

we e amined the lin  between these AMS and genetic liability to psychopathology L , and with early 

environmental e posure separately  In doing so, we tested the networ  methodology in a way that 

ac nowledges the comple  mutual causal nature of psychopathology  This dissertation s chapters  

through  comprise the final publications of four studies that offer insight on the topic  

The present thesis delves into the testing of  hypotheses, as outlined in Table  The findings 

support the notion that AMS can reliably and significantly predict each other over time  urthermore, 

the findings indicate a higher overall AMS networ  density in M  twins compared to non twins, which 

was both validated and replicated  The present thesis investigates  hypotheses, which are presented in 

Table  The findings from the study support the idea that AMS can predict each other over time with 

significant reliability  Moreover, the study revealed that there is a higher overall AMS networ  density 

in M  twins compared to non twins, which was validated and replicated  Despite these promising 

results, some hypotheses remain inconclusive  Specifically, the sample of female twins assessed in the 

first study hapter  section results  failed to yield conclusive findings regarding the differences 

between strata of increased L and increased e posure to early trauma  To investigate these differences, 

individual slopes were calculated amid pairs of affective states at t  and t, and predictive associations 

were estimated using a conservative multiple testing statistical paradigm  

In the second study hapter , we compared node centrality parameters and temporal slope difference 

estimation between the strata of increased L and increased e posure to early trauma  The results 

revealed that the high L stratum had a significantly higher overall density and Na density than the low 

L stratum  However, the medium L stratum showed insignificant differences with the other two L 

strata despite indicating a dose effect relationship  In contrast, the analysis of the childhood trauma 

T  strata yielded results that were largely incompatible with our initial hypothesis  The comparison of 
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individual edges in L and T strata did not yield conclusive results after controlling for multiple 

testing  

iven that the networ  method has its limitations, we adopted a different strategy in the third study 

hapter  to investigate the relationship between mental states, etiological, and prognostic 

parameters  e oomed out from the ESM micro level to the level of combined diagnosis and 

symptoms  Based on the theory that a comple  relationship between clinical and etiological variables 

determines the emergence of psychosis, we prospectively e amined psychotic symptoms in relation to 

nonpsychotic disorders, etiological factors, and other specific parameters  The incidence of psychotic 

e periences 

PE  was measured over a year period in a cohort of the general population  The analyses confirmed 

our hypothesis that a subset of people with incident PE would also have NPD, and that clinical, 

demographic, aetiological, and cognitive factors associated with psychotic disorders would have 

stronger and or ualitatively different associations with the incident PE  NPD phenotype compared to 

the PE only phenotype  The study revealed that the ris  of the clinical high ris  state of psychosis 

HR P  is mediated by a combination of attenuated psychosis and non psychotic illness, rather than 

attenuated psychosis alone  

E 6 1 S MM  OF O  ESIS S PO ESES N  FIN INGS 
AMS, affective mental states  M , mono ygotic  NA, negative affect  T, childhood trauma  PE, psychotic 
e periences  NPD  non psychotic disorders  MMS, momentary mental states  

hapter Hypothesis Outcome 

 AMS can significantly predict each other over time  Supported 

 AMS can significantly predict each other over time  Replicated 

 Differences of AMS lagged associations between strata of increased 
genetic liability to psychopathology corrected alpha    

Inconclusive 

 Differences of AMS lagged associations between strata of increased 
genetic liability to psychopathology corrected alpha   

Inconclusive 

 Differences of AMS lagged associations between strata of increased 
childhood trauma e posure corrected alpha    

Inconclusive 

 Differences of AMS lagged associations between strata of increased 
childhood trauma e posure corrected alpha   

Inconclusive 

 Higher overall AMS networ  density in M  twins compared to non twins 
alpha   

Supported 

 Higher overall AMS networ  density in M  twins compared to non twins 
alpha   

Replicated 
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 Higher NA networ  density in M  twins compared to non twins alpha  
 

Inconclusive 

 Higher NA networ  density in M  twins compared to non twins alpha  
 

Supported 

 Higher overall AMS or NA networ  density in twins e posed to high T 
compared to low T alpha   

Inconclusive 

 Higher overall AMS or NA networ  density in twins e posed to high T 
compared to low T alpha   

Inconclusive 

 A subset of people with incident PE would also have NPD  Supported 

 linical, demographic, aetiological, and cognitive factors associated with 
psychotic disorders would have stronger and or ualitatively different 
associations with the incident PE  NPD phenotype compared to the PE
only phenotype 

Supported 

 MMS can significantly predict each other over time one year follow up 
time series with N   

Supported 

 The temporal networ  of associated MMS differs between remission, and 
relapse phases of Schi ophrenia one year follow up time series with N  

 

Supported 

6 1 Novel Contributions 

In this research, we aimed to contribute novel insights to the mechanistic study of psychiatric disorders  

irstly, evidence from two e tensive, independent twin samples derived from the general population 

indicates that L is associated with momentary emotions that influence each other over time and can be 

represented by a temporal networ  Moreover, our findings suggest that the underlying genetic factors 

of affective dysregulation at the microlevel of human mental e perience may be lin ed to the 

persistence and intensification of Negative Affect NA  across time hapter  Secondly, apart from 

the empirically established assumption that NPD is a crucial component of the HR P attenuated 

psychosis syndrome APS  construct, our study findings, based on the NEMESIS cohorts hapter , 

demonstrate that PE become clinically significant only when associated with NPD, which are 

characterised by affective dysregulation  This is consistent with a recent systematic review of  studies 

that reported most individuals meeting HR P APS criteria also had comorbid affective or an iety 

disorders  Third, various etiological factors, particularly environmental and genetic factors estimated 

through schi ophrenia polygenic ris  scores  PRS , affect the ris  of developing clinically significant 

psychosis only when there is a heightened symptom load accompanied by affective dysregulation refer 

to igure   
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The overarching research goal of this dissertation was to predict the emergence of psychopathology 

using both symptoms impacting symptoms and the more traditional etiological parameters impacting 

symptoms  e have shown evidence that there is not only a lin  between causes and emergent 

psychopathology, but also a lin  between the symptoms themselves  In our case, NPD, the cluster 

represented by affective disorders and an iety disorders, which are rooted in affective dysregulation at 

the micro level, e acerbate psychotic symptoms and play a role that is not less important than the 

etiological factors themselves  This was demonstrated by the fact that the association with NPD 

hereafter referred to as the comorbid state  was the element that led to clinically relevant psychosis 

with the need for care  Depending on the amount of e posure, genetic or environmental, either during 

the early stages of development or in adult life, there will be a corresponding conse uence  This may 

result in either a clinical state severe enough to necessitate health care or simple PE with a benign 

prognosis  hen e amined more closely, e posure to stressful life events i e , caused by 

socioeconomic factors  without a high genetic load of psychosis and without other aggravating 

environmental factors will li ely lead to only a benign clinical syndrome  However, if the e posure 

includes aggravating environmental factors and, at the genetic level, if there is a psychosis associated 

polymorphism i e , a significantly elevated PRS , this will li ely result in a psychotic phenotype of 

greater severity  However, there is additionally a mediator role for NPD, and this is supported by 

numerous studies in the literature ,  

igure  consolidates the study findings of the dissertation  Each vertice on the left side of the graph 

represents a predictor variable included in the cohort study chapter  vertices on the centre dar  

green and orange  are for phenotype variables PE only, NPD  PE, NA at t, NA at t  Each arrow 

e presses the presence of a significant ha ard ratio or a significant  regression coefficient for ESM 

studies here variables from the category of NA were selected and displayed in the oom snippet , in the 

association between a variable and the outcome  The bo es on the far right were analysed as predictors 

in the cohort study  They are, however, symbolised in the figure with an arrow coming from the 

phenotype and ending in them, in line with the logical or empirical subse uence of some variables  

Indeed, while antipsychotic use APU , and use of MH  or of any care A  are subse uent to the 

emergence of symptoms and therefore will be represented on the far right of the graph, the connection 

with low social functioning LS  is less straightforward  Indeed, despite the fact that low social 

functioning LS  has been demonstrated to occur long before the onset of psychotic symptoms , it has 

also been lin ed to bad real life outcomes in individuals with psychosis in a large scale cohort study 

over  years  and was lin ed to higher use of mental health care MH  in other research , although 

the real connection of LS  with emergent psychosis might rather be bidirectional LS  predicts 

psychosis and will in turn be worsened by negative symptoms and by the increasing social isolation  

and internalised stigma  In the ne t sections we will discuss these main points in more detail and in 

light of the literature   
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FIG E 6 1 isuali ation of the interplay between Mental States, Genetic and environmental isk, and 
Psychopathology

ey findings from the present thesis are summari ed in this figure  The interplay of mental states at the moment to moment 
level contributes to affective dysregulation represented in the oom caption , which is partially influenced by genetic vulnera  
bility as discussed in chapters  and  Affective dysregulation, in turn, determines the severity of psychotic symptoms and is a 
ey component of most non psychotic disorders NPD  This intricate relationship is associated with a polygenic ris  score for 

psychosis PRS  when affective dysregulation is present within the clinical presentation, and it correlates with an increased 
number of environmental factors  ariables are color coded  Light green, denotes e clusive significant associations with the 
PE NPD phenotype, while Pin  indicates significant associations with both the PE only and PE NPD phenotypes   Edge 
weights represent the ha ard ratio value of the differential association between e posure or prognosis variables and the pheno  
types PE or PE NPD  The networ  e cerpt displayed in the oom caption is derived from findings in chapters  supplementary 
figure  Networ s of momentary affective mental states in participants with low A , and high genetic liability for psychopa  
thology B  In this figure, the arrows represent associations over time, i e , the B coefficient e pressing the effect si e of the 
predictive associations  or e ample, in A, there is an arrow from n  to n , meaning that n  at t  predicts n  at t 
with a B coefficient of  reen arrows represent positive associations, and red arrows represent negative associations  Only 
negative affective states are displayed, as they demonstrated more consistent significant results in networ  density comparison 
measures chapters  and  Abbreviations  , psychotic e periences  , non psychotic disorders  ear , hearing impair  
ment  em  female se  , adult stressful life events  an, cannabis use  , perceived social gap  r, childhood 
trauma  , polygenic ris  score for schi ophrenia  am , familial history  i , digit span tas  , umping to conclu  
sions bias  rb, urbanicity  minor, ethnic minority  , low social functioning  , use of antipsychotic medication  , 
use of specific mental health care  are, use of any care  rr  Irritated, n  Down, n  Insecure, n  An ious

FemsxHearI
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6 1 1 P S is associated with the comorbid multidimensional state and not with the mono

dimensional psychotic state  

alsh et al  have shown that individuals with schi ophrenia have more rare structural variants such as 

deletions and or duplication of one or more genes compared to controls  The most recent schi ophrenia 

AS identified  loci significantly associated with schi ophrenia  These loci include genes 

involved in dopamine signalling, glutamate signalling, ion channel functioning, and immune response   

Because these associations are common and have small or moderate effects, including all of them in 

regression models would strongly reduce the power due to the large number of variants, none of which 

are pathognomonic to schi ophrenia  Therefore, utili ing a polygenic ris  score PRS , which sums the 

number of ris  alleles weighted by their effect si e, emerged as a viable solution  

Previous research has shown that in a general population sample, PRS is pleiotropically associated with 

measures of affective regulation, aberrant salience, and neurocognition  Our own longitudinal study 

allowed us to evaluate the role of PRS more precisely in the emergence of psychopathology chapter 
,  e found that PRS were associated with a phenotype that includes NPD, mostly represented by

affective and an iety disorders referred to as the comorbid state , but not with the purely psychotic

phenotype PE only  HR ,  I   PE NPD  HR ,  I    This

finding is consistent with other studies demonstrating the association of PRS with NPD in the early

stages of psychopathology, and with a year follow up of a case control sample showing that among

patients initially diagnosed with a psychotic affective disorder, a higher S  PRS predicted whose

diagnosis would change to non affective psychosis , which is consistent with our results considering

that our sample is a general population ris  sample e ploring the prodromal phase

Ta en together, these results suggest that genetic predisposition to psychosis may be mediated by 

affective processes, such as those related to mood and an iety disorders, hence to affective 

dysregulation  urthermore, although the relationship between PRS and the comorbid state can meet 

some of the Bradford Hill criteria for causality , including the temporal relationship, strength of 

association a stronger association between PRS and the comorbid phenotype compared to the non

significant association with the purely psychotic phenotype  and, consistency with several cross 

sectional and cohort studies in different populations ,  One can argue that this relationship may not be 

fully causal given the lac  of specificity of the association of PRS with the prodromal comorbid state of 

psychosis  rom the other hand, if this association obligates the presence of another factor, here the 

environment to interact with it for it to cause psychosis, the causality doesn t need to be specific ,  

Additionally, in the definition of a comple  system, no factor is solely responsible for an outcome, 

rather the interaction of the components leads to the shift of the system to a definite outcome  In that 

way, the PRS is plausible and can be causal but ust in part see ne t sections for more details    
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6 1 2 In the case of comorbidity, the associated elements correspond perfectly to the known 

etiological, genetic, and environmental factors profile of the so called schi ophrenia  

The heredity of schi ophrenia is estimated to be as high as  based on traditional twin research  

However, shared e posures e g , in utero  may be underestimated in twin and adoption studies, leading 

to an overestimation of the genetic component in the development of the disease  Studies have indicated 

that even conservative estimates of schi ophrenia heritability, between  and , are li ely to be 

high  Nevertheless, schi ophrenia stands as one of the most heritable psychiatric disorders, a 

substantial number of heritability cannot however, be e plained by the cumulative effects of nown 

disease associated genetic variations  urthermore, individual environmental variables have, on average, 

higher odds ratios compared to genetic factors reflected by common genetic variants discovered by AS 

In this dissertation, the comorbid state was associated with multiple ey environmental and genetic

factors nown to predispose to psychotic disorders  This is consistent with previous findings, which 

indicate that the ris  of psychosis increases when there are several variants of genetic ris  and many 

e posures to negative environmental conditions  urthermore, cannabis use, urbanisation, and 

belonging to an ethnic minority were not associated with the benign non comorbid state  In contrast, 

e posure to daily life stressors and  or economic stress was also predictive of the simple mono 

dimensional phenotype but was not enough to increase the ris  table , chapter   

These results, along with the observation that not all cannabis users or urban dwellers develop clinical 

psychosis, suggest that environmental factors alone are insufficient to trigger a shift to a more 

vulnerable state  This inability of either genes or environment alone to produce a trait, and therefore the 

re uirement of both, is an illustration of gene environment interaction E  Additionally, the results 

of the heritability estimate from twin studies are substantially higher than those of molecular genetic 

research  This difference between the heritability estimates from twin studies and the estimate from 

molecular data is nown as the heritability gap  This gap may be due to the fact that many genetic 

effects are influenced by environmental factors that are shared by individuals who grow up in the same 

family, but not by unrelated individuals  This indicates that the aetiology of a trait is comple  and 

involves many genetic variants with small effects that are influenced by the environment  Twin 

studies, however, reveal that the shared environment has little or no impact on psychosis, despite the 

epidemiologically proven role of ris  factors common to family members such as minority status, 

urbanicity, or low socio economic status  This is referred to in the literature as the shared 

environment parado  Thus, two siblings can share the same urban environment or the same ethnicity, 

but the meaning of these e posures will always be different for each person  In this sense, it would not 

be surprising that the shared environment does not contribute given that conceptually such a 

contribution is difficult to envisage  However, E may similarly offer a plausible e planation to the 

low apparent environmental impact in twin studies  This mechanism can cause psychiatric problems in 
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different ways  Some processes operate within biological pathways through E, whereas others 

modify the epigenome and, through that, the behaviour  In the following section, we will e plore five 

potential pathways in greater detail  However, it is important to ac nowledge the e isting 

inconsistencies in the literature, as studies investigating this specific area have yielded varying results  

6 1 3 Suggested GxE Pathways 

Interaction studies between genetic factors and the environment have progressed from the stage where 

polymorphisms were the focus of the genetic part to A and PRS studies and recently to the 

development and use of PRS and E posome scores  The latter is defined as an aggregate measure of 

environmental liability for schi ophrenia  One main reason for generating these scores was the small 

effect si e of the associations when gene variants and environmental variables were added separately 

and the additional decrease in power when the interaction factor E  was added to the regression 

e uations  On the other hand, although scores have their value in solving the power and effect si e 

problem to prove the e istence of the E interplay, we still need genetic variant studies to unravel the 

underlying neurobiological mechanisms of this interaction  In an effort to shed light on the biological 

underpinnings of the E, a number of studies have been conducted e amining the impact of various 

environmental factors, including infectious diseases, cannabis use, and psychological or social trauma 

e perienced during childhood or in daily life  These findings will be described in more detail below  

6 1 3 1 Infection 

Despite initial epidemiological hypotheses suggesting that genes related to the development of 

schi ophrenia may also be involved in susceptibility or immune response to To oplasma gondii or 

HS , PRS studies failed to support this notion, finding no association between to oplasmosis Ig  

seropositivity and schi ophrenia in individuals carrying higher PRS  Similarly, case control studies 

e amining polymorphisms of neuroinflammation mar ers yielded conflicting results or were unable to 

be replicated  And recently, the SARS o  virus, responsible for the O ID  pandemic which 

has affected over  million people , has been proposed to potentially cause neuropsychiatric 

symptoms through a cyto ine storm induced by elevated levels of maternal IL  in the second and early 

third trimesters, which have been lin ed to an increased ris  of schi ophrenia in offspring  However, 

to date, there is no evidence to suggest a connection between SARS o  infection and psychosis   

6 1 3 2 Cannabis 

The current evidence suggests that gene environment interaction pathways are probably responsible for 

the lin  between cannabis and psychosis  Recent studies have employed genome wide data and PRS 

scores, to strengthen the evidence for the association between cannabis use, schi ophrenia and E  or 

instance, ainberg et al  used self reported psychotic events, cannabis use, and PRS scores to 
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investigate the association between schi ophrenia and cannabis use in U  BIOBAN  participants  

They found that cannabis users with the highest PRS values for schi ophrenia had  times higher 

chances of e hibiting self reported psychotic events than those with the lowest PRS levels  Another 

study discovered an additive relationship between PRS scores for schi ophrenia and the fre uent use of 

cannabis  urthermore, several studies indicate that the effects of cannabis on psychosis outcomes, 

such as schi ophrenia and psychotic symptoms, are influenced by the preceding manifestation of 

genetic  susceptibility to psychosis  A recent European Networ  of National Schi ophrenia Networ s 

Studying E Interactions EU EI  research indicated that there e ists an additive interaction between 

genetic liability and regular cannabis use regarding the ris  of developing schi ophrenia  This 

interaction is moderated by PRS  In other words, the oint influence of genetic ris  and e posure to 

cannabis on the li elihood of developing schi ophrenia is greater than the sum of the individual effects 

of each factor  Moreover, the EU EI cohort study differentiates the use of cannabis as a self  

medication coping mechanism from the association between daily cannabis use and PRS load by 

documenting the time precedence of daily cannabis   

Ta en together, these findings provide compelling evidence that cannabis use acts in synergy with 

multiple genetic variants, supporting this thesis finding that the lin  between cannabis use and emergent 

psychosis is more li ely to be causal in part  Nonetheless, the causal mechanism of the relationship 

between cannabis use and psychosis is comple  and multifaceted, and further research is warranted to 

understand the comple  interplay between genetic, environmental, and neural factors underlying this 

relationship  

urther, in a previous study, E was calculated in five increasing levels of psychosis admi ture with 

affective dysregulation  The study found that the effects of cannabis and urbanicity on levels of 

psychosis admi ture with affective dysregulation, and the level of clinical psychosis, were influenced 

by the preceding manifestation of genetic susceptibility to psychosis in the form of an additive E  

However, there was a lac  of a significant E interaction in the sub group with isolated PE  This 

may e plain our finding that the lac  of a significant association of PE only with cannabis and 

urbanicity, which suggests that these e posures were not potentiated by genetic factors and therefore did 

not predict the rise of the benign mono dimensional phenotype PE only  in our analysis  Nevertheless, 

caution should be e ercised when comparing the two studies due to differences in study design and the 

method of estimating genetic vulnerability   

6 1 3 3 Psychosocial Stress and Childhood dversity 

The umbrella term psychosocial stress  includes stress caused by the perception of social threat that 

results in emotional tension and discomfort  In our study, we investigated urbanicity, minority status, 

stressful life events, and perceived social gap  All of these variables may be considered as environmental  
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factors, given their capacity to generate psychosocial stress , because they fre uently involve situations 

of perceived social evaluation and social e clusion, or life event induced distress at different intensity 

levels  Similarly, childhood adversity is studied through similar definitions and scales in the literature   

Schi otypal personality disorder SPD  has been used as a genetic vulnerability pro y to psychotic 

disorders in a significant amount of the E literature about stress as an environmental factor in the 

E  This commonly held belief has its origins in the wor  of P  E  Meehl, who claimed that a 

genetically based brain abnormality schi ota ia  manifests as a distinctive personality organi ation 

schi otypy  that reflects susceptibility to develop schi ophrenia  Everyday stresses in a hour 

period predicted positive prodromal symptoms one year later in adolescents, including those with SPD  

however, those with SPD, and therefore genetically susceptible to psychosis, had stronger perceptions 

of stress to the same daily stressors than their nonvulnerable peers  Similarly, research involving E 

in twins revealed a substantial correlation between PRS scores and early adversity that modifies the 

manifestation of subclinical psychosis and stress sensitivity  The researchers hypothesi ed that early 

trauma impacts susceptibility to ordinary pressures, indicating that the type, timing, and severity of 

stress may contribute to the development of psychosis  In parallel, the EU EI found an additive 

interaction between PRS and childhood adversity in  patients and  unrelated controls  This 

adds to and is in line with research that has shown that an increase in the chance of developing 

psychotic symptoms is correlated with the duration and intensity of e posure to environmental ris  

factors, suggesting that further e posure may be necessary for the generation of clinical psychosis , ,   

Ta en together, daily life stressors and childhood adversity have been hypothesi ed to interact with 

genetic ris  by enhancing stress sensitivity through various mechanisms, such as dysfunctional 

cognitive reappraisal or aberrant emotional salience ,  The latter is a reflect of a dysfunctional 

emotional regulation strategy, including over selective or distorted perception and interpretation of 

psychosocial stimuli, and have been lin ed to psychotic positive symptoms ,  and may therefore 

contribute to stress sensitivity in daily life situations  In sum, consistent with our findings, stress 

sensitivity as suggested mechanism of E might imply a form of affective dysregulation   

On the other hand, in our study we found a non specific prediction of ris  of SLE and PS  and 

childhood adversity that impacted both phenotypes table , in chapter  This is in line with above 

mentioned results from the literature, that the interaction with genetic predisposition PRS  in addition 

to a certain timing, and intensity of those stress variables among other factors, altogether influence the 

ris  in a comple  fashion ,  Therefore, the comple  relationship between stress sensitivity, affective 

dysregulation, and E and how they contribute to the development of psychosis ris  is not fully 

understood and re uire further investigation   
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6 1 3  Epigenetics of psychosis 

The full articulation of the neurobiological mechanisms of gene environment interplay is beyond the 

scope of this dissertation, but it is specified in e tensive reviews of the animal and human literature ,  

In summary, differential DNA methylation and histone modification have been identified in genetic 

variants associated with schi ophrenia in brain and blood tissue  These changes may be epigenetic 

mar ers and are involved in the pathogenesis of the disease  However, the e act role they play in the 

disease is not yet clear  The genes most implicated are involved in neurotransmission, immune 

function, and energy metabolism  Additionally, microRNAs can help regulate the development and 

function of synapses and may also help regulate circadian cloc  entrainment  These findings suggest 

that psychiatric disorders may be caused by the dysregulation of these biological processes  Some 

studies suggest that epigenetic changes play a role in the development of schi ophrenia , while others 

suggest that they may be a conse uence of the disease   

6 1  ffective dysregulation as a key component in the complex dynamics of psychosis 

development  

In this dissertation, supplemented with findings cited above, affective dysregulation was shown to play 

a central role in a comple  system, with environmental and genetic factors interacting with each other 

and leading ultimately to the emergence of clinically significant psychotic symptoms  This comple  

system is dynamical in nature, as its elements change over time, both at a very delayed scale years  and 

at the moment to moment level as shown in the oom caption in figure , see also figure  

In this dissertation, we found that genetic liability to psychopathology was associated with a higher 

networ  density of NA, that is, increased interconnectivity among negative emotions, resulting in an 

affective dysregulation or lac  of the ability to change one s own affective state, which leads to the 

person staying trapped in negative emotions chapter  and  urther, affective dysregulation can 

influence not only symptoms or states but also traits  Previous findings suggest that NA networ  density 

is related to neuroticism, that is a trait factor predisposing to affective and an iety disorders hereby 

representing most of NPD  

urthermore, together with the findings mentioned in previous sections, these results align with the 

conclusions of a cross sectional analysis e ploring the interaction between family history of affective 

dysregulation as a pro y of genetic factors and environmental factors  These results revealed that 

within a specific stratum of psychosis admi ture with affective dysregulation, the association with 

environmental ris  variables was greater than additive when familial affective dysregulation was also 

present  Additionally, while studying five psychopathological levels of the comorbidity PE NPD , 

the interaction contrast ratio I R  increased consistently, as the association inherent to the admi ture 
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with causal factors was more than additive the more admi ture increases  The I R is a statistical 

estimate of the e cess ris  due to interaction compared to the ris  without e posure   

On the other hand, the superposition principle, addressing linear interactions  and as described in the 

conte t of comple ity science, suggests that the combined effect of multiple factors should be e ual to 

the sum of their individual effects  onse uently, the mentioned findings are another demonstration 

that the superposition principle does not hold true in the causal system of psychosis  Instead, the above 

reported results indicate a non linear relationship between the studied components of the gene 

environment and affective dysregulation with different symptoms load and admi tures  In other terms, 

the interaction between affective dysregulation, genetic and environmental factors in the development 

and severity of psychopathological states is not simply additive  Instead, it e hibits comple , nonlinear 

behaviours, emphasising the intricacies of these relationships  

These previous results together with findings of the third study chapter  imply that genetic influence 

may be e aggerated across increasing comorbidity with affective dysregulation and that additional 

environmental mechanisms including those of parenting are li ely to be at play  Recent research has 

revealed that non inherited parental genotypes can considerably predict the child phenotype when 

evaluated as a polygenic score ,  onsistent with our results chapter , that a wea er but present 

association of PE only with family history of affective dysregulation might be interpreted as an 

environmental factor  This is li ely to e plain why it did not lead to the severe comorbid state PE 

NPD  instead, it might have re uired the interaction with both affective dysregulation and the genetic

factor reflected by the PRS

In conclusion, the emergence of clinically significant psychosis was dependent on intricate, nonlinear 

interactions spanning multiple levels, from genetic to societal igure  and  These interactions 

involve affective dysregulation, which itself comprises subunits e g , AMS  that interact through 

regulatory loops hapters  and , creating a comple  networ  of interactions  In parallel, e tensive 

findings in etiopathology literature reveal that feedbac  loops traverse the multiple layers mentioned 

earlier igure  or e ample, low social functioning and cannabis use can both be considered 

bidirectional factors, the later acting both as a self medication and causal factors  

iewing clinical psychopathology as the higher level manifestation of a comple , developing system 

made up of subunits and regulatory loops allows us to consider how causal factors, as described in this 

dissertation, can influence these subunits, or alter the nature of interactions and regulatory networ s 

igure  and   
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FIG E 6 2 he Complex Multi layered Interplay of Factors in the Emergence and Sustainment of Mental 
isorders

This illustration portrays the comple  array of factors contributing to the onset and maintenance of mental 
disorders  These factors are organi ed in a layered structure, spanning from macroscopic collective  to microscopic 
individual  levels  The most prominent element within this system is affective dynamics, where the pin  emoticon 

represents positive affect, while the yellow and blue ones signify negative affect  These emotional factors interact 
with environmental and genetic compo nents, ultimately culminating in the e pression of clinically significant 
symptoms  The system s inherent comple ity and dynamism stem from its constituent elements evolving over 
diverse time scales, ranging from long term periods of months or years           to transient, moment to moment            
fluctuations
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Conclusion of this section 

Three ey conclusions can be drawn from the discussion of this thesis results  irst, consistent with 

earlier results, indings show that the relationship between psychosis e pression and ris  loading 

environmental and genetic  depends on affective dysregulation, adding credence to the notion of an 

affective path to psychosis  Second, when our findings were compared to research in similar samples, it 

showed that the accumulated ris  load increased the probability of psychosis e pression and its clinical 

relevance in a dose response pattern, as anticipated by the liability threshold model, in which 

susceptibility to a phenotypic result may be treated as a continuous meter of measurable ris ,  This is 

not in contradiction with the conception of psychopathology as a comple  dynamical system, as both 

conceptions need an increase in e posure load and the phenotypic result emerges after a shift in the 

system  

Third, the causal system of emergent psychopathology, and here emergent psychosis is ta en as an 

e ample, is comple  and made up of many e posures and dimensions figure  If the e posure is 

minor or does not involve E interaction or affective dysregulation, it remains in the category of 

normal  Affective dysregulation dimension results in mental health distress and the need for care, 

when added to another dimension  Together these factors are highly li ely to be interacting a comple  

dynamical system as depicted in figure  

onse uently, the uestion, from both an academic and a clinical practice perspective, remains as to 

how to prevent the system from shifting to the pathological mode  There might be multiple entry points 

to try to change the unfavourable course  or instance, more social welfare at the public health and 

educational level could intervene at the environmental e posure entry point at an early stage childhood 

or adolescence  Similarly, psychotherapy can help people in the stage of affective dysregulation and 

teach them how to cope with negative emotions  Thus, the interplay of genetic, environmental, and 

clinical factors gives a theoretical e ual power to each of these entry points  urther e perimental or 

early intervention studies at a large scale should test this hypothesis see section future direction   

6 2 imitations 

This dissertation includes big representative general population cohort samples, that are the best for 

e ploring the emergence of psychopathology including emergent psychosis, as it is now accepted that 

the very first phase also called prodromal phase  is multi dimensional in nature therefore not specific  

Also, a general population sample of twins is best suited for the study of genetic vulnerability  Using 

patients with psychosis would have biased the data on T and therefore of genetic vulnerability in 

emergent psychopathology including emergent psychosis   
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On the other hand, while this research has resulted in three original publications and has contributed to 

our understanding of the lin  between symptoms and aetiologies in the emergence of psychopathology, 

it is worth recognising several limitations that may affect the interpretation and generalisability of the 

findings  One limitation is that emotion regulation may differ between affective disorders and in 

psychosis  In psychosis, emotions may tend to be overregulated i e  uic ly suppressed , whereas in 

depression and an iety disorders, negative emotions may persist over time by lac  of self reassuring and 

self regulation s ills ,  By including the whole spectrum under the umbrella of L using the sum 

score of the Symptom hec list  ScL , the effects of these differences may have been cancelled 

out, leading to wea er lagged regression coefficients  Additionally, it can be assumed that the brain 

mechanisms responsible for hallucinations, for instance, are different from those responsible for the lac  

of oy, and therefore they would differ at the L level  However, the substantially higher representation 

of affective and an iety disorders as NPD in the general population and therefore also our both twin 

samples , let us assume that the interpretations discussed in this dissertation figure  and section  

can be accurate as the L based on Scl  scores would represent L to affective dysregulation, and 

also to NPD   

In our study of a non clinical twin population as described in chapters  and , we observed non 

significant results using networ  analysis  One possible e planation for this could be the high number of 

variables included in the regression model, which may have reduced our statistical power, especially 

given the need for correction for multiple testing  However, our long term cohort studies have more 

successfully shown the impact of affective dysregulation chapter  Both approaches have their own 

value, but they may be better suited for different purposes  Networ  analysis has been more successful in 

individual case studies chapter , while traditional cohort analysis has provided more conclusive 

results at the population level through traditional statistical analysis  Ultimately, both methods have 

proven to be complementary to one another, on a conceptual level figure   

6 3 Future directions 

ith this dissertation, we demonstrated that the emergence and severity of mental disorders were not 

only related to the interaction between candidate genes and to the interplay between genes and the 

environment , but also to the admi ture of affective dysregulation with the symptoms themselves  et, 

despite the progress made in this area of research, there is still a need for further research to fully 

address the topic at hand  Here, I propose three general directions for future research that will improve 

our understanding of this topic  

In term of future research sample population, research centres must oin forces and conduct large  

scale multicentric cohort early intervention studies outside of the limited scope of speciali ed early 
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detection centres, as this dissertation has highlighted the unspecific and multidimensional nature of early 

psychotic emergence states  Increasing the sample si e will also allow for a better power and therefore 

allow for including the gene environment interaction in the analysis  urthermore, given the importance 

of intimate connections in the sociali ation of emotion regulation abilities and techni ues, research 

would profit from performing dyadic, triadic, family and system level studies  These investigations 

have the potential to understand the social underpinnings of vulnerability and resilience, therefore, 

informing early intervention efforts and prevention of psychopathology  Additionally, research in 

countries with non aucasian populations is particularly necessary, as the accuracy of PRS decreases 

when applied to non European populations due to the preponderance of European genetic data used to 

train PRS models   

In terms of the research uestion choice of variables, our findings have relevance for future research 

in the field of psychiatry genetics  Studies on the topic of affect dynamic using ESM and techni ues, 

li e those studies published here chapter  and , may allow for greater comparability with other 

cultural conte ts because of the universality of emotions  This contrasts with the culture specificity of 

criteria of diagnostic categories  In other words, comparing emotional distress resulting from psychotic 

symptoms is universal versus psychotic symptoms, such as mystical delusions that are highly sub ect to 

cultural differences  urthermore, testing the basic networ  of AMS as an intermediate phenotype may 

also be of value as the networ s can be seen as ecologically valid phenotypes, complementary to 

categorical diagnostic phenotypes in genetic studies   

Overall, further e ploration of symptom dynamics in daily life can provide valuable insights into the 

patterns and fluctuations of mental health symptoms, which can be useful for improving diagnosis 

accuracy and therapy interventions  By collecting fre uent and real time data on individuals  symptoms 

and e periences, researchers and clinicians can gain a more detailed and nuanced understanding of 

mental health conditions and can develop more tailored and effective treatments  Therefore, large scale 

clinical trials should be conducted to e amine the effectiveness of time intensive assessments in 

improving clinical parameters such as insight, affective regulation, and adherence to treatment  

Additionally, future research should focus on replicating and e panding on the present e ploration of 

the effect of genes and the environment on the affective regulation networ , to gain a more complete 

understanding of the mechanisms underlying mental disorders  urthermore, future research should use 

a combination of different research approaches and measures, including molecular genetics or 

polygenic scores  and the environmental variables, that yielded strong prediction effect si e in our wor  

chapter , besides the newly introduced E posome score  This will allow to identify potential areas in 

need of intervention as a preventative measure    
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In terms of future research designs and methodologies, research centres must oin forces and conduct 

large scale multicentric cohort early intervention studies outside of the limited scope of speciali ed 

early detection centres, as this dissertation has highlighted the unspecific and multidimensional nature of 

early psychotic emergence states  Increasing the sample si e will also allow for a better power and 

therefore allow for including the gene environment interaction in the analysis  urthermore, given the 

importance of intimate connections in the sociali ation of emotion regulation abilities and techni ues, 

research would profit from performing dyadic, triadic, family and system level studies  These 

investigations have the potential to understand the social underpinnings of vulnerability and resilience, 

therefore, informing early intervention efforts and prevention of psychopathology   

Our research may shed light on the need for novel designs that ta e into account the comple ity of 

genetic influence in the development of psychopathology while considering the limitations of networ  

studies or by combining various types of networ  analysis e g , together cross sectional, time series and 

directed acyclic graphs, for enhancing chances of causality inference   

inally, there are implications for future research stemming from the broader topic of mechanistic 

research in psychopathology as well  or instance, it is generally accepted in the field of psychology, 

and as highlighted in previous sections, that mental health conditions can be highly individuali ed and 

comple  Hence, traditional methods of studying and diagnosing these conditions may not always be 

sufficient  Therefore, unconventional methods of study within the mechanistic framewor  may be 

re uired, such as combining different research approaches or incorporating new technologies  This 

could help to better understand the mechanisms of psychopathology   

Traditional statistical methodologies within this area of research pose additional problems, as mentioned 

in the previous section  Temporal networ  studies were not yielding strong effect si es in the twin 

normal population sample, li ely attributed to the use of traditional statistical methods  These methods, 

which are based on assumptions such as the linear statistical distribution of the data and the linear 

relationships between variables among others, re uire the specification of the model of relationship 

between variables  They are the standard in psychopathology research and networ s of 

psychopathology  However, due to their assumptions and limitations, they may not always be 

appropriate for studying comple  and individuali ed phenomena li e psychopathology  Incorporating 

comple ity science modelling, such as differential e uations, can provide valuable insights in certain 

situations  

or e ample, in ESM data, the assumptions for differential e uations might have been more easily met 

compared to those for multilevel regression chapter  and  Differential e uations are typically 

designed to handle time dependent phenomena by inherently describing the change in a uantity over  
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time based on its rate of change  Therefore, employing more fle ible and advanced techni ues li e 

computational models of differential e uations found in comple ity science could be essential for 

capturing the dynamic and intricate interactions between clinical, genetic, and environmental factors, 

especially when the focus is on prediction and temporal dynamics for better understanding the 

underlying mechanisms of psychopathological development and progression  These alternative 

approaches may provide more accurate insights into the comple  nature of psychopathology and offer 

new opportunities for targeted interventions and personali ed treatments  

Machine learning models can also improve on the limitations of traditional statistical methods, by 

allowing for greater fle ibility and adaptability in the models used to study comple  and individuali ed 

phenomena li e psychopathology  Machine learning algorithms can continuously learn and adapt 

according to the data they are given, allowing them to ma e more accurate predictions ,  

Additionally, by using machine learning algorithms, researchers can analyse larger and more diverse 

datasets, which can provide a more comprehensive view of the underlying mechanisms of these 

conditions  

Overall, three broad areas of research suggestions can be drawn  First, larger sample si es can be 

obtained using multicentre cohort studies, allowing for the e amination of gene environment 

interactions and a wider range of e posure variables  Second, the potential of affective regulation 

networ s as intermediate phenotypes and the collection of real time data on symptoms and e periences 

should be further e plored to improve diagnostic accuracy and treatment efficacy  Finally, the 

integration of cutting edge methodologies, such as comple ity science techni ues and machine 

learning algorithms, could prove advantageous for the analysis and interpretation of large data sets, 

especially when the assumptions of conventional statistical approaches cannot be fully satisfied without 

compromising the power of the analysis  This may necessitate the establishment of interdisciplinary 

research teams composed of specialists from diverse fields, encompassing epidemiology, clinical 

medicine, biology, computer science, and mathematics  
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Chapter   
Impact 

The discoveries presented in this thesis shed light on the intricate causal system behind emerging 

psychopathology, including psychosis  By demonstrating that this system is multi layered and involves 

numerous e posures and dimensions, this research could significantly impact the way mental health 

disorders are studied and treated  

or instance, the thesis highlights the critical role that affective dysregulation plays in the relationship 

between psychosis e pression and ris  factors, such as genetics and environmental e posures  This 

insight could inspire researchers to e plore new ways to address emotional imbalances in their studies, 

potentially leading to innovative therapeutic approaches  

urthermore, based on our findings, we conceptuali ed the emergence of psychopathology as a comple  

dynamical system  iven that such systems are sensitive to small initial changes , this understanding 

may inspire scientists to e plore how early ad ustments to specific elements could lead to significantly 

different mental health outcomes  One possible research direction could involve e amining the impact 

of early interventions targeting various ris  factors, not only on multiple levels such as emotional, 

environmental, and genetic factors but also on different layers, both at the entire population and at the 

individual level  This all encompassing approach could help us better understand how to support mental 

health more effectively  

At an individual level regarding the clinical population, the findings of this dissertation, support the 

development of personali ed mental health care  This approach helps patients lin  their current or past 

distress with related feelings, thoughts, beliefs, and situations in an open, empathic, and non udgmental 

manner  By fostering a non stigmati ing relationship with the patient, this model bridges the gap 

between patient and therapist and could be applied from the first contact with mental health facilities  

hapter  demonstrates the feasibility of using the E perience Sampling Method ESM  self

monitoring in patients with psychotic disorders  This approach allows for the identification of individual 

patterns that can be beneficial in treatment planning  uture applications of ESM could involve 

providing patients with immediate, personali ed graphs based on recent input  Networ  analysis reveals 

the potential for accurately predicting relapse and other prognostic measures, facilitating the 

development of tailor made interventions  However, understanding the comple  interactions between 

symptoms in 
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In addition to the clinical implications of this research, there may also be broader economic and societal 

advantages  Enhancing the effectiveness of mental health treatment could potentially mitigate the 

burden on healthcare systems and reduce the overall costs associated with treatment  Moreover, the 

positive impacts on individuals struggling with mental health issues could create ripple effects on their 

families and communities, potentially leading to improved social and economic outcomes  In terms of 

economic repercussions, it is estimated that the total costs of mental health issues amount to over  of 

DP e ceeding  billion  across the  EU countries and the United ingdom  

The need for effective preventive measures are particularly relevant considering that, according to the 

orld Health Organi ation HO , in ,  in every  people, or  million people around the 

world were living with a mental disorder  Similarly, in the United States, it is estimated that about  

million adults or  of the adult population  suffer from a mental illness in any given year , with 

only about half receiving treatment  onse uently, mental health disorders remain among the leading 

causes of disability worldwide and are associated with negative outcomes such as decreased 

productivity, increased absenteeism, and an increased ris  of physical health problems   

iven this conte t, and the prevention parado  principle suggesting that small scale interventions may 

have a broader impact on the population compared to treatments focused e clusively on high ris  

individuals  Our thesis findings could motivate researchers to develop large scale prevention strategies 

that address affective dysregulation and other ris  factors in the general population  Potential strategies 

may include creating mental health awareness campaigns, promoting emotional intelligence education 

in schools, or integrating mental health support and social wor ers services into primary care settings  

By highlighting the role of ris  factors such as stressful life events, economical stress, belonging to an 

ethnic minority group and others in the emergence of mental suffering, this research supports the 

suggested added value of incorporating social wor er services into primary care settings   

inally, I intend to share my research conclusions with other researchers and plan to present my 

findings at relevant conferences to engage with professionals in the field  Through various 

communication channels, I aim to emphasi e the significance of my research and its potential impact on 

clinical practice and on the society on a larger scale  My goal is to continue researching comple  

dynamical systems, potentially focusing on the development of preventive clinical trials, training 

programs, and innovative methods for addressing mental health issues more effectively  
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Chapter  
Summary /Samenvatting 

The current comprehension of causality in psychiatric diagnoses has limitations, and there is a growing 

emphasis on novel techni ues and analyses, such as e perience sampling methodology ESM  

combined with a networ  approach, to enhance our understanding of these comple  conditions  The all

encompassing goal of my research was to investigate the application of these techni ues alongside 

traditional study and statistical designs to improve our insight into the emergence of psychopathology  

Specifically, I e amined the interplay between affective dysregulation and various genetic and 

environmental factors that may contribute to the development of clinical psychosis  Employing ESM 

and networ  analysis, I sought to obtain a more refined and comprehensive understanding of the 

comple  factors influencing the emergence of psychopathology, particularly psychosis, and pinpoint 

potential targets for early intervention and treatment   

To achieve this ob ective, we conducted four studies, the results of which are presented in this thesis  

The first and second studies investigated the utili ation of ESM to depict affective dynamics in a 

networ  while e amining gene and environment effects on it chapter  and  The third study e plored 

the application of long term cohort incidence analysis to predict the probability and identify the factors 

contributing to the occurrence of clinical psychosis chapter  The fourth study employed ESM in 

con unction with networ  analysis to e amine the dynamics of interacting momentary mental states in 

an individual patient diagnosed with paranoid schi ophrenia over a year, aiming to understand the 

impact of illness severity and pharmacological treatment on symptom dynamics chapter  

Our research has unveiled several ey findings and general outcomes with significant implications for 

understanding the development of psychopathology, particularly psychosis, and for devising 

interventions to prevent or mitigate its impact  Affective dysregulation plays a crucial role in the 

relationship between psychosis e pression and ris  factors, such as genetics and environmental 

e posures  The causal system of emergent psychopathology, including psychosis, is multi layered and 

involves numerous e posures and dimensions  These dimensions and factors interact in a comple , 

dynamic manner that necessitates an increase in e posure load before transitioning to a pathological 

mode  

Overall, this research s primary contribution lies in illustrating the potential of incorporating both 

intensive time series for e amining affect dynamics and long term cohort study techni ues to enhance 
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our comprehension of psychopathology  uture research should not only consider these outcomes but 

also derive insights from them to further advance our understanding of these intricate conditions  

These findings hold significant implications for practitioners, as they may employ ESM techni ues to 

refine their diagnostic accuracy and treatment planning  Moreover, layered interventions targeting ris  

reduction, such as social welfare measures at the general population level or individuali ed 

psychotherapy for the clinical population, may prove effective in preventing the emergence of 

psychopathology  

Samenvatting

Het huidige begrip van causaliteit in psychiatrische diagnosen heeft beperkingen, en er is een 

groeiende nadruk op nieuwe technieken en analyses, zoals de experience sampling-methodologie 

(ESM) gecombineerd met een netwerkaanpak, om ons inzicht in deze complexe aandoeningen te 

vergroten. Het alomvattende doel van mijn onderzoek was om de toepassing van deze technieken 

naast traditionele onderzoeksdesigns en statistische technieken te onderzoeken om ons inzicht in het 

ontstaan van psychopathologie te verbeteren. Ik heb vooral gefocussed de wisselwerking tussen 

affectieve dysregulatie en verschillende genetische en omgevingsfactoren die kunnen 

bijdragen aan de ontwikkeling van klinische psychose. Door ESM en netwerkanalyse te gebruiken, 

heb ik geprobeerd een verfijnder en uitgebreider begrip te krijgen van de complexe factoren die 

het ontstaan van psychopathologie, in het bijzonder psychose, beïnvloeden en mogelijke 

aangrijpingspunten voor vroege interventie en behandeling te identificeren.

Om dit doel te bereiken, hebben we vier studies uitgevoerd, waarvan de resultaten in dit proefschrift 

worden gepresenteerd. De eerste en tweede studie onderzochten het gebruik van ESM om affectieve 

dynamiek in een netwerk weer te geven, terwijl werd gekeken naar de effecten van genen en 

omgeving hierop (hoofdstuk 2 en 3). De derde studie verkende de toepassing van langetermijn-

cohortincidentieanalyse om de waarschijnlijkheid te voorspellen en de factoren te identificeren die 

bijdragen aan het optreden van klinische psychose (hoofdstuk 4). De vierde studie gebruikte ESM in 

combinatie met netwerkanalyse om de dynamiek van interactieve momentane mentale toestanden bij 

een individuele patiënt met paranoïde schizofrenie gedurende een jaar te onderzoeken, met als doel 

het effect van de ernst van de ziekte en farmacologische behandeling op symptoomdynamiek te 

begrijpen (hoofdstuk 5).
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Ons onderzoek heeft verschillende belangrijke bevindingen en algemene resultaten opgeleverd met 

aanzienlijke implicaties voor het begrip van de ontwikkeling van psychopathologie, met name 

psychose, en voor het bedenken van interventies om de impact ervan te voorkomen of te 

verminderen. Affectieve dysregulatie speelt een cruciale rol in de relatie tussen psychose-uiting en 

risicofactoren, zoals genetica en omgevingsblootstellingen. Het causale systeem van opkomende 

psychopathologie, inclusief psychose, is meerlagig en omvat talrijke blootstellingen en dimensies. 

Deze dimensies en factoren hebben op een complexe, dynamische manier interactie met elkaar, die 

een toename van de blootstellingsbelasting vereist voordat wordt overgegaan naar een 

pathologische modus.

Over het geheel genomen ligt de belangrijkste bijdrage van dit onderzoek in het illustreren van het 

potentieel om zowel intensieve tijdreeksen voor het onderzoeken van affectdynamiek als 

langetermijn-cohortstudietechnieken op te nemen om ons begrip van psychopathologie te 

verbeteren. Toekomstig onderzoek zou niet alleen deze resultaten moeten overwegen, maar ook 

inzichten daaruit moeten afleiden om ons begrip van deze ingewikkelde aandoeningen verder te 

bevorderen. Deze bevindingen hebben aanzienlijke implicaties voor professionals, omdat zij ESM-

technieken kunnen gebruiken om hun diagnostische nauwkeurigheid en behandelplanning te 

verfijnen. Bovendien kunnen gelaagde interventies gericht op risicovermindering, zoals sociale 

welzijnsmaatregelen op het niveau van de algemene bevolking of geïndividualiseerde 

psychotherapie voor de klinische populatie, effectief zijn bij het voorkomen van het ontstaan van 

psychopathologie.
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Key Insights:

• The central importance of emotional responses as a linking mecha-
nism between the root causes of psychsis and the need for medical 
intervention.

• The efficacy of the Experience Sampling Method (ESM) as a valuable 
asset for individualized clinical care and treatment planning in the re-
alm of psychotic disorders.

• The potential for breaking the cycle and preventing psychopathology 
through comprehensive, multi-layered strategies, including interventi-
ons focused on emotional regulation.
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